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ABSTRACT 
W e  examme the data of mu l t i p l e  case assignments In  an at tempt  t o  
d e t e r m ~ n e  the nature of  the mapping between abst ract  case and 
morphological case. We consider three potent ia l  sources of mu l t i p l e  case: 
per cola ti or^, agreement, end assignment. We argue that  a potent ia l  mu l t i p l e  
case assignment may be resolved by prevention of a s t ruc tu ra l  case 
assignment; by prevention o f  case agreement; by reduct ion o f  assigned case 
features; o r  by morphological accommodation of  the mu l t i p l e  cases. 
We c l a i m  that  accommodation of  a mu1 t i p l e  case by morphological ly neutral  
fonns r e f l e c t s  a general morphological process. We suggest that  case 
assignment be represented as assignment of a pos i t i ve  cese feature value, 
with morphological ly neutral  forms represented in the lexicon w i t h  
underspecif ied  case feature values. 
We c l a i m  tha t  cese agreement brttween a t race and an antecedent In a non- 
argument pos i t ion  i s  forced by cyc l i c  appl icat ion of  the Case F i l t e r .  Th i s  
case transmission requirement, together wi th an agreement requirement 
between a re la t l ve  pronoun and on empty pronominal head, creates case 
matching e f f ec t s  in f ree  re la t ives.  Reduction of  such mu l t l p l e  case 
assignment i s  subject  t o  a semantic c o n s t g i n t  of  recoverabl l l ty ,  and 
creates reso lut ion hierarchies of the general form, less in fo rmat ive  cases < 
more in fo rmat ive  cases. 
Thes~s Supervisor: Dr. Kenneth Hale 
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CHAPTER ONE THE MAPPING FROM ABSTRACT CASE TO MORPHOLOGICAL 
CASE 
10 Introduction 
This thesis i s  cast i n  the framework of the theory o f  government and 
binding. We take Chomsky ( 1  98 1 ) as the s tar t ing point o f  our discussion. In 
th is  theoret ical  perspective, the grammar i s  divided in to  modules, each 
module havlng i t s  own propert ies and constraints. Syntectic rules connect 
the underlying repr-esentations of D-Structure w i t h  the intermediate 
representat ions of S-Struc ture From $-Structure, morphological and 
phonological rules derive the Phonetic Form, whi . e  rules of semantics 
derive the Logical Form, the level of interpretat ion 
Case theory serves as a bridge between the syntact ic (DS-SS) and 
morphological (SS-PF) components of  the grammar. Argument structure i s  
re f lected i n  the abstract case assigned to  each NP. This abstract case then 
determines the NP's morphological case in f lec t  ion, depending on the 
morphology of the language. A t  PF, a Case F i l t e r  checks t o  see that case has 
been assigned. 
Cese IS assigned t o  an NP e l ther  s t ructura l ly  or inherently, according t o  
case ass~gnrr~ent rules 1 
(2) Structural  Case Assignment (at SS) 
a NP i s  nom i f  governed by AGR 
b. NP IS obi  r l  governed by a transi  t l ve  verb 
c NF. 1s o b i  i f  governed by P 
d NP IS gen In  [NP- X' 1 
(3 )  Inherent Case Assignment (at DS) 
NP IS inherently C'ase-marked as determined by proper-t ies 
o f  11s 1-N] governor 
The case assignnient rules are subject t o  language-part lcular var lat  Ions 
prepos~t ions asslgn ob] i n  Engllsh, [+N] may be a case asslgner In  Russian or 
Germen, etc But the essential system of case asslgnment IS presumed to  
derive f rom u n ~  versa1 grammar In part  icu l  or, a1 1 case assignment i s  under 
government (and possibly subject t o  other- condlt~ons, such ss adjacency), 
a l l  languages have both s t ructura l  (dependent on SS represent at ion) ond 
Inherent (dependent on DS representation) case asslgnment, and a l l  
languages share the case f ~ l t e r  
(4) * NP, where NP has phonetic content but no Cese 
The ungrammat i ca l i  t y  of cer ta in  structures can be explained as a v iolet ion 
of  the case f i l t e r .  The requirement that an NP obtain abstract case i s  seen 
' A  samewhet different formulation is  given i n  Chomsky ( 1985); there, structural case includes 
only nominative and objective. 
-2- 
as  t h e  d r i v i n g  f o r c e  in  such opera t ions  as "of - i nse r t i onw and Pass ive  
Movement. 
The pass ive  verb, f o r  example, f a i l s  t o  ass ign  case t o  i t s  ob jec t ,  f o r c i n g  t h e  
o b j e c t  NP t o  move t o  sub lec t  p o s i t i o n  i n  order  t o  s a t i s f y  t h e  Case F i l t e r :  
( 5 )  * was admired Lear'lne 
(6) Leanna w a s  edmi red 
S i r r i ~ l s r l y ,  an a d j e c t i v e  f a i l s  t o  assign case t o  a complement, requ i r i ng  "o f -  
i nse r t i on "  in  s l r u c t u r e s  l i k e  (7): 
(7) * proud Noreen 
(8) proud o f  Noreen 
A l though one type o f  abs t rac t  case w o u l d  s u f f i c e  f o r  t he  opera t ion  o f  t he  
case f i i  te r ,  t h e  case assignment r u l e s  m e n t i o n  severel  d i f f e r e n t  v a r i e t i e s  
o f  abs t rac t  case (nom, obj,  obi, gen), based on the  t r a d i t i o n a l  use o f  case 
t e r m s  in  declensional  morphology. Horphol  ogical  cases a re  used as evidence 
f o r  t he  presence o f  c e r t a i n  ebs t rac t  cases re la t i onsh ips .  Fo r  example, t he  
presence o f  a m o r p t ~ o l o g i c a l  o b j e c t i v e  case in  Rais ing  cons t ruc t i ons  in  
Eng l ish  i s  c i t e d  as evidence o f  Except ional  Case Mark ing by  verbs l i k e  
be l  i eve: 
(9) 1 be1 ieve  h im/*he t o  be a foo l  
Yet, even w i t h i n  one language, each occurrence o f  a given morphological 
case ending i s  not taken t o  represent the same abstract case. For example, 
the occurrence of a morphological nominative who i n  
( 10) who1 are you talk ing t o  ti 
i s  not taken t o  suggest that English prepositions can assign an abstract 
nominative case. Of ten i t  i s  not clear which morphological var iat  ,ens 
re f lec t  syntact ic differences, and which are consequences of the 
mcrrphological idiosyncrasies of a given language 
Case theory at tempts to  use abstract case to  express syntactic 
generalizations which transcend m~rpho log ica l  divers1 ty .  But, as 
Riemsdijk (1983) notes, "the relat ionship between ... abstract cese 
dist inct ions and actual morphological cases i n  those languages thist exhibit 
them has been l e f t  largely unspecified." Without such a specif i ca t~on ,  Case 
Theory remains an unreliable tool  f o r  invest igat ing morphosyntax. This 
thesis jo ins a growing e f f o r t  t o  define the relationship between 
morphological and abstract case. 
1 . 1  Evidence f rom S~ng le  Case Assignment 
It i s  c lear that the relationship between abstract case erlJ morphclagical 
case i s  not direct.  The abstract case system must be uni form to  some 
extent i n  order t o  capture syntact ic general i zat ~ o n s  across 1 onguages; yet 
th is  generalized system of abstract cases must be translated in to  a wide 
var iety of morphological case marking systems. In  th is  section we r e s t r i c t  
our at tent ion t o  evidence f rom the most strrsightforward situation, in  which 
a single case i s  assigned to  a given NP. We w i l l  r e fe r  t o  th is  as single case 
~ g n m e n t ,  i n  contrast t o  mu1 t ip le  case assignment, i n  which e given NP 
acquires mu1 t ip le  cases. 
We note f i r s t  that the mapping f rom ebstract case t o  morphological case i s  
language-dependent . Two abstrac t cases which are morphologically 
distinguished i n  one language may share a morphological real izat ion i n  
another language. 
Vergnaud ( 1982) suggests that a language-particular mapping function 
mediates between abstract case and morphological case. The leest marked 
function, cccording t o  Vergnaud, i s  that  i n  which each abstract cese 
receives a unique morphological interpretation, inaependent o i  context. 
French provides an example of the least-marked mapping: 
( 1 1) French case mapping 
abstrsct  case morphological case 
Norn ---- ------------- > nwn 
Obj ----------------- > obj  
Obi ----------------- > obl 
The English mapping, Vergnaud claims, i s  more msrked, w i t h  t w o  abstract 
cases receiving one morphological interpretat  ion: 
( 12) English case mapping (NOM, OBJ, OBL) 
abstract cese morphological case 
Nom ------ ----------- nom 
Obj ----------------- > ObJ 
Obi ------- ------- / 
Thus, English pronouns dist inguish norn and obj, but not obj and oblique: 
(13) 1 sent her [obj] t o  h im  [obl) 
(14) 1 sent h i m I o b j ]  t o h e r I o b l ]  
We could at tempt t o  regularize the Engllsh mapping by reduclng the 
inventory of abstract cases Kayne ( 19841 16) suggests that English 
prepositions assign objectwe, not oblique. If English has t ru ly  los t  the 
abstract oblique case, then we might devise a one-to-one mapping: 
( 1  5) English case mapping (NOM, OBJ) 
absti-act case marpholclgical case 
N~~ > norn 
Obj ----------------- > ob i  
This proposal i l l us t ra tes  t w o  potent ial  parameters of case assignment: 
var iat ion i n  the inventory of abstract cases, and var iat ion i n  the case 
subcategnrization requirements o f  the case assigner-s, In ( 1  5) we have 
sacr i f iced cons;stency between the French and English abstract case 
inventories and the generalization "P assigns oblique', i n  order t o  preserve e 
one-to-one mapping of abstract case t o  morphological case. 
However, the one-to-one mapping established i n  ( 15) only holds f o r  the 
pronouns. English Nom and Obj have d is t inc t  pronominal representations, 
but f e l l  together i n  proper and commov nouns: 
( 16) He consulted the professor 
( 17) The professor consulted him 
( 18) Engllsq Case Happing Paradox 
abst ract  case m o r ~ h o l ~ g i ~ € t l  csse
Nom - - - .. - - - - - - - - - > nominat ive he, professor 
Obj ------------- ob ject ive :  h i m  
The re la t ionsh ip  i n  Engl ish between abst ract  Nom and Ob] and r ~ u r p h o ; o g ~ c a l  
non-i and ob j  can be represented ne i ther  R S  a one-to-one, onto mapping nor as 
a coalescence of  the n~orpholog ica l  cases. Th is  leads us t o  our second 
conclusion, tha t  the re la t ionsh ip  between abst ract  case and morptlological 
case i s  somehow dependent on lex ica l  i n f  o r m a t ~ o n .  
The par-adoxical t reatment of  n o m ~ n a t i v e  and accusative case i n  ( 18) der ives 
f r o m  our use of  the t e r m  "morphological case" a t  a leve l  of abst rac t ion 
divorced f r o m  the actual  morphological forms.  We w i l l  ca l l  t h i s  generalized 
morphological case. We argue tha t  the case mapping system should not  r e l y  
-- 
on general ized morphological cases. 
F i r s t ,  the use of general ized morphological cases requires an addi t ional  
mapping, f r o m  general ized morphological case t o  morphological case fo rm.  
In a sense, each rr,orphological rea l i za t ion  of  an abst ract  case i s  unique, 
s ince the rea l i za t ion  includes the f o r m  o f  a par t i cu la r  lex ica l  i tern. For 
example, Wgu 'book' and devu8ku 'girl '  a re  d i s t i nc t  morphological 
rea l iza t ions o f  the Russian abst ract  accusat ive case, even though they share 
the accusat ive case s u f f i x  3. So we  cannot: simp1 y map ebst ract  a c c ~ ~ s a t i v e  
i n t o  a general ized morphological accusative!, we  mus t  then map the 
general ized morphological accuset ive i n t o  sipecif i c  morphological forms.  
I 9) TWO Stage Case Mapping 
A b s t r a c t  general ized morpho log ica l  
case r: orphological  case case f o r m  
More I n t e r e s t  rngly, a s ing le  m o r p t ~ o l o g l c a l  r ea l  tzd t  lor1 o f  ecch s b s t r a c t  case 
cannot a l w a y s  be i s o l a t e d  even when w e  r e s t r ~ c t  our  a t t e n t i o n  t o  case 
morphemes a The r e a l i z a t i o n  o f  a p a r t i c u l a r  case may vary  f r o m  I t e m  
t o  I t em,  depending on declension c lass  and g rammat i ca l  p roper t i es  such as 
gender, number, and anlmacy For example, t he  r e a l i z a t i o n s  o f  the  R u s s ~ a n  
abs t rac t  accusat ive  inc lude -u  (in femin ine  singular), -0 ( i n  neu te r  
s ingular) ,  and -a  (in an ima te  mascu l ine  s ingu lar )  We m i g h t  t u r n  t o  an 
~ n t e r n ~ e d i a t e ,  general I zed morpho log ica l  case t o  represent  declensional  
d i f f e rences  
(20) Two Stage Case M ~ p p i n g  
A b s t r a c t  general ized morpho log ica l  
case morpho log ica l  case case f o r i n  
Act ------- - > accusat ive  f 1 ------------- > kn ig+u 
Act - --- - --- > accusat ive  '2 ---- ------- -- > p i s ' m t o  
A C C  -------- > eccuset ive  +3 ---- ------ --- > mal 'C i  k+a 
B u t  someth ing m u s t  condl t i o n  t h e  choice of general ized morpho log ica l  
cases. We cannot express a l l  v a r i a t i o n s  in  t h e  f i r s t  mapping, ( f r o m  a b s t r a c t  
case t o  genera l ized morpho log ica l  case), s ince  some o f  the v a r i a t i o n  
depends on s p e c i f i c  l e x i c a l  i n f o r m a t i o n  I n  p a r t i c u l a r ,  membersh ip  in  a 
g iven declension c l a s s  may be an arb1 t r a r y  p roper t y  o f  8 l e x i c a l  i tern. The 
f i n a l  r e a l i z a t i o n  o f  an abs t rac t  case can on ly  be determined w i t h  re fe rence  
t o  s p e c i f i c  l e x i c a l  en t r i es .  
Second, t h e  i n t r o d u c t  i nn o f  general ized morpho log ica l  case c rea tes  
confus ion  about abs t rac t  and morpho log ica l  cese By postu la t rng  a 
genelcal i z e d  morpho log ica l  case w h i c h  i s  independent o f  l e x i c a l  i n fo rma t ion ,  
w e  i n v i t e  s ta temen ts  t o  the  i ! f f e c t  t h a t  "languege X l acks  morpho log ica l  
case," o r  t h a t  latigusge X l a c k s  a p a r t i z u l a r  morpho log ica l  case. Languages 
may d ~ f i e r  In t h e ~ r  ~ n v e n t o r y  o f  abs t rac t  cases, bu t  each abs t rac t  case 
inc luded i n  t h e  i nven to ry  o f  a g iven language rece ives  a morpho log ica l  
r e a l i z a t ~ o n .  The n o r n i n ~ t ~ v e  morpho log ica l  case i s  the f o r m  o f  a g iven 
l e x i c a l  i tern w h i c h  i s  used when [Noml abs t rac t  case i s  assigned; the  
o b j e c t i v e  m o r p h o l o g ~ c s l  case i s  the  f o r m  o f  e g iven l e x i c a l  i t e m  w h i c h  i s  
used when [Ob j l  abs t rac t  case i s  assigned. I f  these f o r m s  co inc ide  f o r  a 
g iven l e x i c a l  i tem,  o r  f o r  some c l a s s  o f  l e x i c a l  i tems,  i t  does no t  mean t h a t  
t h e  nomina t i ve  o r  o b j e c t i v e  morpho log ica l  case i s  miss ing . '  
In l i g h t  o f  these remarks,  l e t  us: recons ider  our  desc r ip t i on  o f  t he  Engl ish 
case mapping sys tem.  We adopt Comne 's  ( 1986.9 1 ) d iagnost ic  f o r  t h e  
i nven to ry  o f  abs t rac t  cases: "... if a case d i s t i n c t i o n  i s  made f o r m a l l y  i n  any 
nominal ,  t hen  t h a t  same cese d i s t i n c t i o n  e x i s t s  f o r  a l l  nominals.  ..." S ince 
Eng l ish  pronouns have d i s t i n c t  nomina t i ve  and o b j e c t i v e  forms,  w e  
pos tu la te  d i s t i n c t  NOM and O M  abs t rac t  cases. On t h e  o the r  hand, no OBL 
we mlpht say that a morphologicsl case is  missing for a given lexical item i f  that lexical item 
altogcthcr lacks a morphological realization for a certain abstract case. For example, the Russian 
reflexive 3kajg 'self' lacks a nominative form (Davis and Oprendek ( 1973)). Note, however, that 
the absence of a nominatlva nflexiva may be duo to syntactic constraints on reflexivlzetion, 
rather than on a morphological gep. 
case i s  ever  morpholcrgical ly d is t ingu ished f r o m  OBJ, and SO we do no t  
pos tu la te  an abs t rac t  O b l ~ q u e  (We Ignore  f o r  p resent  purposes t h e  
t r e a t m e n t  o f  geni t l v e s  ) This g ives  us t h e  abs t rac t  case inven to ry  {NOU, 
OBJ). The abstract- NOH and abs t rac t  OBJ a re  r e a l i z e d  in  ver lous  f o r m s  by  
d i f f e r e n t  lexical i t e m s .  Note t h a t  rf w e  in t roduce general ized 
morpho log ica l  case as a stage bet  ween abs t rac t  case and morpho log ica l  
case, w e  must t o  r e f e r  t o  the  nomina l  and pronominal  declensions 
separate1 y 
( 2  1 Engl ish Case Mapping Using Genera l~zed  Morphological Cese 
A b s t r a c t  Case General ized 
Morphological  Case Morpho log~ca l  Case 
Pronour~s 
[NOMI -- -> "nominat ive"  - - - >  I he 
[OBJI - - -> 'ob jec t ive"  - - - >  me h i m  
Common Ncluns 
[NOMI - - - > "nom/ob jW - - - >  s tudent  p ro fesso r  
iOBJ] - - / 
Instead, we represent  t h i s  mapping d i r e c t l y ,  w ~ t h  no i n t e r v e n ~ n g  leve l  o f  
general ized morpho log ica l  case. 
( 2 2 )  D i r e c t  Eng l ish  Case Mappings 
P t rs t r sc t  Case Morphological Case 
a. [NOMI - - - >  I he s tudent  p ro fesso r  ... 
b [OBJ] - - - >  me h i m  s tudent  p ro fesso r  . . .  
Compare th is  wl  t h  the tradi t ional  concept of paradigm. Our abstract case 
corresponds roughly to  the dimensions or  labels of a paradigm; our 
morphological case corresponds t o  the forms which f i l l  out the paradigm. 
But, continuing the metaphor, th ls  direct mapping f rom assigned abstract 
case t o  morphological case fo rm neglects the concept of declension class. 
We have no wag i n  th is  system to  s tate the regular i t ies among 
morphological case forms We cannot express !he fact  that NOM and OBJ 
map to  d is t inct  forms i n  most personal pronouns, but t o  ider~ t ica l  forms i n  
each common noun 
We argue that such declensional information should be represented i n  the 
lexicon Thus, abstract case w i l l  map d i rect ly  to  a morphological form, but 
the lexicon w i l l  contain information about the relatioriships between forms. 
In Chapter Two we discuss t w o  ways t o  do t t ~ l s -  by case features and 
lex ica l  redundancu w rules, o r  by a formal izat ion of the tradi t ional  concept of 
paradigm. 
1 1 . 1  Fi rs t  Model of Case Map_pAg 
In the previous section we established that the mapping between abstract 
case and morphological case i s  not one-to-one. Two d is t inct  abstract cases 
may have ident ical  morphological forms f o r  a given lexical  i tem, ref lect ing 
a msny-to-one mapping. One abstract case may have d i f ferent  
morphological realizations i n  d i f ferent  declension classes, re f lec t ing  s one- 
to-many mapping. Thus, we see that  the abstract-morphological mapping i s  
not on1 y lengutsge-dependent, but a1 so lexical1 y-dependent. We have 
suggested that t h i s  lexical  dependence should be represented i n  the lexicon, 
and not as a sepal d e  stage of "generalized" morphological case. 
Based on the evidence f rom single case assignment, we develop the 
fo l lowing model of the mapping f rom abstract case t o  morphological case: 
(23) First. Model o f  Case Mapping 
I. Assignment 
DS (XP). Inherent Case Assignment 
SS (XP): Structural  Case Assignment 
It Adjustment 
SS (XP): Agreement 
SS (XO) :  Percolation 
I l l .  Realization 
PF (XO):  Accommodation 
We dist inguish three stages of case-mal~ping, assignment, adjustment, and 
real izat ion. Assignment includes both inherent end structural  case 
assignment. Adjustment includes any post-assignment syntact ic processes 
which manipulate abstroct case. Adjustment includes case agreement at  
the phrasal level, and percolation of case f rom the phrasal level t o  the X0 
level. Realization refers t o  the morphological spell-out o f  abstract case. 
When real izat ion takes place at  the X 0  level, we say that the Xo element 
accommodates the abstract case. (We exclude f rom consideration here the 
case-agglutinating languages, i n  which case may be real ized at the phrasal 
level. Case-agglutinating languages are discussed i n  Appendix A, the other 
chapters  of  t h i s  thes i s  are  r e s t r i c t e d  t o  case- inf  l e c t i n g  languages.' ) 
Be low,  each o f  t he  stages o f  t h i s  mapping are  d iscussed i n  d e t a i l .  
1 1 . 1 . 1  Assignment 
We m a i n t a i n  the  d i s t ~ n c t i o n  betweer1 s t r u c t u r a l  and inherent  case inherent  
case i s  B-re lated,  and assigned a t  D -St ruc ture ,  s t r u c t u r a l  case i s  no t  8- 
re la ted,  and i s  asslgned a t  S -S t ruc tu re  In b o t h  Instances, we suggest t h a t  
t he  assignment o f  abs t rac t  case corresponds t o  a case assigr ier ass ign ing a 
p o s i t i v e  case fea tu re  value t o  a p o s ~ t i o n  ~t governs T h i s  p o s i t i o n  m u s t  
l a t e r  be f i l l e d  by a l e x l c a l  e n t r y  w h i c h  i s  compat ib le  w i t h  t h a t  case f e a t u r e  
value (sek Real izat ion,  be low)  
124) Case Assigrsrnent 
0 - - - >  [ +  Case Feature K ]  i A - , where A governs B 
(+K) 
The n o t a t i o n  A(+K) i nd i ca tes  t h a t  A i s  a case assigner w h i c h  can ass ign the  
fea tu re  value I +  case fea tu re  K1.2 The r u l e  o f  case assignment i s  fea tu re -  
f i l l i n g  on ly :  t h e  output  [+ K]  i s  i l l - f o r m e d .  In addi t ion,  t he re  i s  a 
redundancy r u l e  w h i c h  makes a l l  unassigned case f e a t u r e  values negat ive  
p r i o r  t o  l e x i c a l  i n s e r t i o n .  
(25) [O Case Feature K ]  ------ > [-Case Feature K )  
1 In the sense o f  the traditional typological classif~cations o f  isolating, inflecting, and agglutinative. 
Thus, case-inflecting does not ~ m p l  y a particularly rich case mar king system, but rather e systenl 
I n  whichcese morpheme3 ere tightly bound to the stem. 
26ei n j  able to assign a case feature K i s  rwt necesseril y the same as hew ng the feature vol ue [ + K l  . 
The case f i l t e r  may be construed as a constraint that each case feature 
mat r ix  must have a t  least one posi t ive case feature value upon entering PF. 
(26) Case F i l t e r  
* 
- Case 1 
- Case 2 at PF 
- Case n 
In Chapter Five we reconsider the Case F i l t e r  and the nature of s t ructura l  
case, considering the possibi l i  t g  that case i s  just  one of several l icensing 
strategies Structural  case, i n  th is  view, might b2 jus t  a ref18ction of 
s t ructura l  l icensing. For now, however, we re ta in  both structural  case and 
the Case F i l t e r  as described here. 
1.1.1.2 Adjustment 
Adjustment processes manipulate assigned case feature values. Agreement 
refers to  the sharing of case features between t w o  co-indexed NPs. For 
example, languages of ten require a predicate o r  appositive NP to  agree i n  
case w i t h  the subject NP. Case agreement may also subsume inheritance of 
case f rom a wh-trace. Percolation re fe rs  t o  the internal  transmission of 
case features fro,, the maximal pro ject ion t o  the head and i t s  modif iers.  
Adjustment processes seem t o  be generally subject t o  parameterization: 
percolation i s  not necessary i n  cese-agglutinating languages; appositives 
and predicate nominals do not a1 ways exhihi t sgreement. 
1 . 1 . 1  3 Rea l i za t i on  
For  the  case - in f l ec t i ng  languages, we assume t h a t  each nominal  l e x i c a l  
entry i s  assoc ia ted w i t h  a se t  o f  case features,  w h i c h  may have the  values 
+, -, o r  r e m a i n  unspec i f ied  ( represented by  0). A l e x i c a l  i t e m  may be 
i n s e r t e d  i n  a g iven pos i  t ~ o n  on ly  i f  t he  case fea tu re  values o f  t h a t  l e x i c a l  
i t e m  are  non-d i s t i nc t  f r o m  the  case f e a t u r e  values w h i c h  have been 
assigned t o  t h a t  pos l t l on .  When t h i s  condition i s  me t ,  t he  l e x i c a l  i t e m  i s  
sa id  t o  ac;commodate the  abs t rac t  case assignment (We assume l e x i c a l  
i n s e r t i o ~ ? ;  a1 t e r n a t l v e l  y, t he  case assigned by the  case assigner cou ld  s i m p l y  
be cihecked against  t he  case fea tu res  o f  a l e x i c a l  i t e m  o(:curring i n  tha t  
p o s ~ t i o n . )  The system may  be i l l u s t r a t e d  w ~ t h  the  f o l l o w i n g  de r i va t i on .  
( 2 7 )  Example o f  Ac,commodat i o n  
a. V assigns [ + A ]  t o  the  NP p o s i t i o n  
b. no value i s  assigned f o r  case fea tu re  8 
c.  108) ---> [ -Dl .  NP p o s i t i o n  now i s  marked [+A, -0) 
d. l e x i c a l  i n s e r t i o n  cdn apply w i t h  l e x i c a l  e n t r i e s  o f  t he  f o r m :  
[+A,  -81, [+A, 081, [OA, -61, [OA, 081 
e. l e x i c a l  insertion cannot apply w i t h  l e x i c a l  e n t r i e s  o f  t h e  f o r m .  
[ @ A ,  +B] (+B i s  i ncompa t ib le  w i t h  pos i t i on ' s  -8) 
[-A, 081 ( -A  i s  i ncompet ib le  w i th  pos i t ion 's  +A)  
1.2 Evidence f r o m  Mu1 t i p l e  Case Assignment 
M u l t i p l e  case assignment occurs  when one NP becomes assoc ia ted w i t h  more 
than one abs t rac t  case. T h i s  s i t u a t i o n  s t r a i n s  the  abst rac t /morpho log ica l  
re la t ionsh ip ,  and thus  prov ides  c r u c i a l  evidence about the  case mapping 
process. 
The case- in f l ec t i ng  languages t y p i c a l l y  a l l o w  only one case i n f l e c t i o n  pe r  
nomina l  e lement ,  and hence do no t  eas i l y  t o l e r a t e  the  assignment o f  more  
than  one abs t rac t  case p e r  NP. In fac t ,  i t  i s  somet imes  assumed t h a t  Case 
Theory m u s t  p r o h i b i t  ins tances o f  mu1 t i p l e  case assignment.  For  example, 
Radford (1984) argues t h a t  "...the c-command ana lys is  (o f  government]  w o u l d  
wrong ly  produce ins tances o f  case c o n f l i c t ,  where  a g iven PIP i s  assigned 
more  than one d ~ s t l n c t  case. Bu t  the re  i s  no evidence t h a t  t h i s  s i tua t io r ,  
a r l ses  in  na tu ra l  languages. i.e., i t  i s  t y p i c a l l y  the  case t h a t  NPs i n  na tu ra l  
language are  morpho log ica l ly  marked f o r  on l y  one case." S i m i l a r l y ,  S e l l s  
( 198553) suggests t h a t  t h e  Case F i l t e r  requ i res  one and on ly  one case: "The 
Case F i l t e r  i s  l i k e  t h e  @ - C r i t e r i o n  i n  t h a t  hav ing t w o  Cases i s  as bad as 
having none a t  a l l ;  ..." Chomsky (1986) f o r m u l a t e s  a Chain Cond i t ion  w h l c h  
r e s t r i c t s  case assignment t o  t h e  cha in  o f  NP-movement: The cha in  fo rmed  
by NP and i t s  t race  m u s t  have e x a c t l y  one case-merked pos i t ion ,  t h a t  o f  t h e  
head o f  t h e  cham. A cha in  w i t h  no case o r  a cha in  w i t h  more  than one case- 
marked  p o s i t l o n  i s  no t  v i s i b l e  f o r  t h e m a t i c  r o l e  assignment, and w i l l  
v i o l a t e  t h e  the ta-cr i te r ion ,  w h i c h  requ i res  each argument t o  have a the ta  
r o l e  (see Chapter Five). '  
'The te rm ino logy  o f  recent  w o r k  r e f l e c t s  t h i s  assumed p roh ib i t i on :  flu1 t i p l e  
case assignment i s  sa id  t o  cause "case con f l i c t " ,  "case clash", o r  "case 
competi t ion". '  We w i l l  show t h a t  m u l t i p l e  case assignment may be w e l l -  
f o rmed  under c e r t a i n  morpho log ica l  and s y n t a c t i c  cond i t ions .  A1 though t h e  
assignment o f  mu1 t i p l e  cases somet imes  leads t o  ungrammat i ca l i  ty ,  w e  
Note that the Chain Condition does not apply to the chain formed by wh-movement; also, the Chain 
Condition might allow multiple case assignment, if  al l  cases were assigned to the head of the chain. 
2Plassam ( 198's) employs the more sympathetic phrase, "redundant case marking". 
argue that Case Theory should not contain any sweeping prohibi t ion of 
mu1 t i p le  case assignment. Claims that case conf l i c t  underlies the 
ungrammatical1 t y  of certain constructions must be examined i n  l igh t  o f  the 
ent i re  case mapping system. 
1.2.1 Sources of M u l t ~ p l e  Case 
In the model outl ined above i n  (23), mul t ip le  abstract cases can accumulatr, 
t o  a single NP at ei ther the assignment stage or  the adjustment stage. At  
the assignment stage, two case assigners could assign d is t inct  abstract 
ceses to  the same NP. For example, Babby ( t  984) suggests that  both V and P 
can assign case t o  NP i n  the construction (28):  
Atiother potent ial  source of mu1 t ip le  case assignment i s  the movement of a 
case-marked NP t o  the domain of second casz assigr~er. We te rm th is  
assignment-induced mu1 t i p le  case. 
Most sources of assignment-induced mu1 t ip le  case are prohibited under 
standard GB assumptions. These issues w i l l  be discussed i n  Chapter Five 
At  the ndjustment stage, a NP which has been assigned case could 
accumulate additional ceses through case agreement. For example, a 
re la t i ve  pronoun may be assigned case w i t h i n  i t s  cleuse and then also 
acquire the case o r ig ina l l y  assigr-led t o  i t s  antecedent i n  the ma in  c l  euse. 
We t e r m  t h i s  agreement-induced mu1 t i p l e  cdse. Add1 t iona l ly ,  an XO nominal 
element ( t yp ica l l y ,  N o r  A)  could accumulate mu l t i p l e  cases by perco la t ion 
o f  case features f rom the maximal  project ion,  XP. Th ls  w i l l  be re fe r red  t o  
as percolat ion-induced mu1 t i p l e  case 
We use the general term, mu1 t i p l e  case assignment, t o  r e f e r  t o  ass~gnment -  
induced, agreement-induced, and percolat ion-induced mu1 t i p l e  case. 
1.2.2 Resolut ion of Mul t ip le  Case 
We introduce the te rms resolut ion,  prevent on, and reduct ion t o  describe the 
disposi t ~ o n  of  mrrl t l p l e  case assignment. Resolut ion re fe r s  t o  the w e l l -  
formed expression of a y t e n t i a l  mu1 t i p l e  case assignment.' When there i s  
no we l l - fo rmed expression possible, the m u l t i p l e  case assignment i s  said t o  
be unresolved Resolut ion encornpasses   rev en ti on, reduction, and 
accommodat ion  (described previously), eal;tl of  wh ich  i s  re levant t o  a 
d i f f a ren t  stage o f  the mapping f r o m  abst ract  case t o  morphological case. 
1.2.2.1 Prevent ion 
Prevent ion re fe r s  t o  the blocking o r  inh ib i t i on  of  a potent ia l  assignment, 
agreement, o r  percolat ion of abst rac t  case. W e  d is t ingu ish t w o  k inds of  
prevention, s t ruc tu ra l  end pr incip led.  S t ruc tu ra l  prevent ion occurs when 
l ~ h e  term resolution is  used by Babby ( 1980, 1 9 8 4 ,  1 9 8 6 ) ,  Pullum & Zwicky ( 1 9 8 6 ) .  Pullum 
& Zwicky use the terms principled resolution and phonological resolution: these correspond 
roughly to our use of the terms reduction and accommodstion, respectively, See Chapter Two. 
Babby uses the term resolution to dexr ibe  what we would describe as prevention and reduction 
processes. See Chapter Three. 
t h e  s t r u c t u r a l  cond i t ions  f o r  assignment, agreement, o r  percolation are  no t  
m e t .  S t r u c t u r a l  p revent ion  m i g h t  be considered ex te rna l  t o  the  c3se 
mapping process; w e  inc lude i t  here  because t h e  s t r u c t u r a l  ana1y:;is o f  a 
c o n s t r u c t i o n  i s  c r u c i a l  t o  de te rm in ing  i t s  case mapping p roper t l cs .  
P r i n c i p l e d  prevent ion  occurs  when some non-struc t u r a l  cons t ra l r  t cspplies 
t o  prevent  case assignment, agreement, o r  perco la t  ton. 
1.2.2.2 Reduct ion 
We use the  t e r m  Reduct ion t o  descr ibe an ad jus tmen t  r u l e  w h l c h  removes a 
case fea tu re .  Reduct i on  may apply a t  t he  XP-level o r  a t  the  XO-level XP- 
l e v e l  reduc t ion  removes case fea tu res  accumulated through case assignment 
and case agreement. XO-level reduc t ion  removes case fea tu res  accumula ted 
through pe rco la t i on  Since reduc t ion  may obscure the  o r i g i n a l  case-mark ing  
p roper t i es  o f  a const ruc t ion ,  w e  wou ld  p r e f e r  t o  r e s t r i c t  i t s  opera t ion  as 
much  as possib le,  i f  n o t  e l i m i n a t e  i t  comp le te l y .  We w i l l  examine evidence 
t h a t  reduc t ion  r u l e s  do e x i s t  in  some languages. However, es a d e s t r u c t i v e  
process, reduc t ion  should be sub jec t  t o  recoverab i l i  t y  o f  delet ion,  and w e  
cons ider  evidence t o  t h a t  e f f e c t .  
1.2.2.3 Accommodat ion 
Accommodat ion w a s  descr ibed in  the  prev ious  sec t i on  as the  marpho log ica l  
r e a l i z a t i o n  o f  an abs t rac t  case i n  a p a r t i c u l a r  l e x i c a l  i t e m .  Accommodat ion 
extends t o  t h e  s imul taneous r e a l i z a t i o n  o f  mu1 t i p l e  abs t rac t  cases in  a 
s ing le  l e x i c a l  i t e m .  If a w o r d  has d i s t i n c t  r e a l i z a t i o n s  f o r  each abs t rac t  
case, the re  w i l l  be no poss ib le  r e a i i z a t i o n  o f  a m u l  t i p l e  case assignment; 
t he re  w i l l  be a l e x i c a l  e n t r y  f o r  each case form, and each l e x i c a l  e n t r y  can 
accommodate on ly  one a b s t r a c t  case assignment.  However, when t w o  
abstract cases receive the same morphological representation fo r  one word, 
t h i s  may be representec' by 8 single lexical  entry w i t h  underspecif ied case 
features. In th is  situation, the syncretic morphological fo rm accommodates 
the mul t ip le  case assignment, since i t  i s  non-dist inct f r cm the mul t ip le  
posi t ive case feature values whlch have been assigned to the posi t lon i n  
question. 
(29) Example of Accomnlodat ion of Mu1 t ip le  Case Assignment 
a. P assigns (+61 t o  the NP post t ion. 
b. V assigns [+A] t o  the PP 
c [+A] percolates f rom PP t o  NP. 
PIP posi t ion now i s  marked [+A,  +Bl 
d. lexical  insert ion can apply w i t h  lex ica l  erltrres of the torm: 
[ + A ,  +Dl, [+A, OBI, IOA, +Dl, [OA, OBI 
e,  lexical  insert ion cannot apply w i t h  lexical  entries of the form. 
[@A, -81 (-6 i s  incompatible w i t h  posit ion's +8) 
[-A, 861 ( -A i s  incompatible w i t h  posit ion's +A)  
1.2 3 Revised Made1 of Case Nap_p&g 
h e  revise our model of case mapping i n  l igh t  of the evidence of mu1 t lp le  
case assignment and resolution. As described I n  the previous sections, 
resolut ion can take the fo rm of an exist ing mapping process 
(accommodation), a constraint on an exist ing mapping process (prevention), 
or  the i n t roduc t~on  of a special mapping process (reduction). The resolut ion 
components of th is  model are highlighted i n  bold type. (Again, case- 
agglutinating languages are excluded; see Appendix A fo r  a model of case 
mapping i n  case-agglutinating languages ) 
(30j Model of Potetstial Case Assignments and Resolut ions 
I. Assignment 
DS: Inherent Case Assignnlent 
SS: Structural  Case Assignment.: Subject to Prevent ion 
II. Adjustment 
SS: Agreement: Subject to Prevent ion 
SS: XP-Level Reduction 
SS: Percolation: Subject to Prevention 
SS: XO-Level Reduction 
IV.  Reelization 
PF: Accommodation 
This model repr-esents a l l  potent 181 mu1 t ip le  case assignments and 
resolutions. It can be d i f f i c u l t  t o  tell whether a p ~ r t i c u l a r  instance of 
resolut ion i s  due t o  prevention of a case feature association or  reduction 
once that association has taken pie-e; i t  i s  also sometimes unclear whether 
resolut ion takes place at  the XP or  XO level. While we w i l l  present evidence 
f o r  accommodation, reduction, and prevention, we w i l l  argue that I he 
indications of prevention and reduction here are excessive. In Chapter Five 
we w i l l  give a f inal  model of the case mapping, based on the evidence 
discussed in  the body of the thesis. 
1.3 Out 11ne o f  Thesis According to  Case Mapping Model 
The res t  of th is  thesis i s  devoted to  an exploration of resolut ion at the 
various stages of the case mapping process. We begin w i t h  the concrete and 
proceed t o  the abstract, working our way backward through the case 
mapping model. 
1 3 1 C h ~ ~ t e r  Two A c c o m m o d q t ~  
Chapter Two deals w i t h  the morphological real izat ion of mu1 t ip le  cases We 
rev lew evidence thet sync r o t  I C  forms can accommodate mu1 t ip le  case 
assignment Such syncretic resolut ion of mul t ip le  case assignment shows 
that  some mu1 t ip le  cases pers is t  in to  the morphology, providing crucial  
evidence that Case Theory canrlot prohibi t  mu1 t ip le  case assignment on 
syntect ic principles 
1.3 2 Chppter Three Percolation-Induced f lu l t io le  Case 
Chapters Three and Four deal w i t h  case hierarchy, i n  which a mul t ip le  case 
assignment i s  resolved according t o  a set o f  precedence relat ions among 
abstract cases We argue that  case hierarchy i s  not a morpl~ological  
phenomenon, but rather a syntact ic phenomenon. We consider several 
possible explenat ions of case hierarchy, including s t ructura l  prevention, 
r u l  e-based prevention, and reduction. Chapter Three discusses hierarchical 
resolut ion of percoletion-induced mul t ip le  case in Russiar~ and Pollsh 
numeral phrases. 
1.3.4 Chapter Four: Agreement - Induced Mu1 t i p m  
Chapter Four discusses hierarchical resolut ion of agreement -induced 
mul t ip le  case i n  re la t ive clauses. We give a prevention and reduction 
analysis of case matching e f fec ts  i n  f ree relat ives. We argue that  reduction 
i s  a language-spec1 f i c  property which underlies the matching parameter. 
We c la im that case hierarchy i n  f ree re lat ives i s  due to  a recoverabil i  t y  
constraint  on reduction. 
1 3 5 Chapter Fitbe Assignment-Induced Mu1 t lp le  Case 
Chapter Five f 1, s t  discusses the poss i t i l l  t y  of ess~gnment-induced mul t lp le  
case We contend that assignment-induced mul t ip le  case occurs i n  cer ta in  
constructions, i n  v iolat ion of the Charn Condition We o f fe r  a prevention 
analysis of mu1 t l p le  case asslgnment i n  passives, except ronal case marklng, 
and rais ing t o  subject constructions We c la im that the t ransmiss~on of 
case froni  wh-trace i s  forced by cyc l lc  epp l~cet ion  of the Case F l l t e r  
1 3 Ij A~pend ix  A Case-Aggiutinat~ng L a n g a g s  
Append~x A discusses the mapping f rom abstract to  morphological case i n  
case-agglutinat ing langusges In these langueges, c11 t rclzet ion of case 
morphemes may lead t o  a stacking of case morphemes However, the 
presence of mu1 t lp le  case morphemes on 8 par t icu lar  element does not 
al  ways indicate the presence of mu1 t ip le  case asslgnment t o  that element 
We consider t w o  candidates fo r  mu1 trple case assignment, possessor 
phrases and rais ing constructions 
CHAPTER TWO: ACCOMMODATION 
2.1 Introduction 
In  Chapter One we outl ined e case-mapping model i n  whlch abstract case c:an 
come t o  be associated w i t h  a nominal element by cese @&igmea, case 
~ g r e e m e u ,  o r  case ~ e r c o l a t  ion. Separetel y o r  i n  combinat ion, these 
processes can lead t o  an accumulation of abstract cases, represented by 
case features. This  chapter detai ls the morphological rea l izat ion of such 
mu1 t i p le  cese assignments. 
The mor~' lologlca1 real izat ion of case depends on the morphological 
character of  the language; i n  part icular, we dist inguish ~ g g l u t i n e t  bg 
lengauges f rom gase-inf l e c m  lenguages.1 Case-agglut inat ing languages 
real ize abstract cese as independent case morphemes, which are then 
c l i t i c i t e d  t o  the case-marked phrase o r  i t s  head. We discuss case- 
agglutinating languages i n  Appendix A. In contrast, case- inf lect ing 
languages use case morphemes which are t i gh t l y  bound t o  a nominal stem. 
In these languages case features cannot be real ized direct 1 y on a phrasal 
constituent, but must be percolated t o  the Xo level. The input t o  the 
real izat ion stage in a case-inflecting language therefore consists of an XO 
category and I t s  associated case features; these must be spelled out by a 
single lex ica l  entry. We use the te rm ~ccornmodel lof l  t o  re fe r  t o  the 
morphological realization of case features In a par t icu lar  lex ica l  I tern. 
Mu1 t i p le  case assignment i s  re f lected a t  th is  stage as an accumuletion of 
I In the sbnrre of the tralitlonal typological c lmif icat ions of isolating, inflecting, and egglutinatiw. 
Thus, ggp-lnflectiag does mot imply  a particularly rich case marking system, but rather a sp tem 
i n  whlch case mrpbrm are tight1 y bound to tha stem. 
posit ive case feature values, and can only be accommodated i f  there i s  a 
lex ica l  entry which i s  compatible w i t h  more than one posi t ive case feature 
value. We w i l l  see tnat lex ica l  entr ies which exhibit a case syncreticjm (i.e., 
wh~ch are morphoiogicelly neutral over t w o  o r  more cese forms) mey 
accommodate mu1 t i p le  case assignments. We re fe r  t o  th is  eccommodation 
process as sljncret I C  resolut ion of mu1 t i p le  case assignment. The existence 
of syncretic resolut ion shows that  some mu1 t i p le  case assignments pers is t  
i n to  the morphology. Theref ore, Case Theory cannot contain a syntact ic 
pr inc ip le  prohibi t ing a l l  mu l t ip le  case assignments. 
I n  the f i r s t  section of t h i s  chapter we rev iew the accommodation data. In 
the second section we present a case feeture analysls of syncretic 
reso lu t ion  An a1 ternat ive analysis I s  considered which f ormalizes the 
tradi t ional  notion of paradigm. 
2LQm 
2.2,1!4 - flcretic R e s o l u r n  of Movement Derived Nu1 t t&J&g 
First ,  we show that sgncretic resolut ion o f  mu l t ip le  cese asslgnment occurs 
i n  a var iety of languages and syntact ic constructions. Some of the data here 
are drawn f rom Taraldsen ( 196 1 ), Groos & Rlemsdi jk ( 198 1 ), and Dy(a 
( 1984). Next, we rev iew the evidence given by Zsenen & Kart tunen ( 1984) 
and by Pul lum & Zwicky (1986) which shows that  syncretic resolut ion i s  not 
l i m i t e d  t o  the assignment of  mu l t ip le  cases. Finally, we w l l l  conslder 
instances i n  which syncret ism f ai  1s t o  resolve mul t ip le  case assignment. 
Hovemant-derived mul t ip le  case assignment occurs when an NP i s  assigned 
case in one posi t ion and then moves t o  the domain of another cese assigner. 
The main source of movement-derived mu1 t i p le  case assignment I s  the f ree 
(or "head1 ess') re l s t  i ve construction, i n  which a re lat ive pronoun appears 
wi thout  en antecedent in  the main clause. Movement to  COMP puts the 
re lat ive pronoun i n  the domain of the case normally assigned t o  i t s  head. 
The st ructure of  f ree re lat ives w i l l  be discussed In Chapter Four; f o r  our 
present discussion we simply st ipulate that  the re lat ive pronoun i n  a free 
re la t i ve  accumulates both cases. In many langauges, the free re lat ive 
construct ion i s  l i m i t e d  t o  sentences i n  which the same abstract. case i s  
essigned i n  both clauses. This  constraint i s  usually cal led a use-match ing  
e f fec t  o r  requirement. 
We te rm the case assigned t o  the head noun the "external" case; we te rm the 
case assigned t o  the re lat ive pronoun the "internal" case. The external and 
internal  cases are typ ica l ly  realized morphologically on the head and the 
re la t i ve  pronoun, respectively. I n  headed relatives, we represent the case 
re lat ions w i t h  the notation: 
( 1 )  external I internal  
In  f ree (headless) relatives, the re la t l ve  pronoun can only realize one of 
these t w o  cases; we te rm th i s  the "resolution" cese. We represent the case 
relat ions of the free re la t i ve  w i t h  the notation: 
Morphological syncretism i s  represented w i th  a slash: 
(3) nominet ive I eccusative = nominative/eccusative 
Teraldsen ( 198 1 ) gives the fol'lowing examples of case-matching i n  German. 
In (4)-(6), the relative pronoun receives nominative case as the subject of 
'annoy'. The relative clause as a whole serves as the object of the matrix 
verb, 'destroy'. The accusat ive[nominat ive mu1 t iple case assignment cannot 
be eccommodeted by either nominot ive mr 'who' or accusat ive wen 'whom'. 
(4) acc[nom=nom 
*ich zerstore wer mich iirgert 
I destroy who me ennoys 
'I destroy who annoys me' 
(5) acchliom=acc 
*ich zerstdre wen mich Lirgert 
I destroy whom me annoys 
'I destroy whom annoys me' 
The syncretic nominative/accusatlve form 'what' can accommodate the 
mu1 tlple case esslgnment: 
(6) acc[nom=nom/acc 
J i ch  zerstbre was mich Brgert 
I destroy what me annoys 
'I destroy whet annoys me' 
Other German examples ere provided by Groos & Riemsdl Jk ( 198 1 ), showing 
that the order of the cases (nom[acc or acc[nom) does not affect the 
nectrallzlng propertg of m. 
(7) nom[acc=nom/acc 
Jwas du mi r  gegeben hast, 1st prechtig 
what you me given have i s  wonderful 
'What you have given to tne i s  wonderful.' 
(8) nom[acc=nom/acc 
Jwas du vorschl8gst, kommt nicht i n  Frage. 
what you propose comes not into question 
'What you propose i s  out of the question.' 
(9) acc[nom=nom/acc 
J lch  habe gegessen was nach iibrig war. 
I have eaten what s t i l l  le f t  was 
'I ate what was le f t '  
( 10) acc[nom=nom/acc 
/Hast du was im  Programm war schon kopiert? 
Have you what on the program was already copied 
'Have you already copied what was on the program.' 
Polish free relatives also exhibit syncretic resolution. When the same 
abstract case i s  assigned i n  both clauses, the relative clause may stand 
without an antecedent: 
( 1 1 )  genlgen 
Jnie kupuje tego czego nie lubie 
not buy i t  what not l ike 
'I don't buy that which I don't like' 
( 12) gen[gen=gen 
Jnie kupuje czego nle lubie 
not buy whet not l ike 
'I don't buy what I don't like' 
In ( 1  I) and ( 121, both matrix and embedded verbs assign a genilive of 
negation? and the head tego 'it' genl t ive i s  optional. When two different 
abstract cases are assigned, the absence of the antecedent lead's l o  a 
mu1 t iple case assignment: 
(131 acclgen 
Jkupuje to czego nie lubie 
buy i t  what not l i ke  
'I buy that which 1 don't like' 
( 14) acc[gen=acc 
?kupuje co nie lubie 
buy what not l ike 
'I buy what I don't like' 
( 15) ecc[gen=gen 
?kupuje czego nie lubie 
buy whet not l ike 
'I buy whet I don't like' 
In ( 131, the matrix verb assigns accusative, while the negated verb In  the 
relative clause assigns genitive. Neither co 'what' accusative nor czego 
'whate genl t ive can accommodate this accusat ivelgenl t ive multiple case 
assignment. Such mul tiple case assignments are grammatical i n  Polish i f  
there i s  a syncretic form of the relative pronoun, as in  (16): 
( 16) accInom=acc/nom 
Jkupilam co bylo w sklepie 
B bought what was i n  store 
'I bought what. was i n  the store' 
Z ~ e r h s p  the negative particle itself migm the genitive of rrepstion, or parhaps the r#gatiw 
psrticle empwers the verb to cwaign gsnitiw. Rsetaky ( 1982) unifies the w n i t i w  of newtlon 
wfth the genitive of quantification. 
In sentence ( 161, the re lat ive pronoun co 'what'  has a single fo rm f o r  
nominative and accusative, and thus can accommodate the assignment of  
nominetive i n  the mat r ix  clause and accusative i n  the embedded clause. 
The syncretic resolut ion of mu l t ip le  case assignment i s  not l i m i t e d  t o  free 
relat ives. Teraldsen ( 198 1 ) argues that syncret ism resolves mul t ip le  case 
assignments in  Norwegian topical ization. He assumes that, i n  standard 
Norwegian, when an embedded subject i s  raised t o  topic posi t ion i t  must 
pass through a case-marked COMP posit ion: 
( 1  7) JPer  1 hadde de trodd [ Sl ti ti v i l l e  kornmn forsent 1 1 
Peter had they thought - would come too late. 
The topical ized NP then "comes t o  accumulate t w o  case-features, (+nom] and 
[+obj].' (p. 380) A noun such as Per does not decline f o r  nominative end 
object ive and thus can simul teneously spell  out both features. Personal 
pronouns which must dist inguish nominative and object ive morphologically 
cannot be topical ized i n  the same way: 
( 18) * jeg hadde de trodd - v i l l e  korrime forsent 
I had they thought - would arrrve t o  l a te  
(norn: jeg; obj: meg) 
( 19) *du hadde de trodd - v i  1 l e  komme f orsent 
you (sg) had they thought - would come too la te  
(norn: du; obj: deg) 
(20) *v i  hadde de trodd - v i l l e  komme forsent 
w e  hed they thought - would arr ive too la te  
(nom: vi; obj: oss) 
Personal pronouns which neutral ize nominative and object ive can resolve 
the mu1 t i p le  case assignment: 
(2 1 ) Jdere hadde de trodd - v i l  l e  komme f orsent 
you (PI) 
(norn: dere; obj: dere) 
2.2.2 Syncretic Resolution of Coordination-Der ived flu1 t ip le  Case 
Coordinat ion-derived mu1 t i ple case assignment occurs when one NP 
coordinates over t w o  conjuncts which are arjsigned d i f ferent  cases. This  
may occur in  wh-questions, relat iv izat ion, topicalization, and c l i  t ic izat ion. 
Coordination-derived mu1 t i p le  case may a1so occur when one NP i s  the 
object (or subject?) of t w o  conjoined verbs which assign d is t inc t  cases, 
D#a ( 1984) shows that syncret ism can resolve mu1 t i p le  case assignment i n  
Pol ish across-the-board (ATB) wh-dependencies, w i t h  one wh-phrase 
corresponding t o  gaps i n  t w o  con junc'ls. For example, the 
accusative/geni t i ve  fo rm j g g ~  'whorn' can appeer simultaneously w i t h  verbs 
that  require accusative ('like') and genit ive ('hate'): 
(22) Jkogo Janek lubi  a Jerzy niunawidzi? 
who John l i kes  and George l iates 
'Who does John 1 i ke  and George hate?' 
Sentence (22) contrasts w i t h  (23), i n  which the wh-phrase i s  'what' 
nominat ive/accusa t i ve: 
(23) *co Janek lubi  a Jerzy nienawldzi? 
what  John l ikes and George hates 
'What does John l lke and George hate?' 
Similarly, the relatlve pronoun ktdry 'who' accommodates an acclgen 
mu1 tlple case assignment i n  i t s  syncretic masculine form ktbrego 'whom' 
genitive/accusative but not in  i t  distinct feminine forms kt6rej 'whom' 
geni tive/dati ve, ktora 'whom' accusative. 
(24) JChlopiec, ktorego Maria lubi a Ewa nienawidzi . . . 
boy who Mary likes and Eve hates 
'The boy who Mary likes and Eve hates . ' 
(25) *Dziewczyr~a, ktora Janek lubi a Jerzy nienswidzi 
g ir l  who John likes and George hate 
The gir l  who John likes and George hates. . . ' 
Polish topical ization i s  a1 so 8 source of resoluble mu1 tiple case assignment, 
as Dy4a shows. The masculine third person pronoun has one form for 
genitive end accusative, jego 'him'; the feminine third person pronoun has 
dlstinct forms, j e j  'her' genitive/dat ive and ja 'her' accusative. Only the 
masculine form i s  compatible w i th  the mu1 tiple case assignment created by 
topicalizalion i n  (26) and (27). 
(26) JJego Janek lubi a Jerzy nienawidzi 
him John likes end George hates 
'Him, John likes and George hates.' 
(27) *Ja Janek lubi a Jerzy nienawidzi 
her John likes an George hates 
'Her, John likes end George hates.' 
Zaenen & Kart  tunen ( 1984) demonstrate the syncret ism e f fec t  f o r  VP 
conjunction i n  Icelandic. In (281, 'steal' governs accusative wh i le  'eat' 
governs dat lve. In the definite, 'cookie' has d is t inc t  forms f o r  accusative 
and dative, nei ther of which can sa t is fy  the mul t ip le  case assignment. 
(28) *Hann s ta l  og bordadi klikuna (ecc)/ ktikunni (dat) 
He sto le and ate the cookie. 
In  the indefinite, 'cookie' has the same fo rm f o r  accusative and datlve, and 
the conjunction i s  gremmaticel ( f o r  some speakers: see section 3, below). 
(29) JHann s ta l  og bordedi kijku (acc/dat) 
He sto le end ate a cookie. 
French c l i t i c i za t i on  also exhibi ts the neutral iz ing e f fec t  of syncretism. 
Zaenen & Karttunen point out that  the th i rd  person c l i t i c ,  having separate 
forms f o r  accusative (&) and dative (u), cannot accommoda t e an 
accusative/dative mul t ip le  case assignment. The f i r s t  person c l i t i c ,  w i t h  a 
single fo rm (me) f o r  both dative and accusative, resolves the mu1 t i p le  case 
assignment . 
(30) * j e  l 'a i  m i s  a l a  porte et  don116 des coups de pied 
I h im have put a t  the door and given some k icks 
(3 1 )  411 m'0 frappe et  donne des coups de pied 
[he me has h i t  and given some k icks]  
2.2.3 Interact ion bet ween Case and Other Grammatical Propert ies 
Syncretic resolut ion of mu1 t i p le  feature assignment i s  not l i m i t e d  t o  case, 
but may occur w l t h  other grammatical features such as person, number, end 
gender. Pullum & Zwicky ( 1986) note the syncretic: resolution of a person 
confl ict  i n  (32): 
(32) J.. .wei l  w i r  das Haus und die fluellers den Garten kaufen 
because we the house and the Muellers the garden buy 
The verb ending -en serves for  both f i r s t  person plural and th i rd person 
plural. 
Zaenen & Karttunen ( 1984) demonstrate that a syncretlc form may resolve a 
confl ict  across more than one feature dimension: i n  the Finnish example 
(33), the form kir! ansa i s  ambiguous over nominative singular, nominative 
plural, end genitive plural, and hence accommodate a gen pl/nom sg confl ict  
(33) He lukivat hanen uusimman , ja me hanen parhaat , kirjansa 
they read his newest (sg gen) and we his best (pl nom) book/books, 
These examples suggest that syncretic resolution i s  a general process or 
strategy, and not specific to  Case Theory. 
2.2.4 Limitations on Syncretic Resolution 
We have seen that syncretic resolution of multiple featrue assignments i s  a 
general phenomenon, occurring i n  a variety of syntactic construct. !.ins end in  
a number of languages. It i s  important to note, however, that the pr esence 
of a morphologically syncretic form does not a1 ways resoivr> a grammat ice1 
confl ict .  First, we note that the construction must not violate 2ther 
syntactic and semantic requirements. Zaenen & Karttunen ( 1984) observe 
that coordination construct ions must obey a semantic constraint they cal l  
the Anti-Pun 0rd;ilance. Dy4 a ( 1984) argues f o r  an abstract case-matching 
requirement; we suggest, however, that  the res t r i c t ions  he notes can be 
reinterpreted i n  terms of f actorlng requirements on accross- the-board nrle 
application. 
I n  addit ion t o  these independent constraints, there appears t o  bn a lex lca l  
constraint  on syncretic resolution. Zaenen & Karttunen ( 1984) suggest that 
a case syncret ism may re f l ec t  e i ther  one lex ice l  entry or- t w o  homophonous 
lex ica l  entries; they c la im that cnly the l a t t e r  may accommodate a mul t ip le  
case assignment. A s imi la r  proposal i s  presented by Pullum & Zwicky 
( 1 986). 
In h i s  treatment of  across the board dependencies Dy+a ( 1964) suggests 
that, i n  addit ion t o  morphological matching, grammat ice1 mu1 t ip le  case 
assignments must observe an abstract case matching condit ion which 
distinguishes Nominative, Objective, and Oblique. Dy+a uses th i s  condi t ton 
t o  explain the contrast between the acc/gen examples (221, (24), and (261, 
and 1341, i n  which the syncretic fol-m a 'what' nominative/accusstive f a i  I s  
t o  resolve the nom/acc mul t ip le  case assignment: 
(34) * co Janek zrobi l  a zmar t iw i l o  Marie 7 
what John d id and upset Mary 
'*What d id John do and upset Mary?' 
According t o  DHa, conf l i c ts  between genit ive and accusat l ve  are 
potent ia l ly  resolvable, since these are both Objective cases. The nom/acc 
conf l i c t  i n  (34) I s  irresoluble, since i t  involves 8r1 abstrect mu l l l p le  case 
assignment, Nominative/ Objective. Detive, says Dy+a, may instant ia te 
Objective in double object constructions, loading t 9  the syncretic resolut ion 
of a dativel'accusative conf l i c t  i n  sentences l i k e  ( 35) and ( 36): 
(35) Dzlewczyna, k tb re j  Janek nlgdy przedtem nle wldz la l  a dztstaj  
pozyczyl pieniedzy 
g i r l  who John never before neg saw and today lent money 
(36) J e j  Janek nigdy przedtern nie widz ia l  a dz is ia j  pozyczyl pieniedzg . . . 
her John never before neg saw and today lent  money 
'Her, John had never seen before and today lent some money.' 
Genitive/accusative conf l i c ts  are permissible w i t h  an Objective genitive, 
such es the object of 'hate' In (22). (24). end (26). But genit ive i s  not 
always Objective. according t o  Dy)e. He c la ims that sentrnces (34) and (35) 
involve a both an object ive dative and a non-objective gentthe, and hence 
cannot be resolved, even w i t h  an appropriate genl t ive/dat ive form. 
(34) *Dziewczyna, k t6re j Janek chcial zlozyc w izy te  a nie bylo w domu 
gir l  who John wanted to-pay v i s i t  and ncg was at  horns 
'*The g i r l  who John wanted t o  v l s i t  and wasn't home . . .' 
(35) *Dziewczyna, k tb re j  Janek dal swo ja  marynarke e mimo tego 
bylo zimno . . . 
g i r l  who John gave re f  1's jacket and I n  sp i te  i t  was cold 
The g i r l  who John gave his jacket, and i n  sp i te  of i t  was cold . . .' 
Dy4 a's abstract case matching curd l  t l on  seems t o  handle across- the-board 
entractlons. But we have seen in example ( l6), repeated here, that Pol ish 
&& al low a Nominative/Objective mul t ip le  case assignment in free 
relat ives: 
(16) kupi lam co bylo w sklepie 
nomtecc 
bought what was i n  store 
'I bought what was i n  the store' 
In fact, Dyla's example, given above as (34), can be reconstructed as a 
relative clause, yielding the slightly odd, but grammatical (39): 
(39) (7) 1 co Janek zrobil 1 zmartiwilo Marie 
'what Janek did upset Marie' 
It seems unlikely that a condition on abstract case matching would be 
construction-specif i c .  We suggest that Dt j l  a's insight be expressed as e 
condition on across-the-board factoring, along the lines set out in  \s'illiams 
(1978). While not specifically ruling out the combination of subject 
extraction and object extrsction, Wllliems' formelizetlon prohibits 
factorings of the form (40): 
(40) * [ IX IalCI I and] 
I Ia I V 1C2 I 
where a i s  the variable i n  each conjunct. This rules out (34) and (38); (35) 
Is probably ruled out as well, depending on the factorlng of the introductory 
phre,se, 9 mimo h g ~ ,  'in spite of'. 
Zaenen & Karttunen note a semantic constraint on conjunction In  there Anti- 
Pun Ordinance: 
(43) A phrase cannot be used i n  two different senses at the same time. 
Some constructions which might be candidates for syncretic resolution are 
ruled out independently by the Anti-Pun Ordinance, Zaenen & Kart tunen 
observe that the existence of an appr,opriate syncretir: form does not 
salvage a multiple case assignment c:onstruction which also violates the 
Anti-Pun Ordinance: 
(45) *IIslc) habe den Dozenten gesehen und geholfen (German) 
I have seen the docent (sg acc) and helped the docents (pl dot) 
(46) *Vaimoni voi j e  teytyy siivota (Finnish) 
my wife(sg nom/sg gen) con and must clean 
In (451, the verb 'see' takes an accusative object and the verb 'help' takes a 
dative object. The syncretic form den Dozenten i s  can accommodate both 
occusoiive singular and dative plural, yet the sentence is  ungr~mmatical. In 
(46), the auxiliary 'can' requires nominative, while the auxiliary 'must' 
requires a genitive. The subject 'wife' i s  ambiguous over nomtqatlve and 
genitive, and should be able to accommodate the multiple case assignment. 
Further evidence that the Ant i-Pun Ordinance operates independent1 y of 
accommodation comes from constructions i n  which coordination fails even 
when the same abstract case i s  required i n  each conjunct. Zaenen & 
Karttunene cite sentence (47), i n  which both conjuncts require an objective 
cl i t lc, L(g). 'him', and sentence (48), i n  which both verbs take en i l lat ive 
object, ) ( o l i f o r n i a ~  'Ca: tornla*. 
(47) * j e  l 'a i  fa1 t e~l r rasser  d Marie et sort ir  (French) 
I had Mary kiss him and (made) him leave 
(46) *HBn lhastul Ja muutti Kallfornlaan (Flnnlsh) 
She fel l  in  love wi th and moved to California 
Here there i s  no conflict i n  abstract case requirements. Zaenen & Karttunen 
claim that the Ant i-Pun Ordinance rules these examples out on the basis of 
a distinct semantic role i n  each conjunct. 
The Ant i-Pun Ordinance may reflect a requirement of Grammatical Function 
matching in  coordination of arguments. Note that the Anti-Pun Ordinance 
does not affect syncretic resolution in  relative clauses, which involve 
movement to a non-argument position. 
Zg~enen & Karttunen claim thet syncretic resolution may fai l  i n  the presense 
of separate but homophonous lexical entries. This i s  exemplified in  
sentence (291, repeated here. 
(29) */JHann stal og bordedi koku (acc/dat) 
He stole and ate a cookie. 
We noted above that, for some speakers, kdku resolves the 
accusative/dative mu1 tiple case assignment. For these speakers Zeenen & 
Kerttunen postulate a single lexical entry, 
(4 1 )  ktiku: N CASE = {dat I acc) 
For other speakers, however, (29) remains ungrammatical. Zaenen & 
Karttunen suggest that these speakers have distinct lexical entries: 
(42) kdku: N CASE = dat 
kiiku: N CASE = ecc. 
Pullum & Zwicky (1986) also suggest that  syncretic resolut lon w i l l  succeed 
if there i s  one lexical  entry, but i t  may f a i l  i f  there are t w o  lex ica l  entries. 
They c le im that there w i l l  be one lex ica l  entry i f  the syncret ism i s  
systematic, t w o  i f  i t  i s  accidental. In  the i r  terms: a systematic 
neutralization creetes single lexica1 entries; an accidental homophony 
creates dual, ambiguous lex ica l  entries. Unlike Zaenen & Karttunene, 
Pullum and Zwicky believe that resolut ion can occur even f o r  amblguous 
lex ica l  entries. This k ind of resolution, which they te rm "phonologlcal", 
depends on a d is t inct ion between intrinsic features and features which are 
syntact ical  1 y imposed (by agreement o r  government 1. On1 y imposed 
features are el ig ible f o r  phonological resolution. Table 1  summarizes the i r  
c lassi f icat ion: 
Table t 
grammatical features 
in t r ins ic  imposed 
neutral OK 
( 1  entry) 
ambiguous * 
(2 entries) 
OK ) mor~phological 
resolut ion 
OK ) phonological 
resolut ion 
Phsnnlogical resolut ion takes place i n  the German sentence, (801, in  which 
two morphologically d is t inc t  lexical  entr ies f e l l  together phonological ly.  
(60) Er findet und h i l f  t Frauen. 
he f inds and helps women 
i n  which the underlying morphological forms are dative plural /Frau-en-n/ 
and accusative plural /Frau-en/. Degemination of the f inal n leads to 
phonological resolution. Zaenen & Kart tunen's Finnish exemple (33) i s  also 
an example of  phonological resolution: The forms underlying kirjansa are 
genitive singular /kirja-n-nsa/ and nominative plural /kir je-t-nsd.3 
(33) He lukivat hanen uusimman , Ja me hdnen parhaat , kirjansa 
they read his newest (sg gen) and we his best (pl nom) book/books, 
The dialectal variation in  sentence (29) presents a problem for Pullum & 
Zwicky's analyusis. Since case i s  imposed, (29) should be grammatical wi th  
el ther of the lexical entries proposed by Zaenen & Karttunen. I f  there i s  one 
neutral lexical entry, the conflict i s  resovled morphologically. I f  there are 
two ambiguous entries, the conflict can be phonologically resolved. Pullum 
& Zwicky attempt to explain dialectal varlatton i n  such situations by 
claiming that speakers allow different levels of "syntactic distinctness.' 
Appendix 6 (Polish data) and Appendix C (Russian data) Include some 
addl tional examples of the failure of syncretic resolution. 
Finally, we should not8 that en analysis which allows mu1 tiple case 
assignment in  the syntax, subject to appropriate 
morphological/~honological realization, predicts that mu1 t iple case 
assignment w i l l  be well-formed in languages which do not dlst inguish 
abstract cases morphologically. This means that mu1 tiple case assignment 
3~hs po%esie suffix -ma might be considered 8n lmtance of care lryerinq (sss Appndix A ) .  
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cannot be c i ted  as an explanation f o r  ungrammatical sentences i n  languages 
which do not express morphological case. Cnrsider English free relat ives. 
We f ind  that  what can occur i n  subject[subje~,, abject[object, 
subjectIobject, and object[subject environments, as expected fo r  a 
syncretic form. 
(54) J what arr ived i n  the mai l  astounded me 
(55) J he caught what she dropped 
(56) J whet you cooked repulses me 
(57) d the doctors cured what was troubling her 
We might expect the nominative form, who, t o  be res t r i c ted  t o  
subject~subject  environments, since i t  contrasts w i t h  the (admi t ted ly  
l im i ted)  use of whom fo r  object ive case. However, we t ind  that the 
res t r i c t ions  on the use of  who do not correspond t o  a conf l l c t  i n  abstract 
cases. Rather, who seems t o  be subject t o  independent constraints. In  
general, who i s  worse than what i n  f ree relatives. This  might  re la te t o  the 
di f ference in spec i f i c i t y  between what  and who: since who i s  necessarily a 
count noun, i t  i s  less sul ted t o  the freqently indef in i te  o r  generic nature of  
the free re lat ive? 
(58) * who danced w i t h  her loved her 
(59) ? I met who you interviewed 
(60) * who sho admired re jected her 
(61 *? he cursed who broke in to  h is  store 
2.3 Represent at  ions 
2.3.1 u s e  Fenture A n a l y a  
*ha us8 of w b v e r  and whataver seem to mutraltte a ctrse confllct. The 3ufflxa:ion of - m r  
creates e morphologlmlly neutral word which csn accomodate b t h  mmimtlve and objective. 
The Case Feature analysis set out in  Chapter One can describe the syncretic 
resolution of multiple case assignment. I f  two case assigners assign two 
distinct values to a position, i t  accumulates positive values for two 
distinct case features, say [+A, +B1. Such a position may be f i l led only by a 
lexical item whose case feature values are compatible w i th  this multiple 
case assignment. But such fonns need not be ful ly specified [+A, +Dl; the 
lexical entry need only be non-dist ~ n c t  from [+A, +ti]: 
(62) Lexical entries compatible wi th  assignment of [+A, +6]: 
[+Al +BI, / +A ,  OBI, [OA, +B],  [OA, 081 
We sdopt the suggestion of Franks (198 I ) ,  who proposes that "words [be] 
entered into the lexicon ful ly spelled out" wl th  '[lltems partlclpating In a 
syncretism ... only l isted once.' Suppose that syncretic forms are 
underspeclf ied for certain cases. We cdn then explain the date of case 
syncretism by postulating appropriate lexical entries. For the German data 
i n  (4)-( 101, we claim that the lexical entries are 
(63) wer [mom, -act] 
wen [-nom, taccl 
was [Onom, Gacc] 
Only was i s  cornpati ble w i th  the assignment of [worn, tact]. Simllary, for 
the Polish examples In  ( 1  I ) - (  16) we require the following lexical entries 
(suppressing extraneous case features): 
(64) co [Onom, Oacc, -gen] 
czego I-nom, -ecc, tgen] 
Neither co nor czego i s  appropriate to the I+acc, +genl mu1 tiple case 
assignment of sentences ( 1  4) and (1  5); co, and not czego, can handle the 
[+nom, +ctcc] mu1 tiple case assignment i n  ( 16). 
For Norwegian, we postulate the lexical entries: 
(65) Per [Onom, Oobj] 
jeg [+nom, -ob JI 
meg [-nom, +obj] 
dere [Onom, Oobj] 
The words Per and dere are competible w i th  the [+nom, +obj] mu1 tiple case 
assignment created i n  Taraldsen's topicalizat ion examples ( 17)-(2 1); the 
words &g and mea are not. 
2.3.2 Paradiamatic Anal& 
The appropriateness of a case feature analysis i s  called into question by the 
fact that other grammatical properties such as person, number, end gender 
also participate in  syncretic resolution. We could expand the analysis to 
include features for person, number, gender, etc. Such an expansion i s  
necessary i f  we ere to use morphological features as input to the 
phonological component. But we cannot simply add features l o r  each 
grammatical property we wish to encode. As Pullurn & Zwicky point out, the 
interactions between grammatical properties rule out a simple 
underspeci f ication treatment of syncretism. For example, In  sentence (331, 
repeated here, 
(33) JHe lukivat hbnen uuslmman - ja me henen parhaat - kirjansa 
they read his newest (sg gen) and we his best (pl nom) book/books. 
kiriansa {nom. sg., nom. pl., gen. sg.) cannot be [O nom, 0 gen, 0 sing, 0 pl]; 
- 
such a feature matrix would overgeneralize to accommodate genitive plural 
(and many other combinations). 
(66) syntactic feature assignments accommodated 
by lexical entry [O nom, 0 gen, 0 sing, 0 pl]: 
nom gen sing pl 
+ - t - nominative singular (=kirf anse) 
+ - - + nominativeplural(=kirjansa) 
- + + - genitive singular (=kirjansa) 
- + - + genitive plural 
+ t + t nom/gen, sing/pl (as i n  33) 
t t + - nom/gen sing 
t + - + nom/gen pl  
+ - + + nom sing/@ 
- t + + gen sing/pl 
Instead, our analysis must express the interaction of case and number. 
With this i n  mind, we suggest a formalization of the traditional concept of 
paradigm. Perhaps i t would be more appropriate to think of lexlcal entries 
as, not possessing features, but occupying a certain grammatical spece. 
Visualize the lexical entry as a form i n  n-dlmensional space, each 
dimension corresponding to a grammatical propertg such as case, person, 
number, etc. Note that the case feature analysis contains an implici t  
partitioning of grammatical space: each word i s  re~resented by one or more 
lexical entries which correspond to the tradi t i  one1 "nominative", 
'accusative", etc. forms: 
(67) lmplicl t  partitioning by lexical entries in Case Feature Model 
"he' "student" 
'nominal tve" he[+nom, -ob]] student[Onom, Oacc] 
'objective" him[-nom, +objl 
I n  fact, t h i s  i m p l i c i t  reference t o  the t rad i t ional  cases must be made 
expl ic i t  i f  we are t o  characterize generalizations among case-feature 
values (see Comrie 1986). For example, we cannot express the 
generalization that  English common nouns do not dist inguish r~ominat ive and 
object ive wi thout  re ferr ing t o  the i m p l i c i t  labels, nominative and objective. 
The paradigmatic analysis r i ds  us of the need t o  appeal t o  an intermediate 
notion of "nominative case" which must l a te r  be spelled out in the 
morphology. The case "nominative' i n  the tradi t ional  sense ex is ts  as a 
coordinate of the case dimension. As such, i t s  location may be picked out by 
a cer ta in  syntact ic requirement; that  syntact ic requirement w i l l  be met  by 
an entry which occupies that  location. A lex ica l  entry may or  may not 
occupy "nominative" exclusively of an adjacent coordinate (such as 
"accusative"). A lex ica l ly  syncretic f o rm occupies more than one coordinate 
of  a dimension, and hence can meet conf l ic t ing syntact ic requlrements. In 
German, f o r  example, we have the entries: 
(69) German lex ica l  entr ies 
nominative accusa.ti ve 
animate wer  I wen I 
inanimate 1 was 1 
Given th i s  conception of lex ica l  entr ies as forms i n  grammatical space, we 
can adopt the Jakobsonian concept of cont igui ty t o  constrain the 
representation of syncretic forms: a lex ica l  entry must be contiguous. 
Syncretism across mu1 t i p le  dimensions may involve non-contiguous, hence 
dist inct ,  lex ica l  entries. Homonymy between contiguous ce l l s  may re f l ec t  a 
single neutral lexical entry or two separate entries; homonymy bet ween 
non-contiguous cells entails separate entries: 
(69) Contiguity constraint on syncretism 
sing plural 
1st p. 1st p. 
2nd p. 2nd p. 
3rd p. 3rd p. 
A paradigmatic representation of lexical entries thus provides a principled 
way of  determining which homonyms must be ambiguous. Contiguous 
homonyms may or may not be neutrel; Pullum & Zwicky's 
systematic/accidental distinction could be used to dlstingulsh among them. 
The concept of contiguity i s  not easily expressed i n  case features. For 
binary-valued properties such as singular/plural, any feature set picks out a 
contiguous set of entries; but for multipl y-valued properties such as case, 
the cont igui ty of elements depends on the arrangement of the coordinates. 
For example, the case feature values [Onom, Ogen, -ecc, -dat] specify 
contiguous entries i f  nominative and genitive specify ad jacent coordinates; 
i f  nominative and genitive are not adjacent coordinates, then the feature 
specification [Onom, Ogen, -ecc, -dat] se !~~ ; :  non-contiguous entries. 
ecc 
dat 
The paradigmatic enelysis d i f f e rs  cruc ia l ly  f rom the case feature analsysis 
i n  another respect: the paradigmatic analysis, and not the case feature 
account, a l lows the def in i t ion of i r regular ly shaped lex ica l  entries. That is, 
w i t h i n  a g r id  o r  space of grammatical properties, features can only define 
rectangular shapes; the paradigmatic analysis a l lows lex ica l  entr ies to  be 
arb i t ra r i l y  irregular, w i t h i n  the constraints of contiguity. Thus features 
may pick out an entry which i s  /+a, Ob], or  an entry which i s  IOa,+bl, or  [Oa, 
Obj, but they may not be used t o  designate an entry which encompasses 
{(+a,-b), (+a, *b), (-8, +bH: 
(72) The Paradigmatic Analysis Can Define Irregular Shapes: 
+ B .  -a 
+b 1 3 '  J 
I -- - 
(7 1)  Case Features Define Rectangles. 
+e. -a - +a - -a +~-----a 
We can now give a spat ial  def in i t ion of paradiqm: a paradigm i s  a 
par t i t ion ing of the grammat ice1 'space' across one or more grammatical 
dimensions. Di f ferent  paradigms might be represented as dl f ferent planes 
in  the grammatical space. 
+b I ' +b J +b 
(73) Paradigms as planes in grammatical space 
J 
-b J - b -b ;I ' 1  
Suppose that a f f i xa t ion  consists o f  the i ~ t e r s e c t i o n  of the grammatleal 
spaces of the s tem and the a f f i x .  Only non-empty intersect ions at-e w e l l  
formed, as i l lus t ra ted  i n  the fo l iowing diegrems. 
(74) Intersection constraint on a f f i xa t ion  
C -1 - 7 ; 2 , - ; ,  
I-. . . 
, . unrna rkqd  
, . 
, . : i t e m  wi h 
a f f i x :  d c  k u r a l  
-7qF ---' %'ni feR.ssnq. 
I p l .  I 1 ,  I affixes; 1 . , -  
, , l I L l '  ill-formed 
m f m f 
The intersect ion constraint on a f f i xa t ion  accumplishes two thlngs. F i rs t ,  i t  
permi ts  us t o  characterize declension class by postulating that members of 
a declension class are those words which ex is t  on the same plane as the 
af f ixes of that class. Second, i t  subsumes Wil l iams & diS's notiort o f  
"relat iv ized head". Fol lowing Wi l l iams (198?), diSciul lo & Wi!liains ( 1  967) 
argue that  the r ightmost e f f i x  I s  the head aff ix,  and that the haad a f f i x  
determines the part  of speech. Thus, suf f ixes and not pref ixes may of  fcact 
category. Only head propert ies are accessible t o  thr l  synttrx, so in f lect ional  
a f f i xes  must be rightmost.5 To explain apperent counter-examples t o  the i r  
c le im  that  the only r ightmost  element i s  the head, they say that  the head 
w i t h  respect t o  a given feeture i s  the r ightmost  element which i s  marked 
f o r  that  feature. This permi ts  the propert ies of  t w o  o r  more in f lect ional  
a f f ixes t o  be v is ib le  t o  the syntax. In the the peradigmatic model, the head 
w i t h  respect t o  x I s  that  e f f i x  which most r e s t r i c t s  the options fo r  the 
dimension x. I f  one a f f i x  i s  (spet ial ly)  contained w i t h i n  the others, then 
I n  particular, this theory predicts the p r e c b m i ~ l n a  of  me suffixu as opporrd to case preflxm; 
a bosireble result, sina we find m e - f i n a l  morphology even i n  langmges which are 3trongly 
M - i  n i t id  syntactically. 
that a f f i x  i s  the head fo r  a l l  dimensions. See diagram (74). I f  two  o f f  ixes 
overlap, then they may each be a head i n  a separate dimensiov, as i n  (75). 
There need be no formal notion of head i n  the paradigmatic enalysis. 




This accounts fo r  the effect of 'head' aff ixes for  inflectional properties. 
What about derivation? The requirement that lnf lections be heeds expleins, 
disciul lo & Will iams claim, the apparent ordering of derivational end 
Inflectional aff ixes. What i s  derivation i n  the paradigmatic analysfs? Prlor 
t o  derivation, a certain set of af f ixes i s  available, Af ter  the eddition of 6 
derivational aff ix, we f ind a di f ferent set of el igible aff ixes. This suggests 
that derivational affixes, themselves occupying a part of the grammatical 
space, move the entlre stem to  another part of the grammatical spnce. Part 
of speech could be e dimension I n  grammatical space; or, perhaps each pert 
of speech should be considered a separate space. For example, certain 
aff ixes might exist i n  noun space, whi le others might exist in  verb-space. 
Derivational aff ixes exist In the space of the category to  which they eltach, 
but perform a transformation on the composite lexical entry whf ch creates 
a stem in another space.6 We could c la im that only material i n  the 
last/most recent space i s  visible to  the syntax. 
Tabla 2: Summaq 
Paradlgm Anal ysls ( Case Features - 
6Admittadl y, dsrlwtionel rffixsa do not f i t  mtl y Into the spat181 metaphor. 
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uni f ies case, person, *, gender 
lex ica l  ent r ies may be spat ia l ly  
i r regular  
cont igui ty constrains syncret ism 
coordinates of  case dimension play 
ro le  of  t radi t ional  cases 
paradigm has natural expression as 
a (single) par t i t ion ing of n-space 
case separate f rom other grammaiical 
propert 1 es 
lex ica l  entr ies correspond t o  
'rectangles" 
no concept of  cont igui ty 
need Intermediate concept of cases 
t o  l ink  fo rm and d is t r ibut ion 
Table 2 summarizes the ways i n  which the the paradigmatic analysis 
enelysis d i f fe rs  f rom the case feeture 6ne;ysis. O f  these, i r rsgular i  t y  end 
cont igui ty can be tested. We noted above that  the case/numbe~- syncret ism 
of sentence (33) suggests that there are "irregular" lex ice l  entr ies (lee., 
lex ica l  entr ies which take the fo rm {(+a,-b) U (+a,+b) U (-a, +b)}). The 
lex ica l  entry f o r  k j a n s a  i n  sentence (33) might take the form: 
(76) lex ica l  entry f o r  k i r jansa 
sing p lura l  
nom k i r jansa k l r jansa 
gen k i r jansa I 
However, we should note that  k l r jansa derives f rom underlying singular 
/kirfa-n-nsa/ and glut-el /k i r ja- t-nsa/ (see below); th is  may cumpllcate the 
analgsis of the lex ica l  entrg. 
Evaluation of the cont lgui  t y  constrolnt depends upon the supposed 
orgenizetion of the gremmot l ce l  coordinates in the lexicon (recal l  the 
dlegram given in (70). The clearest Instances w i l l  be in syncl-etlsms 
involving multiple dimensions: diagonally related cells w i l l  not be 
contiguous. For example, Pullum & Zwicky ci te a conflict between German 
3sing and kauf 2pl: 
(77) I =  Pullum & Zwicky's 501 
a .J...weil ihr  das Haus kauft und Franz den Garten kauft 
b. J...weil ihr  das Haus und Franz den Garten kauft 
'...because you (pl.) buy the house and Frenz buys the garden.' 
Pullum 8, Zwicky report that "[their] German consultants regularly reject the 
phonological resolution i n  cases l ike Sob, but Z&K have privately reported 
that at least one of their speakers accepts i t"  (p. 77 1). Since third person 
singular and second person plural cannot be adjacent, the contiguity 
constrai t predicts the ungrammaticality of example (77). 
(78) lexical entries for kauf l  
sing plurel 
(Diagonally related cells may, however, become contiguous i f  the 
syncretism extends to a common neighbor.) 
We must claim that f i rs t  and third person are adjacent coordinates i n  
German to explain Pullum & Zwlcky's example (our (*29)) of syncretic 
resolution w i th  kaufen lp113pl. 
("291 J...weil w l r  das Haus und die Nuellers den Garten kaufen 
because we the house and the Muellers the garden buy 
The 2nd person plural form i s  kuuf t, and so would force dual entries for  
kauf en i f  the person coordinates were ordered 1, 2, 3. 
(79) Possible lexical entries for  German kaufetl 
(plural ) (plural ) (plural ) 
1 ikaufen: 1 kauf en 2 kauf t 
7--
2 kauf t 3 Ittau fen 1 kau f en 
3 +fen: 2 Kauf t 3 
It seems that a few more examples might put the contiguity constraint to 
rest, by requiring confl icting adjacencies. I f  upheld, however, the 
contiguity constraint would provide a glimpse of the underlying ordsr of the 
lexicon. 
Finally, consider Pullum & Zwicky's phonological resolution. Recall that 
Pullum & Zwicky show that phonological resolution may resolve a feature 
conflict, even i f  the underlying morphological forms are not the same. 
The existence of morphological resolution shows that mu1 t ip le case 
assignment cannot be ruled out i n  the syntax The existence of s t r i c t l y  
phonological resolution demonst rates that mu1 t ip le case assignment cannot 
be i l l-formed at the level of lexical insertion (or lexical checking). Since 
we cannot, therefore, rule out mult iple case assignment at DS or SS, we are 
l e f t  w i t h  a PF f i l t e r  of some sort. But what exactly heppens at  PF? 
Consider the generation of a constructlon such as (801, in which two 
dist inct cases are assigned i n  the syntax. At the level of lexicel Insertion, 
we pick one of two lexical entries which are underlyingly dist inct and which 
each instantiate only one of the two  cases. Since we do not have 
morphological resolution of the mu1 t iple case assignment, and since the 
confl ict  must eventually be resolved, we must somehow keep track of the 
cases which were originally assigned. A phonological rule then neutralizes 
the underlying dist inct ions. The resul t ing phonetic fo rm i s  syncretic, and 
we have phono;ogical resolut ion of the mu1 t i p le  case assignment. 
I n  a case feature analysis, since we choose only one of the morphologlcal 
forms, w e  enter the phonology w i t h  only one of the case features. A t  PF we 
must somehow be able t o  becktrack and recognize tho? the syncretic 
phonetic f o rm could have been associated w i t h  the other case feature. 
(8 1 )  Case feature anal ysls of phonologlcel resolution 




lex ica l  insert ion: /Frsu-en/ tacc /Frau-en-n/ +dat 
I I 
I I 
phonetic form: [Frauen] [Frauen] 
I n  an the paradigmatic analysls eccount, Frau-en and Frau-en-n (or -en end - 
en-n) occupy d is t inc t  morphological locations. Suppose phonology operates 
on the contents of  morphological entries. Merger could be viswed es a 
l lnk lng o r  merglng o f  the morphologlcal cel ls. Cexlcal Insert ion a f  ecc 
would then drag the dat locat lon wlth it, by v i r tue of the phonologlcal l i nk .  
(82) The peradlgmatic analysis anal ys ls  of phonologlcal r e ~ ~ o l u t i o n  
acc dat BCC dat 
-- ----- 
morph r - e n  -enon ) ---> morph [T_f-] 
- - . - -- - - - 
---- ---- 
A1 ternetively, phonology might be a dimension ad jacent t o  morphology; ce l l s  
in phonological space would be related t o  ce l l s  i n  morphological space. In  
case o f  phonological merger, t w o  d is t inc t  morphological ce l l s  would be 
related t o  one, merged phonological ce l l .  Selection of e i ther  of the d is t inc t  
morphological entr ies would also select the merged phonologlcal entry. 
(83) Paradigmat i c  analysis analysis of phonological resolut ion 
acc dot 
I' 
- -  - 1  
morphology -en 
- -  - .  -. 
phonology -en 
L -en-n - 1  
In e i ther  case, merger would be subject t o  the constraint of contiguity. In  
the Frauen example, accusative and dative would have t o  be ad jacent 
coordinates of the case dimension. 
CHAPTER THREE: PERCOLATION-INDUCED MULTIPLE CASE 
I n  th is  c h a ~ t e r  we discuss the possibil ity of percolation-induced mult ip le  
case. Percolation may lead t o  mul t ip le  case assigr~ment i f  case percolates 
f rom NP to  an element w i t h i n  NP which already bears case, such as the 
complement of an NP-embedded case-assigner. Bobby ( 1980, 1985, 1986) 
arguca that percolation i b  a aourcc of mu1 t ip le  coae aaatgnmcnt in Ruaaion 
numeral phrases. He shows that the resolut ion 01' t h i s  mu1 t i p le  case can be 
Je~i i ibsu" by a case hierarchy: 
( 1 )  nom, acc < gen (qp) < dat, ins 
That is, an NP which receives mare than one case expresses the case which 
i s  highest on the case hierarchy. We rev iew Babby's data and consider 
whether the hierarchical resolut ion of such mu1 t i p le  case assignment should 
be analyzed as accommodation, reduction, o r  prevention. We compare cese 
hierarchy w i t h  case syncretism, and conclude that hierarchicel resolut ion i s  
not accommodation. We out1 ine reduct l  on and prevent ion analyses of 
hierarchical resolution, based on Bobby's (1980, 1965, and 1986) enalyses. 
We discuss some problems f o r  the percolation analysis. F l rs t ,  we note that 
percolation does not a f fec t  complements in  possessor phrases, suggesting 
that perco:ation i s  generally l i m i t e d  t o  heads and the i r  modif iers.  Second, 
we note that case hlererchy I s  not applied t o  mul t ip le  cese essignments i n  
Russian re la t i ve  clauses. Finally, we compere Russian w i t h  Polish. Pol ish 
numeral phrases exhibi t  some, but not al l ,  of  the case hierarchy e f fec ts  
found i n  Russian; but Polish shows no evidence of case hierarchy i n  the 
resolution of multiple case assignment i n  relative clauses. 
We close the chapter wi th  a consideration of an alternative to the 
percolation analysis of case hierarchy. Pesetsky (1962) argues that the 
numeral phrase may take the form of either an ordinary NP w i th  e numeral 
modifier, or e quantifier phrase w i th  a quantifier head and a genitive (or 
dative) NP complement. He claims that quantifier phrases resist case 
assignment, and theref ore cannot appear in  contexts of inherent case 
assignment. 
3.1 Percolation As a Source of Nul tlple Case In Russien Numeral Phrases 
Genitive Case Assignment by a Q Modifier of a Nominal Head 
Babby (1985) argues that Case Theory must Include the concept of Case 
Hierarchy. Eabby demonstrates the hierarchical resolution of case conf 1 ic ts 
i n  Russian. He claims that, i n  the structure (2), 
the case essigned by X to NP percoletes to Q and to N'. Since a quanti f l e r  Q 
assigns genitive case in  Russian, the noun receives a multiple case 
assignment. When nominative or accusative i s  assigned to NP, the mu1 t iple 
case assignment i s  resolved in  favor of geni tive. When X assigns an Inherent 
case such as instrumental, the mu1 tiple case essignment i s  resolved i n  
favor of the inherent case. 
(3) J a v l  dela [ ~ p  p j  at' devuiek 1 
acc gen 
I saw five yir ls 
' I  saw five girls' 
(4) on poi6 l [pp s f ~ p  p j at u devugkam i 1 
inst inst 
he errived with five gir ls 
'he came wi th five girls' 
These case-marking patterns can be explained, Bahby argues, w i th  the 
hierarchy 
(5) nominative < genitive < lexical cese 
accusative (from Q) 
In (3). &&eJ 'girls' i s  i n  the domain of both nomlnative end genl t ive case; 
the genitive form i s  used because genitive i s  superior to nomlnative on the 
Russian cese hierarchy. In (41, the noun phrase ~ m j u  devuikami 'five girls' 
I s  assigned instrumentel cese by the preposition; ss a lexical case, 
Instrumentel takes precedence over the genl t ive assigned to &~uSkarrtl b~ 
the quantifier. 
Same-level conf 1 ic ts are ungrammatical i n  Bobby's system. He gives the 
following example, where the verb y&&& 'knowv requires instrumental and 
the preposi tional quenti f ie r  ,gp 'each' requires dative: 
(6) * oni vs9 vlade) ut INp po i nostrannomu j azyku 1 
dat dat 
they a l l  know each foreign language 
'they al l  know one foreign language each' 
(7) * oni vsb vladej ut INp PO i nostrannym j azykom 1 
inst inst 
Since instrumental and dative are on the same level of the case hierarchy, 
there i s  no way to resolve the conflict. 
Given the existence of mu1 tiple case assignment i n  Russian numeral 
phrases, we might expect to find multiple assignment In  NP-complement 
possessor phrases. That is, we might expect the case essigned by e verb or 
a preposition to combine with the adnominal genitive: 
However, such effects are not found. NP-complement possessors are simply 
marked wi th  the adnominal genitive; the case assigned to the mein NP does 
not ;nterfere.l2 
1 ~ - e g g l u t i r w t i n g  language a l l w  stacking o f  the possessor cw and the cxternel case, but ve 
guggest i n  Appendix A that this does not reflect assignment of the external a m  to the possessor NP. 
*1f we mume that the genitive we i s  @signed by the head N, then the minimallty condition 
(Chomky 1986) prevents the preposition from gwerning the complement NP a c r m  the mlnlmal 
governor, N. Ninimality could t h w  explain the protected $tatus of complemntr, i f  percolation 
were restricted to governed domains. See Chapter Five. 
(9) na ostenovke evtobusa 
1 oc gen 
on stop bus 
'at the bus stop' 
Bobby ( 1  986: 105) suggests that  Old Russian numeral phrases are headed by 
the quantif ier, w i t h  the complement NP protected f rom cese percolation: 
(10) s p j a t ' j u  butylok 
w i t h  five(ins) bottles(gen) 
However, he c la ims that  the N' i n  the Modern Russian numeral phrase i s  not a 
complement of the quantif ier; rather, the quant i f ier  i s  a mod i f ie r  of  the 
head noun. 
3.2 Resolution of Percolation-Induced M u l t i ~ l e  Case: Case Hierarchy 
I n  th i s  section we consider where case hiererchy f i t s  i n  our system of 
resolution. We argue that case hierarchy i s  not accommodation. We 
consider a reduction analysis, a prevention analysis, end a combined 
reduction and prevention ertalysls. We argue that a reduction anelysis makes 
incorrect predict ions f o r  the resolut ion of mu1 t ip le  case assignment i n  
Russian free relat ives. 
3.2.1 Case H i e r a r c b m  Accommodat io~  
In  Chapter Two we proposed a cese feature analysis of accommodation, i n  
which syncretic forms are unmarked f o r  the relevant case features. For 
example, P o l i ~ h  'what' nom,ecc i s  represented w i t h  the case feature 
ma t r i x  [Onom, Oacc, -gen, -dot, ...I. McCreight (1987) suggests that  a case 
feature account con unl fy  the phenomena of case syncret ism and case 
hierarchy. The hierarchical relat ions among cases could be encoded as 
combinations of case feetures i n  various lexical entries. To encode a 
nom<acc hierarchy, we would postulate the following case features: 
( I t )  nomlexical entry 
I + nom I 
I - acc I 
acc lexical entry 
I 0 nom 1 
I + acc I 
The nominative form, w i th  the lexical feature value 1-acc), i s  incompatible 
wi th  en accusative assignment; the accusative form, w i th  the lexical 
feature value [Onom], tolerates a nominative assignment. Thus, i n  this 
example a nom/acc conflict may be satisfied only by the accusative form. 
The case features i n  this system are associated wi th  specific lexical 
entries. To extend this approach to encomp8ss icnguage-wide case 
hierarchies requires the use of lexical redundancy rules, so that al l  forms 
for a given case share the same case feature values. To encode a 
structural (inherent hierarchy, for example, we might postulete the lexical 
redundancy rules: 
( 12) [+ structural case XI --> I- al l  other case features] 
[+ inherent case XI --> 1- al l  other inherent case festures] 
[+ inherent case XI --> [O el l  structure1 case features) 
Structural case forms i n  this exan~ple ere thus not compatible wI  th  any cese 
conflicts. Inherent case forms are compatible wi th  structural/lnherent 
conflicts, but not w i th  inherent/lnherent conflicts. (Specific lexical 
entrles would s t i l l  be subject to idiosyncratic case feature markings, as In  
the case of cese syncretism.) 
In principle, nothing prevents case feature entries of the form [*structural, 
0 inherent], which would allow a structural form to overrule an inherent 
form. In foct, the case feature analysis i s  would allow the encoding of 
circular hierarchies, i n  which a<b, b<c, and cta: 
(13) "amform 'bUform "c' form 
+ case a 0 case a - case a 
- case b + case b 0 case b 
0 case c - case c + case c 
While redundancy rules can be constructed to capture the 
structural<inherent generalization, we s t i l l  lack a reason for this 
constraint: Why should the lexical redutldancy rules prefer inherent cases? 
The analysis of case hierarchy as accommodation allows for  different 
realizations among different lexical entries. Thus, we might find all 
feminine accusative forms taking precedence over feminine nominatives, 
wi th  no corresponding relationship emong the mesculine nominative and 
accusative forms. With syncretic resolution, we did in  fact find such 
idiosyncrasies. But case hierarchy does not seem to be lexical1 y dependent; 
rather, hierarchy seems to be e property of the cases themselues.l 
In Chapter Two we also considered a "paradigmatlc" fonnelizstion of 
accommodation. The paradigmatic analysis does not really perm1 t a 
' A  p m l  ble exception: Hsrbert's ( 1983) dlxusslon of nominatives i n  Greek. masc. and fern. 
nominetivw do not attract into other amm, but neuter nom/scc form do attract. 
morphological expression of case hiererchy. Suppose we relax our claim 
that aff ixes wi th in  a paradigm part i  t ion n-space, and 8 1 1 0 ~  averlappir~g 
entries. Then we might have s situation i n  which a "larger" entry, b, 
contains the space of a "smaller" errtry, a. 
This creates a kind of  hierarchy w i th  b a :  j lven  a syrltactic ess~gnment of 
[+a, *b], the entry b would be used. But note that i f  otlly [*a] i s  nssiyned, 
either a o r  b could be used. This does ;lot capture the kind of case hierarchy 
under consideration. Within en n-space account, then, we are led to cansider 
case hierarchy a non-morphological phenomenor! 
3.2.2 Case Hierar,hy As Reduction 
3.2.2.1 Ana:ys& 
Babby ( 1  985) argues that "case confl icts are resolved by a small set of  
precedence relations. These precedence relations form a case hierarchy, 
which can be viewed as a set of wellformedness conditions on the 
representat ion of a noun phrases's [sic] case structure.' He dlst inguishes 
several types of cases. Configurational cases, sush es Russian nom and acc, 
"are assigned to  Nm on the basis of i t s  sgntbctic environment", while lexical 
cases are assigned by a lexical item.' These roughly correspond to  our 
structural and inherent classifications. The Russian genitive of 
1 p r w u m b l  y: m definition i s  explicitly plwn i n  the amcle .  
-63- 
quant1ficatio;l f a l l s  be twec ,~  lexicai  and configurational case, so we get the 
hierarchy 
(15) lex ica l  case > gen(qp) > nom/acc I=Babby's 71 
Babby notes: T h e  case hierarchy i n  (7) makes the claim, whlch I believe t o  
be a universal pr incible of  case theory, that  lex ica l  case takes precedence 
over a l l  other types of case marklng, and a l l  other types of case marklng 
take precedence over configurational case ..." (p. 4)' 
We can characterize Babby's (1955) al:alysls as reso lu t i o i~  by reduction, A l l  
the cases percolate, so that  N accumulates both the genit ive of 
quant i f icat ion and the case assigned t o  NP as a whole. The mu1 t i p le  c a w  
assignment i s  resolved by a reduc t ion  process whlch observes the  hierarch^ 
( 15). 
2 Problems 
I l n  sddition to t h  w&& m e a ,  Bebby argum that some lsnpusges haw WE am, "whoss 
ewiqnment 18 not dcterminsd by anu othar catagorim, and, tnerefore, dm3 make a direct 
mntrlbutlon to the mntenc8'8 mmentlc Interpretation.' Bebby a u g p ~ t ! ~  that tb me pracddance 
reletion8 hold sf t W  types of mas, rn thst lexleal c#e takas precadunce w a r  ~ m a n t l c  asa, 
whlch I n  turn takes prtcedanca w e r  mnfigurational am. 
(1) lexical csse~ rwmsntlc m q p n ( q p )  nom/scc 
3.2.2.2.1 Russian Reletive Cl- 
We w l l l  see i n  Chapter Four that a free (headless) relative i s  a source of 
agreement-induced mu1 t iple case. Given the reduct ion analysis of mu1 t iple 
case i n  Russian numeral phrases, we would expect the reduction hierarchy 
(15) to apl~ly i n  Russian free rela'.ives, as well. But Russian free relatives 
show no evidence of hierarchical resolution. In ( 16), both accusative and 
instrumental are assigned; the hierarchy predicts that accusative w i l l  be 
reduced i n  favor of instrumental Instead, the construct ion I s  
ungrammatical, Example ( 17) shows the same result wi th  an 
accuset ive/dative mu1 tiple case asstgnment. 
( 16) ecc[ins=ins 
* I van kupi l (to) Cem J a I nteresovalsje 
'Ivan bought what I was interested in' 
( 17) acc[dat=dat 
* ivan kupil  (to) Cemu j a  zavidovala 
'Ivan bought what I envied' 
We argue i n  Chapter Four that, while some languages allow reduction in  free 
relatives, Russian does not. We might s t i l l  argue for a process of reduction 
which Is somehow restricted to the numeral phrase, but we cannot maintain 
a reduction hierarchy as a general property of Russian case mapping. 
L2,2,2.2 wrNumBn wi th  Poll& 
3,2.2,2,2.1 Polish Numeral Phrases 
Polish numeral phrases also exhl bi t case hierarchy. Swan ( 1983:82) 
observes thai the "[nlumerals 5-900 follow adjectival syntax on1 y i n  the 
GDIL; in the NAV these numerals are nouns and take the quant l f led noun In 
the G pl. ...' (N=nominative, A=accusative, V=vocative, G=geni tive, D=Dative, 
I=instrurnental, L=locative.) This can be characterized w i t h  the reduction 
hierarchy, 
(18) nom, acc, voc < gen(qp) < dot, ins, loc 
However, the collective numerals d i f fe r  sl ight ly.  A collective numeral 
occurs w t t h  a genitive nominal when the enttre NP IS asstgned nomtnatlve, 
accusatlve, or Instrument el. Swan ( 1983:85) glves the fol lowlng paredlgm 
fo r  ' f ive chicks': 
( 19) Collective Numerals 
N/A p i 9 c i oro kurczb L f ive(nom/acc) chicks(gen) 
G p i  g c i orga kurczg t f ive(gen) chicks(gen) 
0 pigciorgukurczgtom five(dat) chicks(dat) 
I p igc io rg iem kurczgt f ive(lns) chicks(gen) 
L p i  gc i orgu kurczg tach f ive(1oc) chi  cks(1oc) 
If we attempt t o  include the case pat'.erns of collective numerals i n  our 
reduction hierarchy, we derive the fol lowlng contradict ion: 
(20) Instrumental ( geni t lue ( instrumental 
3,2,a.2,2,2 Pollsh Relative C-
Another problem w i t h  postulating a Polish reduction hierarchy Is the fact 
that Polish free relat ives do not exhlbi t the expected hierarchical 
resolution For example, when both accusative and dat lve are assigned, the 
reduction hierarchg predicts that the accusative w i l l  be reduced i n  favor of 
the dative. However, accusative/dative free re lat ives are ungrammatical In 
Polish. 
(21) acc[dat 
marys i  a postanow i4a  kupi E to, czemu j anek s i  g przyglpdel 
Maria decided to-buy i t  that  Janek sel f  stored-at 
'Maria dscided t o  buy what Ja~ lek  was star ing at '  
(22) accIdat- qat 
+ * marys i  a postanow U a kupi C czernu j anek s i  Q przyglgda; 
Maria decided to-buy what Janek sel f  stared-at 
'Maria decided t o  buy what Janek was star ing at '  
3.2.3 k Y i e r a r c h u  As Prevention of Percoletion 
Babby ( 1980) formulates the Direct Case Condition: 'If an NP i s  already 
mar-ked w i t h  an oblique Case, i t  cannot receive additional Case marking." (p. 
3) Since oblique cases are assigned hefore d i rect  cases, the Direct Case 
Condition creates the hierarchical re la t ion  directtoblique (rough1 y, our 
structural<inherent). We characterize t h i s  as a preventlon analysis of  case 
hf earchy. 
Note that inherent cese assignment must precede gent i ve  case assignment, 
i f  genit ive i s  t o  be prevented: I f  geni t i ve  ca:je assignment applies f i rs t ,  the 
d i rect  case condit ion w i l l  not prevent i t .  Frllnks ( 1  98 1) argues that  
lexical1 y-condi tioned case assignmerlt precedes case assignment by logical  
operators (e.g., ger~ i  t ve  of negation), which i n  turn precedes syntact ica l ly  
condi tioned cese essignment. He uses t h i s  sequentiel enel ys is  t o  explain 
the inst>gen(neg)>acc hierarchy in  the Russisn geni t lve of negation 
construct l on: 
(23) Iven vldl t kntgu (acc) 
'ivan sees a/the book' 
(24) ivan ne v id i t  knigi (gen) 
'Ivan doesn't see a/the book' 
(25)  ivan uprevl jaet zavodom (instr) 
'Ivan manages a/the factory' 
(26) ivan ne uprevl jaet zsvodom (instr) 
'Ivan doesn't menage a/the factory' 
Franks' analysis might be extended to the genitive of quantification, so that 
inherent case assignment and percolation precedes the assignment of 
genitive of quantification, which i n  turn precedes structural case 
assignment and percolation. This prevention analysis of hierarchical 
resolution requires us to inter-weave case assignment and case percolation: 
(27) Prevention of Percoletion 
DS: A s s l ~ m e n t  of inherent case to NP 
Percolat ign of inherent case to heed Q and complement N 
SS: Assig- of geni t lve case to N i s  w e a n n u  
by presence of inherent case 
pe rco le t l o~  of structural case 
se H i m u  As a of Prevention and Reductiorl 
Babby ( 1986) presents an analysis of hierarchical resolutlon which 
combines prevent ion and reduction. 
When both s t ructura l  and inherent cases ere assigned, the mul t ip le  case 
assignment i s  reduced i n  favor of the inherent case. Babby explains th i s  
reduction in terms of subcategorization: Since e case assigner i s  
subcategorized f o r  a given lex ica l  case, Babby argues, lex ica l  case may not 
be overruled w i thout  v iolat ing subcategori zation requirements. Thus lex ica l  
cases take precedence over configurational cases, which Babby 
characterizes as default cases, "assigned t o  Nm on the basis o f  i t s  overal l  
s t ructura l  environment, they are not assignec in Russian by specif l c  lex ica l  
i terns.' (p. 95) Reduction gives us the hierarchy, 
(28) nom, acc, gen < dot, ins  
Prevent ion 
Babby argues that the precedence of gan(qp) over nom, acc i s  derived by a 
loca l i t y  pr inciple:  "direct assignment of a conf igurational case t o  Nn takes 
precedence over percolation of a configurational case t o  N" ...' (p. 1 16). The 
st ructura l  case i s  prevented f rom percoletlng t o  the embedded N' by the 
presence of the genit ive case. 
Thus, Q always assigns genit ive t o  N'. A s t ructura l  Lase assigned t o  NP 
percolates t o  Q but i s  prevented f rom percolating t o  N' An inherent case 
esslgned t o  NP percolates t o  Q and N, creat lng a mul  t iple case assignment on 
N' which i s  resolved by reduction of the gentive case. The comhlnatlon of 
prevention and reduc t ion  derlves the complete hierarchy, 
(29) nom, acc < gen (qp) < dat, i ns  
Note that this application of prevention involves only structural cases, and 
hence does not require DS percolation. However, the use of reduction faces 
the same diff icul t ~ e s  noted above; i n  particular, i t  lncorrr :tl y predicts 
hierarchical resolution i n  Russian free relatives. 
3.3 A1 ternetive: Q Head and No Percolation 
Pesetsky (1982) suggests en alternative to a percolation analysis of 
Russian numeral phreses. He claims that Russian numeral phrases take two 
forms, one i n  which the quantifier i s  an adjective modifying the head noun, 
and one in  which the quantifier forms the head of a case-resistant 
quantifier phrase. 
Pesetsky argues that the quanti f ler  phrase resists case astitgnment. Thus, a 
quantifier phrase always assigns case to i t s  complement NP, and there i s  no 
multiple case assignment. Pesetsky claims that inherent case must be 
assigned, so a case-resistant QP cannot occur i n  an environment of Inherent 
case assignment. He notes that this i s  true even when the quantifier 
assigns the same case as the external case suslgner. In example (321, the 
verb 'help0 assigns dative to the entire numeral phrase; the prepositional 
quantifier 'each' assigns dative to the nominal; yet the constmction i s  
ungrammatical. 
(32) * j a  pomogal [ PO devuSke 1 v den' 
I(nom) helped QQ girl(fem.dat.sg) in  day 
'I helped a gir l  n day' [p. 721 
The object of an inherent case assigner must be an edjective-noun numeral 
phrase; inherent case percolates to both the adjectival quanti f iel- and the 
head noun. There i s  no mu1 t iple case asstgnment i n  the adjec t ive-noun 
numeral phrase, slnce the adjective does not assign case. 
I f  Pesetsky's analysis 1s correct, thsn we no longer hove an example of 
percolation-induced mu1 tiple case assignment. However, Babby ( 1986) 
offers evidence which contradicts Pesetsky's claim that the quantifier can 
be the head of the numeral phrase. Babbg notes that modifiers agree i n  
number and gender wl th the nominal, and not the quantifier-. 
(33) te pjat' butylok 
those(nom. pl.) f ivehom) bot tles(gen.pl.) [p. 1051 
In contrast, Babby notes, modifiers i n  Old Russian agree wi th  the numeral 
head: 
(34) ta pjat' butylok 
that(nom.sg.fem) f ive(noni.sg.lem.) bot t les(gen.pl) 
I f  the numeral were the head i n  Modern Russian, Babby argues, we would flnd 
the same agreement patterns as i n  Old Russian. 
We might maintain the quantifier-head analysis by claiming that, in  the 
absence of a specification on the head Q for the grammatical properties of 
number, gender, etc., the QP can inherit these properties from the 
complement NP.1 The Old Russian modifier can agree wi th  the head numeral, 
because Old Russian numerals are specified for the re1 evant grammat ice1 
properties. The Modern R U S S ~ R ~  agreement pat tern reflects the defective 
nature of the Russian numeral. 
3.4 Conclusion 
In the f i r s t  section of this chapter we reviewed Babby's (1980, 1984, 1986) 
claims that Russian numeral phrases constitute an exam~le of whet we call 
percoletlon-induced mu1 tiple case assignment. Babby shows that this 
mu1 t i ple case assignment i s  resolved according to the case hierarchy, 
(35) nom, ecc < gen(qp) < ins 
In the second section we argued that hierarchical resolution i s  not 
morphological accommodation. We considered two syntact ic  resolution 
options, reduction and prevention. We noted that a reduction analijsis makes 
incorrect predictions for the resolution of agreement-induced multiple case 
assignment In  Russian free relatives. A prevention analysis, on the other 
I f h i 8  recalls our discrcurwrion of the 'head of a word' i n  Chapter Two. There, ve suggested that the 
affix which is  mmt highly specifled for a particular grammatical property X i s  the "bad with 
reapact to X", and determines the value of X for the entire word. 
hand, requires percolation t o  take place both before and af t e r  s t ructura l  
case assignment, complicating our model of the case-mapping system: 
(36) Case Mapping w i t h  Prevention of Percolation 
DS: Assignment af inherent case t o  NP 
Percolat Ion of inherent cese t o  head Q and complement N 
SS: Pssionment of genit ive case t o  N i s  prevented 
by presence of inherent case 
percolat ion of s t ructura l  cese 
Considering the d i f f i cu l t i es  raised by the percolation analysis, %e prefer  
the non-percolat,ion el  ternat ive of Pesetsky ( 19821, i n  which numeral 
phrases may take e i ther  the fo rm of nominals w i t h  adject ival  quantif iers, 
o r  the fo rm of quant i f ier  phrases w i t h  quant i f ier  heads and gentivive 
nominal complements. The quant i f ier  phrase res is ts  case assignment, and 
hence i s  prohibited f rom the object pos i t ion of an inherent case assigner. 
CHAPTER FOUR: AGREEMENT-INDUCED MULTIPLE CASE 
4.1 Introduction 
In the chapter we discuss the creation of multiple case assignments through 
case agreement. In the f i rs t  section we discuss how case agreement can be 
a source of mu1 tiple case assignment. In the second section we discuss the 
possible ways to resolve an agreement-induced mu! tiple case esslgnment. 
We claim that agreement-induced mu1 tiple case mag be resolved by 
pirevention, reduction, or accommodation. In the third sectlon we discuss 
the creation and resolution of agreement-induced mu\ tiple cese i n  reletive 
clauses. We review various proposals expiclining -case ri~alcbing e i i6c isn  
and present an analysis i n  terms of prevention and reduction. 
4.2 Agreement As e Source of M u l t i ~ l e  Case Assiqnment 
- 
Case egreement i s  the sharing of cese features among coindexed NPs. Case 
agreement does not always result i n  multiple case assignment: Agreement 
between a case-marked NP and e predicate or appositive nomind1 does not 
usually result in  multiple case, since the predicate o r  ayposi t ive NP i s  not 
independently case-marked. Case agreement w i l l  be a source of multiple 
case i f  an independently case-marked NP must agree in  case wi th  an NP 
bearing a different abstract case. "Case Attraction" provides an example of 
such agreement-induced multiple case: In some languages, e relative 
pronoun may be 'attracted' into the case of the head of the relative clause. 
Comrie (198 1 )  gives the following example of case attraction in  Ancient 
Greek. 
( 1 ) ek t8n poletn [hzn bxe l 1 
from the c l  ties-GEN whtch-GEN he-hes 
'from the clt les whlch he has' 
The preposition & 'from' requires genitive case. Comrie notes that exei 
'he-has' "would be expected to have an accusative object, but instead the 
reletive pronoun has been attracted into the case of the noun phrase within 
the main clause." (p. 147) 
Another source of agreement bet ween case-marked elements i s  
transmission of case from trace. Wh-traces must transmit cese to their 
antecedents; i f  the wh-word i s  case-marked i r ~  i t s  surface position, case 
transmission creates a mu1 tiple case assignment. We discuss the 
requirement that wh-traces transmit trace i n  Chapter Five. 
4.3 Resolution of Agreement-Induced Multiple Cese 
Agreement -induced mlrltiple csss assignment can be resolved by 
accommodation, reduction, or prevention. 
4.3.1 Accornmodatio~ 
We gave examples of the accommodation of agreement-induced multiple 
case i n  Chapter Two. For example, we claim a relative pronoun must agree 
i n  case wi th  the head of a free relative (see below). This creates a 
multiple cese assignment on the relative pronoun, which may be 
accommodated by a morphologically appropriate form. In example 2(6), 
repeated here, the German relative pronoun wss 'who' nom/acc i s  able to 
accommodate the assignment of accusat ive In  the matrix cleuse and 
nominative i n  the embedded clause. 
(2) acc[nom--.nom/acc 
J ich  zerstore was mich argert 
I destroy what me annoys 
'I destroy what annoys me' 
4.3.2 Prevention 
Since case agreement i s  usual1 y an optionel pher~omenon, potential 
agreement-induced mu1 t iple case may usually be resolved by prevention of 
the case agreement. However, i n  certain situations case agreement i s  
forced to apply. These include transmission of t race from wh-trace, and 
agreement between e relative pronoun end a m-head for the purpose of 
identifying P I .  
4.3.3 Reduction 
When agreement cannot be prevented, the resulting mu1 t iple case 
assignment may be resolved by reduction. We claim that reduction i s  a 
language specific rule, subject to variation. Some languages lack reduction 
rules completely. When reduction does apply, i t  i s  subject to a semantic 
constraint of recoverabili ty. This creates the effect of case hierarchy: the 
less informative cases are reduced in  f a v ~ r  of the more Snf ormative cases. 
We discuss the reduction of  agreement-induced multiple case In detail in  
the next section. 
4.4 Aareement-Induced Mu1 t i d e  Case In Relative C;Leuses 
The main source o i  agreement-induced mu1 tiple case i s  the free (headless) 
relative clause. In Chapter Two we simply noted that the absence of an 
antecedent somehow allows two abstract ceses to pile up on the relatfve 
pronoun, causing case conflicts. In this section we w i l l  examine the 
st ructure o f  the f ree re la t i ve  t o  see how the mu1 t i p le  case assignment 
arises. 
We f i r s t  rev iew various proposals about the structure o f  re la t i ve  clauses 
w i t h  overt  heads. One type of analysis postulates a base-generated head, 
extorrlal t o  the re la t i ve  clause. Proponents o f  the "external-headm analysis 
d i f f e r  i n  the i r  c laims about the s t ructura l  relat ionship between the head 
and the re lat ive clause. We review arguments f o r  ad joining the re la t i ve  
clause t o  the head at  the NP level or  a t  the N' level. In contrast t o  the 
external-head anslyses, the internal-head analysis c laims that the head of 
++e re la t i ve  clsuse i s  extracted f rom w i t h i n  the re lat ive clause. 
Turning to free relatives, we discuss the data of  case matching and case 
a t t rac t ion  (case agreement between an overt  head end the re la t i ve  pronoun) 
i n  Greek, Gothic, and Finnish. We introduce new dbtc f rom Polish end 
Russian free relatives, showing that case-matching e f fec ts  ex is t  I n  both 
languages. 
We next rev isw various proposals about the structure of f ree (headless) 
relat ives. Various external-heed proposals have been made t o  account f o r  
the existence of matching ef fec ts  (requirements thet  !he wh-phrase match 
the ent i re  re la t iv ized phrase in category o r  case). We adopt the structure 
proposed by SuAer ( 1984, 19851, i n  which the free re lat ive i s  headed by 1' ! 
empty pronominal, m: 
Finally, we present an analysls of the case matching and case attraction 
data in terms of prevention and reduction o f  the agreement-induced multiple 
case. 
A variety of structures have been proposed for headed relative ciauses. In 
this sottion wo briefly review some of these proposals. We f i rs t  conslder 
external head analyses, i n  which the head I s  base-generated external to the 
relative clause. These contrast w i th  the Internal-head approach, in which 
t9e head i s  assumed to urlginate within the relative clause. 
4.4.9.1 External Heed Relct l v e ~  
We consl?er two structures for externally headed relatives simllar to  those 
whizh have been proposed In the literature, (4) and (5). These roughly 
translate the 'NP-S' and 'Norn-S' of Bach & Cooper (19781, using the 





thernan / \  
l' \ 
SPEC C ' 
who1 / \ 
C IP 
/ \ 





the 1 \ 
N CP 
man / \ 
/ \ 
SPEC C* 
who4 / \ 
C IP 
/ \ 
you SOW ti 
In each of the proposed structure$, the relat ive pronoun occupies the spec of 
CP. In (41, the Ct3 i s  adjoined to NP; i n  (51, the CP i s  the complement of N (or 
possibly N'). 
4.4..Scope Qf the De\ar"mlner 
Partee ( 1975) argues f o r  a reletive-as-nominol-complement structure on 
the basis of semantics: The determiner i n  a relat ive clause i s  under-stood to 
modify or  res t r ic t  the entire construction, not just the head NP. Each & 
Kuoper ( 1976) counter w i t h  the argument that an Interpretive ru le gt ving 
\his meaning must be available for  relat lve clauses I n  Hl t t l te ,  I n  which the 
restr-lctlng or quantllying element cannot dominate the relat lve clause, 
since the ralat ive clause i s  adjoined to  the ent lre sentence. This 
interpretive rule can then be applied t o  English relat ive clausus, derlving 
the desired meaning I n  an NP-adjoined structure. 
It may not make sense t o  compare Hi t t l  te  and Engllsh re la t  lves. Lehmann 
( 1986) char.acterize8 H l t t l  t e  re lat  Ives as internal1 y headed, adjoined, and 
preposed, and gives a Hl t t i t s  example In which the relat ive clause "displays 
the fu l l  syntax of  independent clauses and thus shows no sign of 
nominalization." (p. 67 1 )  English, and, in fact, most cf the languages we 
discuss here, has relative clauses w i th  external heads (at SS, at least), 
showing some degree of nominal ization. Thus the interpret we possi b i l  i ties 
for Hi t t i te  may not find direct parallels i n  English. I leave the structure and 
interpretation of internally headed relative clauses as an open question. 
-1.1.2- 
The fac t  that a restrictive relative may modify a conjoined head suggests a 
structure involving NP con junction: 






a man & a woman 
This seems to argue against the nom~nal-complement analysis. However, 
the conjoined heads might also be analyzed as conjoined at the N' level, w i th  
only one determiner position at DS: 
(7) NP ... le f t  the party together 
/ \ 
SPEC N' 





man & woman 
The determiner l a te r  may spread ecross the conjuncts, o r  i t  may remain 
peripheral, as i n  
(8 )  [The [ [seven men and t w o  women] [who l e f t  eer ly]  1 
had t o  go t o  another meeting 
When nouns w i t h  d l  f ferent determl ners ttre conjoined, the res t r l c  t ive 
re la t i ve  reading i s  ruled out. 
(9) Your fr iends and (your) c o l l e ~ g u e s  (,I who planned th is  par ty  (,I 
must l i k e  you very much. ( res t r i c t i ve  o r  apposi t ive) 
( 10) Your fr iends and my colleagues, who planned th i s  party, 
must l i k e  you very much. (appositive only)' 
An apposit ive reodjng might  be possible i f  the appositive re la t l ve  clause 
were adjoined at  t l le Np level, a l lowing conjunction of f u l l  NPs: 
( 1  1 )  NP 
/ \ 
NP CP 
/ \ who planned t h i s  par ty  
/ \ 
NP NP 
your f r iends & my colleagues 
The single determiner analysis of  conjoined head res t r i c t i ve  re lat ives i s  
conf i nned  bg Jackendoff's stacklng tes t  f o r  res t r l c t l ve  us. apposit ive 
relatlves. Jackendoff notii:; that  only res t r l c t l ve  re lat ives can be follov!ed 
-- - 
1ruliq out tho interpratation i n  which the relative clam only modlfi~ 'my c o l l ~ u a s '  
by another re la t ive.  Applying t h i s  t es t  t o  conjoined heads, w e  see tha t  the 
r e s t r i c t i v e  reading i s  indeed ru led  out when d i f fe ren t  determiners are usdd. 
( 12) The men and women y h o  ~ r r i v e d  late,  who gou met,  used t o  
l i v e  on my s t ree t  
(stacked: no t  apposit ive) 
( 13) Th is  man and tha t  woman, yv ho err! ved ]ata. used t o  
l i v e  on my s t ree t  
(d i f fe ren t  determiners: not  restt-tc'cive) 
( 14) *Th~s man and thet women who arr lved late, who you met, used t o  
l i v e  on my s t ree t  
(stacked: not apposl t lve; d i f fe ren t  determiners: no t  restrictive) 
4.4.1,1.3 Stacking 
The existence of stecked r e s t r i c t i v e  re la t i ves  suggests an NP-adjolned 
structure, slnce the outer re la t l ve  1s taken t o  modi fy  the combination of the 




/ \ who l e f t  ear ly (modi f ies  'the man who ~ o u  met') 
NP CP 
the man who you m e t  (mod1 f i es  'the man') 
Jackendoff explains the semant ics of stacked I-elat lves In te rms of 
presupposit ion and focus, not ing tha t  focus can make the Inner clause 
mod l fy  the outer clause: 
( 16) the men who came t o  DINNER who hated lox  l e f t  early, but  tha t  wasn't 
t r ue  of the men who arr lved a f t e r  e ight O'CLOCK who hated lox. 
I n  unstressed form, we would expect (13) t o  be interpreted w i t h  the outer 
clause, 'who hated lox" modify ing the Inner clause 'the men who came t o  
dinner'. But, under focus, the lnner clause modif l s s  the outer clause: of the 
men who hate lox, the subset who came t o  dinner l e f t  early. 
A s t ructura l  analysis might be malntalned by deriving stacked re lat ives 





the I \  
N' CP 
/ \ who l e f t  ear ly 
N CP 
man who you met  
Vergnaud ( 1974) suggests that the head of the re lat ive clause origlnates 
w i t h i n  the re la t i ve  clause. He c la ims that the re la t i ve  clause origir~cltes i n  
the speclf l e r  of the (empty) head NP. A head-extraction process removes 
the head f rom the re la t i ve  clause, leaving a rs la t l ve  pronoun in COMP. The 
re la t i ve  clause 1 s then extraposed. 
Vergnaud's placement of  the re la t i ve  clause i n  spec re f lec ts  the semant l c  
contribution of the re la t i ve  clause t o  the re lat iv ized NP. Extract ion of the 
head f rom w i t h i n  the re la t i ve  clause explains the exfstence re lat iv tzed 
idiom chunks, such as ( 181, i n  which the head must be assoclated wi th  the 
embedded verb: 
(18) 1 was impressed by the headway that they made 
There are some theoretical objections to the process of head extraction. 
Chomsky (1986) claims that movement must be either from head to head or 
from phrase to phrase. Thls m?ans that we cannot extract an NP and put It 
In the p ~ s i  t ion of the need N. Addi tlonally, movement of the head NP fram 
i t s  embedded argument posi tian, to COMP, and then to the head posl tlon of 
the ent Ire NP creates a movement chain of the form (A, A', r" ). Movement 
from an A-position to (ultimately) another A-position creates a violation of 
the theta-cri terion, which requires each chain to have jlrst one Pheta- 
marked post tlon. 
Andrews ( 1985: 12) notes the existence of coojoined heads which cannot be 
derived from separate conjuncts. 
( 19) The man and the woman who were related got merrled 
He concludes, "(lit 1s immediate that i f  one extracts, one must extract NP 
rather than a sub-consti tuent of NP; and that the NP -> NP S' analysis can 
generate the constituent structure of these examplus whlle the Det ->  A r t  







whi / \ 
C IP 
/ \ 
... ti ... 
This NP-adjunctiorl process avoids the problem of l l l  iui t XP-to-X0 
movement. The theta-criterion might be setisfietl i f  we assume that NPl, 
and not NPi bears the external theta-role. 
4.4.2 Free Relaives 
4 4 2 1 m w m  
The term "cnse matching" refers to a requirement that a relative pronoun 
agree i n  case or category wi th  the head of the relativlzed NP. The term 
"case attrection" applies to a relative clause i n  which the relativd pronoun 
agrees i n  case w i th  the heed, instead of occurring i n  the case required by 
the lower clause. We review case matching and case at trection i n  Greek, 
tiothlc, Flnnish, Polish, and Russian. 
44.2.1.1 Gra 
Groos end )cicrnsdi]k (I98 1 )  discuss case attrectlon ln  Classical Greek, 
defining I t  as "the term referring to situations i n  which the wh-phrase 
egrees in cese w i th  i t s  antecedent (the head), or--ln the case of free 
relatives--receives I t s  case marking from the matrix clause." They c l  te the 
following examples (from an unpublished paper by Hf:schbOhler): 
(2 1 ) pro t8n kak5n ha/hin o i da 
?en acc/gen 
'instead of the evils which I know' 
(22) phoboi men an tz i hegsmon i hEn/hE i do i e hepes t ha i 
dat acc/det 
' I  should fear the leadar whom he might give to follow' 
Additional examples (again from Hirschbuhler) show that Greek free 
relatives may be non-matching, expressing only the internally assigned 
case. 
(23) stugin hg m'et i kten 
nam 
hating who to-me gave bir th 
(24) egb ka i  hzn eg5 krat6 menoumen para so i  
nom gen 
I and whom I command w i l l  remain with you 
Case attraction may apply to a free relative, so that the relativtl ~ronoun 
exhibits the externally assigned case. 
(25) . . . ekplein sun toutols hous rnalista phileis 
dat acc 
(26) . . . ekpiein sun hois malist8 phi le is  
det 
to drivk wi th  whom you best love 
Groos and Riemsdi j k observe that 
(2'7) i) onlyaccusettvedirect objects areettrected 
t o  the matr ix  case i n  headed relatives,. . 
ii) . . . we may tentat ively conclude that case at t ract ion 
i n  free relat ives i s  l im i ted  t o  "oblique' contexts. .  . (p. 209) 
This distr ibut ion suggests some kind of hierarchical resolution of a case 
conf l ict :  A direct case may be overruled by an oblique case when both are 
present due to  the ( fo r  now unspecified) mechanism of case attraction. 
Case attract ion which creates en oblfque/oblique conf licZ i s  ungrammatical. 
Harbert ( 1983) argues that Greek case attract ion fo l lows the case 
hierarchy, 
i n  both headed and free relatives, so that an accusative, fo r  example, may be 
attracted into dative, but a datlve may not be attracted ln to  accusative, He 
assumes that case 1s assigned t o  the ent ire NP, percolates to  the (lexical or 
empty) head NP, end then " is transmitted by attract ion from that head to  the 
re lat ive pronoun i n  CONP, subject to e hierarchical restr ic t ion on case 
replacement ..." (p. 246). 
Further examples are c i ted by Herbert ( 19831, who observes that case 
at t ract ion can take place when a lexlcal head I s  present (291, as we l l  as frr a 
free relat ive (30). 
(29) dks lo i  [NP tgs e leuther i is  IS' (COMP hzsl ) kbktgsthe t i  1) 
worthg the freedom-Gen WH-Gen. gou-possess 
'worthy of the freedom which you possess.' 
[Harbert's 128, (X.A.1.7.3, c i ted in Smyth, 1920:567)1 
(30) epal n', se eph' [NP e IS' [CUMP hoTsi 1 legels ti 11 
I-commend you f o r  Wh-Oat you-say 
'I commend you f o r  what you say .' 
[Harbert's 12b, (X.A.3.1.45, c i ted  in Smyth, 1920:567)] 
4.4.2.1.2 Gothic 
Hal bsr t  ( 1983) shows that  Gothic f ree re lat ives fo l l ow  the case hierat-chy 
(3 1 ) nominative < accusative < geni t ive 
dst ive 
For exsmple, accusal ive takes p:ecedence over mmina t  ive, whether i t  i s  
assigned i n  the ma t r i x  clause (32) o r  i n  the re la t i ve  clause (35): 
(32) j a h 8 o - e i  ( = a o s e e i )  i s t  uslaudelkaion]ucussiggwaid 
and Acc-Compl (Acc Nom) i s  f rom Laodicaa you r ~ a d  
'And rerrd the one (which) i s  f rom Leodicee' 
(Col 4: 1 G=Hat%ert 1 70) 
(33) i a w e i  (=iat+ei) f r l j o s  s l u t s  1st 
Acc-Compl (Nom Acc) you-love s ick i s  
'(The one) whom you love i s  sick' 
[Joh 1 l :3=Harbert 180) 
Simi lar ly,  gent t ive and dat ive take precedence over nomlnat ive and 
accusative. Herbert characterizes Gothlc as a case a t t rac t ing  language, 
w i t h  the case hierarchy regulating the operation of case attract ion, 
The fac t  that Gothic avoids case a t t rac t ion  w i t h  lex ica l  heads suggests that 
Gothic actual ly does not have attract ion. but s imply fo l l ows  the hierarchy, 
(3 I ) ,  suppressing either the internal or  the external case. In  th is  
interpretation, Gothic woulfi provide the ptrrest example of hierarchical 
resolution i n  free relatives. 
4 . a  c .3 Fi- 
Finnish i s  not a case-attracting language: the internally-assigned case 
must a1 ways be expressed. In  addl t ion, Finnish observes a hierarchical 
restr ic t ion on the formation o f  free relatives. Carlson ( 1977) observes 
that, i n  a mu1 t ip le case assignment, i t  i s  possible t o  leave an 'unmarksd" 
case unexpressed, where unmarked refers t o  nomlnat ive, accusat We, and 
part i t ive. For example, par t i t ive case glves way t o  elative case i n  (34), 
where the embedded verb _pi  tea 'l ike' assigns elat ive and ttie mat r ix  verb 
val i ta  'choose' assigns part i t ive. 
(34) va l i t senm is ta  s in8 p idBt  
e lat  
choose-l what you like-you 
'I choose what (~ou l ike'  
Since Finnish requlres expression of the internally-assigned case, Carlson 
notes, a conf l ic t  between mat r ix  elative and relat ive par t i t i ve  cannot be 
resolved: par t i t i ve  must be expressed, because i t  i s  assigned w i th in  tne 
re lat ive clause; elative must be expressed, because i t  i s  not one of tho 
unmarked cases. 
(35) a p i d h n  m i s t d / m i  til sr na va l i  tset  
elat/pert 
l ike- l  what/what you choose-you 
'I l i ke  what you choose' 
We can express the differences between the marked and unmarked ccses 
w i th  the case hierarchy 
(36) nominetive c other cases 
accusative 
parti t i  ve 
A multiple case asswgnment involving two unrnerked cases remains 
unresolved (example courtesy P. Kiparsky):* 
(37) + tapoi t kenetlketa rakast i n 
acc/part 
kil led who/who loved 
'you ki l led whom I loved' 
Were the unmsrked cases simply optional, we would expect the accusativs 
assigned by the matrix verb i n  (37) to give way to the partit ive assigned in 
the relative clause. 
i4AzJABw 
Unlike many case-rich languages, Polish requires case matching in  i t s  free 
reletives. Thus, free relatives may be formed i n  Pollsh when the sbutract 
cases match, but non-qmatchlng free reletives creete case conf l lc  t 
phenomena. Matchlnl relatives ere illustrated in sentences (38) ard (39). 
(38) nie kupuje tego czego nle lubie 
gen gen 
- 
qhs use of an an1 mate rslrrtiw pronoun IMII affect the prammeticality of thls co~~ t ruc t lon .  We 
note belw that R w i a n  and F'olf$h tend mt to ellow animta free relatiw. 
not buu 1t what not l i ke  
'I don't buy that which I don't like' 
(39) nie kupuje czego nie lubie 
gen 
not bug what not l ike 
'I don't buy what I don't like' 
When the relative clause has an overt head, the head bears the externally- 
assigned case and the relative pronoun bears the internall y-assigned case. 
When there i s  no overt heed, the relative proiloun bears both cases, creating 
a potential case conflict. In the headed relative, (36), genitive of negation 
i s  assigned i n  both clauses; since the cases match, i t  i s  possible to form the 
corresponding free relative, (39). 
10 Chapter Two we observed that non-matching free relatives may be formed 
i f  thers i s  en appropriate syncretic form of the relative pronoun. (40) 
il lustrates the sgncretic resolution of case conflict. The matrlx verb 
assigns accusative case, while the embedded clause requires nominative 
case. The nominative/accusative form ,re 'what' fu l f i l l s  both case 
requirements, 
(40) J scc~nom=nom/acc 
kupilam co bylo w sklepie 
buught what was i n  store 
'I bought what was In the store' 
In contrast, a yenitive/accusative multiple case assignment Is less 
acceptable: neither ~ ; p  acc or J ~ W  gen can accommodate both genitive 
and accusa t i ve. 
(41) kupuje to czego nle luble 
acc gen 
buy i t  what not 1i1,e 
'I buy that which I don't Iike' 
(42) Pkupuje czego nle lubie 
9=n 
buy what not l ike 
'I buy what I don't Iike' 
This effect can be seen most clearly wf th the more oblique cases. For 
example, an i~~strumental/accusative mu1 tiple case assignment cannot be 
accommodated: 
(42) accllns 
J m a ~ s i  a postanowi-la kupid to, czym janek s i  8 zachwycll 
Maria decided to-bug i t  that Janek self became-f ascinated 
'Maria decided to buy what Janek became fascinated with' 
(43) acc[ins=ins 
+marysia postanawHa kupii! czym janek s ig  tachwycU 
Maria decided to  buy what Janek self became-fascinated 
'Maria decided to buy what Jnnek became fascinated with' 
We have seen above that . me languages resolve such conflicts according to 
a case hierarchy. Hierarchical resolution, however, 1s not available i n  
Polish free relatives In the absence of syncretic resolution, the casp 
conflict remains unresolved. (See Appendix 6 for  more examples.) 
We must, of course, dlstinguish varlous sources of agrammaticali ty. Two 
Important considerations for Polish are case at traction and animacy. 
Polish lacks case attraction: the internally assigned case must be 
expressed, and may not be attracted into the form of the externally assigned 
Case. 
For free relatives, this may or may not be an independent constraint; the 
failure of case attraction in  free relatives might be subsumed under a 
general case matching requirement. 
The effect of animacy I s  easier to distinguish: Polish animate relatives are 
generally resistant to the formation of non-matching free relatives. This 
holds true even when a syncretic form of the relative pronoun i s  avallable. 
(44) acc[nom 
Juderzy+am tego, kto krzycze) 
'I h i t  the one who shouted' 
(45) occInom=nom 
+ + udeny-l am kto krzyczd 
'I h i t  who shouted' 
(46) gen[acc 
Jjanek nienawidzi tego, kogo maria lubl 
'janek hates the one whom marla loves' 
(47) gen[acc=gen/acc3 
+fanek nienawidzi kogo maria lubl 
'janek hates whum maria loves' 
3fn Appendix 0 w mtt that p r e p i n g  this n l d l v e  clause f m p r m  the m p t 6 b l I l t y  of the 
construction. 
Therefore, i n  determining the s tatus of  hierarchical resolut ion In Polish, we 
must  set aside examples involving animate re la t i ve  pronouns o r  re la t i ve  
pronouns which are at t racted in to  the externall  y-assigned case. Given these 
considerations, the only candidates fo r  hierarchical resolut ion are 
inanimate f ree re lat ives i n  which the re la t i ve  pronoun exhibi ts the 
in ternal ly  assigned case. In  the absence of hierarchical resolutlon, we 
expect such non-matching, non-syncretic, internal-case free re lat ives t o  be 
ungrammatical. The data generally s u ~ p o r t  trls predict ion. 
Free re lat ives may, hclwever, be formed when the re la t i ve  clause i s  the 
subject of the ma t r i x  clause, as i n  (46) and (491. In  th is  s l  tuation, the 
external ly assi gned nominet i ve case i s  suppressed, yet the construction 
remains grammatical. 
(48) nomlgen 
Jt o czego j enek oczek i wb) w k o k u  zdarzY) o s I e 
' that w9ich janek expected f ina l l y  happened' 
(49) nom(gen=gen 
J? czego janek oczeki we) w kohcu zdarzy)o s i  9 
'what janek expected f ina l l y  happened' 
This  suppression of externally-assigned nomlnative 1s reminiscent of  
hierarchical resolution. Note, however, that  external l y-assigned accusative 
may not be suppressed. 
(SO) accldat 
marys ia  postanowUa kupiE to, czemu Janek s i g  przyglpdb) 
Maria decided to-buy I t  that  Janak sel f  stared-at 
'Maria decided t o  buy w h ~ 1  Janek was star ing at' 
(5 1 ) accidat =dot 
mays1 a postanow H a  kupi t czemu janek s i  8 przyglqdd 
Marla declded to-buy what Janek self stared-at 
'Maria decided to buy what Janek was staring at' 
Thus, the suppression of nominative i n  (46) and (4C1) cannot be the result of 
a general structural<inhorent hierarchy, although we might postulate a 
nom<all -others hierarchy. 
The possibility of suppressing nominative case forces us to reconsider the 
example of syncretic resolution given i n  (40). It i s  possible that these are 
also derived by whatever process underlies nominative suppression in  (48) 
and (49). In nomiacc constructions, we simply suppress the external 
nominative, and the relative pronoun appears i n  the (accidentrrll y syncretic) 
occusat ive case. In acc[nom constructions, we suppress the internal 
nominative, allowing the relative pronoun to appear i n  the externally- 
assigned accusative case. (This account would require us to relax the 
constraint against case at traction.) However, i n  the inshorn examples, we 
have observed suppression only of en externally-assigned nominative. An 
internall y-assigned nominative apparently cannot be similarly suppressed: 
(52) ins[nom=ins 
+ *  on staje s ig  czym j e j  s i g  nigdy podobelo 
'he i s  becoming what she never 1 i ked' 
Nominative suppression, theref ore, could only account for the 
nom~acc=nom/acc e~amples; we would s t i l l  have to Invoke syncretic 
resolution t o  explain the grammat ical i  t y of the acc[nom=nom/acc examples. 
A nominative-least hierarchy would correctly predict the grammaticelftg of 
both nom[acc=nom/acc and acc[nom=nom/acc constructions, but would 
incorrectly predict instrumental resolution of the inslnom conflict in  (52). 
We see below that +he pro-head hypothesls explains the suppression of 
external1 y-assigned nominative case. 
4.4.2.1.5 Russia 
Herbert ( 1983) characterizes Russian as a non-matching language, noting 
that Russian does not require category matching i n  (53):' 
(53) on i sEe t lNp e r S  s kern [S poexdt* ] ] 
He seeks w i th  whom to go 
'He i s  looking for someone tc  go with' 
[Harbert's 34=Leed and Peperno 19621 
As a purported non-matching language, Russian should also be free of cose 
matching requirements. But there i s  evidence that both abstract cases must 
be eccommodated in  the formation of Russian free relatives. Free relatives 
may usually be formed when the abstract cases match, as i n  (54)- (56): 
(54) J nomInom=nom 
(to) Cto bylo v magazi ne, s l  i Skom dorogo 
'what was i n  the store was too expensive' 
(55)  J acc[acc=acc 
j o  kupila (to) f t o  ] a  uvidela 
'I bought what 1 caught sight of' 
1 Unfortunate1 y, Herbert's example usss an I nfi nitival free relative; S u b r  ( ) argues that 
matchlng effects are alleviated i n  infinitival free relative8 i n  the Romance languages. A 
corresponding finite free relative8 i s  u m p t a b l e :  on iscet s kern ivan poexal 'ha (my, a 
detective) i s  looking for whavar ivan left vith* (C.Chvany, pc). 
(56) 4 lns[ins=ins 
an sej  Cas zanl maetsj  a (tern), Cem J a tak I nteresovalas' god nazad 
'he now studies what I was so interested I n  a gear ago' 
Syncretic resolution i s  possible when the abstract cases do not match: 
(57) J acc~nom=nom/acc 
j a  kupi l a  (to), Eto bylo v msgazine 
'I bought what was I n  the store' 
(58) J nom[acc=nom/ecc 
(to) f t o  j a  kuplla, l e2 i  t no stole 
'what I bought i s  ly ing on the table' 
Russian general 1 y lacks case at traction: When r,o ~ y t ~ c r e t l c  form i s  
available, the relat ive pronoun must usual i y express the case assigned 
w i th in  the relat ive clause. 
(59) * nomjdat =nom 
u men] a est' Eto on zavi duet (headed: to, Eemu) 
'I have what he envies' 
(60) * ins[det=ins (heeded: tern, €emu) 
na rabote on sej  €as zani maetsJ a €em J a tol'ko utus' 
'now at work he i s  engaged i n  whet I am only learning' 
However, case at tract ion i s  posslble w l  t h  the genl t i ve  of negation. When 
the relat ive construction involves a case conf l ic t  between accusative and a 
genitive of negation, e i  ther accusetlve or genl t ive may be used: 
(61) J acc[gen=gen 
one podari l a  emu Eego ne xotela soma (headed: to, Eego) 
'she gave hlm what she herself dldn't want' 
(62) J acclgen=ecc 
one podari l a  emu t t o  ne xotele same 
'she gave him what she herself didn't want' 
Further examples are given i n  Appendix C. 
Let us set aside the geni t ive/accusative a1 ternat ion, and consider free 
relative formation using intonal ,  non-matching case. I f  Russiao were truly 
non-matching, we would expect such construct lons to be well-formed. The 
data are complicated. First, we note that Russian appears to share w i th  
Polish a prohibition against anirnate free relatives: 
(63) * datlgen=gen 
j a pode i na j a j usa (tomu) kogo on vynes i t 
'I obey (the one) whom he cannot stand' 
(64) * Ins[gen=gen 
j a rukovozu (tem) kogo on nenav i d l  t 
'I lead (the one) whom he hates' 
(65) * gen[det=det 
on ne 1 j ubi t (togo) komu j a podt i n j  a] us' na rabote 
'he does not l ike (the one) whom I obey at work' 
Regarding inanimate free relatives, we find a variety of judgements. The 
following sentences were judged unacceptable: 
(66) * ins[nom=nom 
on stanov i ts  j a (tem) Cto e j  lrsegda ne nrav i 10s' 
'he 1s becoming what she never liked' 
[ l i t :  what to-her always not was-pleasing] 
(67) * Inslacc=acc 
j a zani majus' (tem) f to on delol ran'gu 
'I am studylng/dolng what he did earlier' 
(68) * accIins=ins 
I van kupi l (to) tern j a interesovalsj a 
'Ivan bought what I was interested in' 
(69) * acc(dat=dst 
i van kup i 1 (to) 6emu j a zav i dovela 
'Ivan bought what I envied' 
But some in  ternal-case sentences were judged grammatical 
(70) J insIdat=dat 
sej Eas on na rabote zanirnaetsj a (tem) Cemu j a tol'ko uEus' 
'now he at work i s  engaged i n  what I am only learning' 
(71) J gen(ins=ins 
ona ne p i l e  (togo) Cem on tak nopi l s j a  vtera 
'she dld not drink that w i th  which he got so drunk yesterday' 
The unacceptability of examples (66)- (69) casts doubt on the 
charac terizet i on of Russian as a non-case-mat ching language. The 
externall y-assigned case does seem to off ect the grammaticall t y  of the 
construction. Thus, both Polish and Russian constitute counter-examples to 
the claims of Groos and Riemsdi jk ( 196 1 ) and Harbert ( 1983) that matching 
effects are correlated wi th  r lch case systems. Second, the pattern of case 
marking does not support the case hierarchy established by Babby fo r  
Russian quentif ier  phrases (Chapter Two). According to the hierarchy 
(72) nom, acc<gen(qp)<dat, ins, loc 
we would expect a dat/acc conf l i c t  t o  y ie ld  dative, and an ins/acc conf l i c t  
t o  y ie ld  instrumental. This  predict ion i s  not upheld. 
4-.122: S i  ructure of Free Re1 at  ives 
In th i s  section we rev iew various proposals about the structure of f ree 
re lat ives and the derivation of 'case matching" ef fects .  A l l  of the proposals 
reviewed here presuppose an external-head structure f o r  the corresponding 
headed re la t i ve  clauses. 
An intemal-head analysis could explain case at t ract ion e f fec ts  between an 
overt  head and a re lat ive pronoun, since the re la t i ve  pronoun i s  a trace of 
the head. The f ree re lat ive might be analyzed as fa i lure t o  extract a head, 
leaving a bare CP argument. The re la t i ve  pronoun in  speci f ier  posi t ion 
would be accessible t o  external case assignment, creating case matching 
ef fects .  However, we rev iew evidence below that  supports the existence of 
a pro head i n  the f ree relat ive. We adopt an external head analysis. 
Much of the l i te ra tu re  on matching e f fec ts  ascribes a headed structure t o  
the free relat ive. When the antecedent i s  missing, there are thus t w o  
potent ial  landing s i tes  f o r  the wh-phrase: the head posi t ion o r  the COHP 
(i.e., speci f ier  of CP) posit ion. Each of these landing s l  tes hes i t s  advocates 
i n  the l i terature.  
he H e d y ~ t h e s I s  
Bresnan & Grimshaw ( I  978) derive matching e f fec ts  i n  English by placing 
the wh-phrase i n  the head (the 'head hypothesis"). The head hypothesis 
derives matching e f fec ts  f rom the X-bar propert ies of heads: the head (NP2) 
of the relativizod phrase (NPl I must share the case and category of that 
4.4.2.2.2 The COMP u y m  
Groos & Riemsdi jk ( 1  98 1) prefer to place the wh-phrase i n  COMP, while the 
head position, they claim, i s  'devoid of lexical material' (the 'COMP 
hypothesis"). The governing element's case marking and subcetegarization 
requirements must then be met by the wh-phrase i n  COMP. To support the 
COMP hypothesis, Groos & Riemsdijk cite extraction data that show that the 
wh-phrase must be in  COMP i n  Dutch and German, languages which 
nevertheless exhibit matching effects. 
A COMP accessibility parameter determines which languages allow a verb or 
preposition t o  have access to the COMP of i t s  free relative complement. 
1 Brurwn & Grlmshew claim that free relatives are formed through Controlled Pro Deletion, i n  
which a (t pro] element i n  the relative clause i s  deleted under eoinbexation with the heed w i t i o n .  
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Groos & Riemsdi jk  o f f e r  t w o  ways t o  parameterize COMP accesslbi l i  t y  One 
option i s  t o  make COHP accesslbi l i  t y  i t s e l f  a parameter: languages w i t h  
matching e f fec ts  have the COMP posi t ion accessible; language wi thout  
matching ef  fac ts  have non-accessi b le  COHPs. Another option i s  t o  c la im 
that  COMP i s  accessible i n  the free re lat ives of a l l  languages, and that  the 
rules of case marking and subcategorization mag be s e n s ~  t i ve  el  ther t o  
lex ica l  mater ia l  (matching languages) or  t o  s t ructura l  posi t ion (non- 
matching languages). 
Groos 8, Riemsdi j k  note that  a l l  the non-matching languages they c i t e  are 
classical  o r  archaic (e.g., Archaic German, Classical Greek). They a t  t r ~  bute 
th i s  correlat ion t o  the strongly case-inf lected character of the classical  
languages. I f  a case in f lec t ing  language chooses COHP access1 b i  l i t y  (which 
they propose t o  be the unmarked option), then f e w  free re la t i ve  survive the 
case matching requirement. They suggest that  "such a s i tuat ion creates a 
pressure on the grammar t o  opt f o r  the marked value of the parameter in  
order t o  tu rn  the free re la t i ve  construction i n to  a productively ut i l izable 
sentence type." (p. 2 14) 
We observed above that some languages w i t h  r i c h  case in f lec t ion  (e.g., 
Russian, Polish) are nonet heless matching languages. The markedness 
analysis of Groos & Riemsdi jk c~ l l ows  f o r  t h i s  variat ion. The COMP 
accessib i l i ty  parameter, however, seems somewhat arbi t rary .  More recent 
discussions of the COHP hypothesis have t r i ed  t o  explain the matching 
parameter in terms of the nature of  the empty head. 
4.4.2.2.3 The Role of Subcategm-izotion 
Hirschbuhler & Rivero ( 198 1 )  show that Catalan free relatives must be 
matching In subcategorized positions, but may be non-matching i o ~  non- 
subcategorized positions such as subject and topic. This I s  expected under 
their assumption that matching effects derive from the accessibility of 
COHP to  subcategorizetion. For example, the verb mvi tar i s  subcategorlzed 
by en NP object. A free relative complement t o  invi ter must be introduced 
by an NP: 
(75) inv i toqui  hasinvi tat  
I- invi te who you-have invited 
(76) *invite amb qui t'en aniras 
I-invite w i t h  whom you-will-leave ( M R  p. 114) 
Subcategorization does not apply to  subject position, however., and n free 
relative i n  subject position need not be introduced by an NP: 
(77) a qui has parlat estd malal t 
to  who you-have spoken i s  sick (WR p. 118) 
In the COMP accessibility framework, th is structure i s  allowed because 
there i s  no subcategorization whf ch may affect the wh-phrase. French, 
however, does not al low non-matching free relatives i n  subject position; 
(78) *de qui j 'ai parle vient de part i r  
about whom I spoke just l e f t  (Hirschbuhler ( 19761, p. 136) 
4.4.2.2.4 The PRO/prn-H~getlypotheds 
Harbert ( 1983) and SuAer ( 1984, 1985) explain the difference in matching 
effects between m - d r o p  and non-RL~-drop languages by postulating 0 ~ L Q  
head for  the free relative. Harbert argues that free relat ives may be headed 
either by [+pronominal, -0naphoric1 or by PRO [+pronominal, +anaphoric]. 
Non-anaphoric p ~ p  may be used when the NP i s  i n  subject position of  a m- 
drop language such as Spanish or Catalan. In that case, g ~ e  i s  licensed by 
4GR. The (empty) head satisfies the case and subcategorization 
requirements; no matching i s  required of the wh-phrase. 
(79) INP PCQ [ S t  wh- IS 1 1 1 . AGR 
When cannot be licensed by AGR (German, French, English, and non- 
subjects i n  the m - d r o p  languages), the pronominal enephor, PRO, must be 
used instead. 
(80) INP PRO [ S o  wh- IS 1 1 1 
Harbert goes on to  argue that, since PRO must not be governed, the external 
governor of the relativlzed NP must bypass PRO and govern the wh-phrase. 
In this case, the wh-phrase must sat isfy the case and subcategorization 
requirements of the external governor. 
We suggest that Harbert's analysis errs i n  treating government as a 
licensing which may be fu l f i l led  by one governee or another, rather than as a 
primary, structural relationship. The resulting a1 ternation between and 
PRO i s  not necessary, as shown by Sufier's (1985) analysis, below. 
Harbert also suggests that p ~ p  may be licensed by r i c h  cas9 inf lection; 
hence case in f lec t ing  languages l i k e  Greek and Gothic are simply non- 
matching. He notes that case alone i s  insu f f i c ien t  t o  l icense ~ L Q  ; g ~ p  must 
also be determined w i t h  respect t o  person and number. Thus, cese in f lec t ion  
alone cannot l icense R L ~  objects.  In a free relative, the re la t i ve  pronoun 
determines the person and number features of  
We have seen that  there are r i c h  case languages which do not appear t o  
1 icense I)LQ i n  non-matching relat ives. For the Finnish prohl b i  t ion  against 
an internal  s t ructura l  case i n  an oblique context (part[el=el, *part(el=part, 
*ellpart=part, *el[part=el), Harbert argues that  Finnish requires overt 
rea l izat ion of oblique case (*el[part=part), and that i n  general a wh-phrase 
cannot disagree i n  case w i t h  i t s  t race at  LF (*el[port=el). Harbert notes 
that  t h i s  requires that  case a t t rac t ion  be postponed u n t i l  PF: I f  case 
a t t rac t ion  a p ~ l i e d  i n  the syntax, the wh-phrase would f u l l  t o  agree w i t h  i t s  
t race at  LF. 
4 . 4 , a , a . ~ ~ h k p r o - H e a Q l l y ~ M  
SuRer( 1984, 1985) ident i f ies the empty heed as g ~ p  I+pronominal, - 
anaphoric] a r~d  erives matching e f fec ts  f rom the requirement that g ~ g  be 
ident i f ied by agreement w i t h  the re la t i ve  pronoun. As i n  Harbert's anal ysi  s, 
PLQ may be Ident i f ied by AGR when the re la t i ve  clause occupies the subject 
posi t ion of  e m - d r o p  language. In other environments, g ~ p  i s  ident i f ied by 
case matching between the head and the re lat ive pronoun.2 
Finally, SuAer notes that a single COMP accesslbi l i  t y  parameter cannot 
explain the non-matching character of  infinitival free relat ives. Spanish 
and Catalan a l low non-matching i n f i n i t i va l  f ree re let ives in  posit ions which 
would normally require case matching. 
(8 1 ) *Briana no encuentra con qulen tii puedas sal lr 
Briona can't f ind  w i t h  whom you could go-out 
(82) Briana no encuentra con quien so l i r  
Briana can't f ind  w i t h  whom t o  go-out 
(83) *Andrea t iene de quien Marie tanto se burlaba en su clese 
Andrea has of whom Maria so-much made-fun i n  her class 
(84) Andrea t iene de quien burlat-se en su close 
Andrea has of whom to-make-fun i n  her class 
Hirschbuhler & Rivero ( 198 1 ) note s lm i l a r  data i n  French: 
(85) * j'ai achetb ou iI habl t e  
I have bought where he I l ves  
(86) il n'a oh dormir  
He not has where sleep 
(87) 11 n'a avec qui par ler 
He not has w i t h  who ta lk  
SuAer derives the non-matching cheracter of  *he In f in i t i ves  by making INFL 
the head of the ent i re  5' (our CP). This a l lows the tns] character of INFL 
t o  determine propert ies of the COHP posit ion (our Spec and C). She c la ims 
that  'pro through a [+tense] lNFL can require that  the specif ler posl t i on  of 
INFL-, (i.e., COHP) f u l f i l l  cer ta in  conditions such as Case-matching." 
Hirschbuhler & Rivero ( 198 1 )  note that  Spanish verbs of knowledge and 
perceptlon take non-matching interrogat ive c louses :~  
(68) Vueras del que (=de e l  que) hem parlat  
you-wil l-see of what we-have spoken 
'You w i l l  real ize what we discussed' 
(89) *Veuras del que hem parlat  dins l a  caixa 
you-wil l-see of what we-have spoken i n  the box 
'You w i l l  see the object under discussion inside the box' 
An interrogative, we claim, i s  not assigned case, and hence need not observe 
case matching. It i s  tempting t o  assign a concealed question in terpretat ion 
t o  the i n f i n i t i va l  f ree relat ives. But we must then explain why the 
interrogat ive readlng i s  absent i n  the corresponding f i n i t e  f ree relat ives. 
We leave th i s  quest ion f o r  fu ture research. 
4.4.2.3 Prevention and Reduction A n a l y ~ l ~  
I n  t h i s  section we present our analysis of the case,-matching and case- 
a t t rac t ion  data. We assume that  the free re la t i ve  consists of a ore NP 
adjoined t o  CP. 
a ~ u t  S u b r  ( 1985) argues that refersntlal reeding3 are posi  ble. For example: 
(i) Sf, ya vl con l o  que te protagiste. Me wrprende qw aun mtbs viva 
Ym, I already mw (the thing) with which you protected your~lf. 







whi / \ 
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... ti ... 
We assume that wh-trace must transml t case, for reasons which we dlscuss 
I n  Chapter Five. We assume, w i th  SuAer, that the g ~ e  head of the relative 
clause must be identified, either through case agreement w i th  the relljtive 
pronoun or through agreement wi th  AGR i n  a pro-drop language. We claim 
that the specifier posl tion of CP i s  always accessible to this agreement 
process. These assumptions prohi bl t resolution by prevention of case 
agreement, except when the relative clause i s  a subject i n  a pro-drop 
1 anguege. 
So far, our assumptions give us the following range of data: 
(9 1 ) ~ T Q D  I! - 91bC19esaon-rare-mm1w 
nom[X=X nom[X=* 
Y[X=*, Yf  nom Y[X=*, Yfnom 
This describes the case-matching languages. For the non-matching 
languages we must make additional assumptions. 
We assume that the non-matching languages allow reduct ion GI the 
agreement-induced mu1 t iple case. We claim that this reduct Ion is  subject 
to a semantlc constraint of recoverebility, so that the least informative 
case i s  reduced. This gives us case hierarchies of the general form, 
structural <Inherent. We now can account for the following range of data: 
(92) LPl@b~g~oro-drop-  
681 tnan no no str ict ly case-matching 
Polish Yes no nomtelse 
Gothic Yes yes nomtacc<i nheren t 
This i s  the general picture; we must add a few sub-classif ications. Since 
reduction i s  a language-speci f ic  process, i t  i s  subject to language-speci f i c  
constraints. Finnish, for example, allows reduction of the external case, but 
not the internal case. Languages which allow reduction of the Internal case 
are case-at tract ing languages. Gothic a1 lows reduction of the internal case 
w i th  a pro head, but not w i th  an overt head. Greek allows reduction of the 
internal case wi th  both pro-heads and overt heeds. 
(93) Language pro-drop reduction reduction 
external internal 
w i th  Dro 
German no no no 
Polish Yes no no 
Finnish Yes yes no 
Got hi c Yes Ues yes 
Greek Yes Yes Ues 
reduction 
internal 







Some variation remains undetermined by this system. The recoverabili ty 
constraint on reduction ensures thet case hierarchy takes the general form, 
less informative < more informative, but i t  does not determine the precise 
form of the case hlerarchg. 
CHAPTER FIVE: ASSIGNMENT-INDUCED MULTIPLE CASE 
5.1 Introduction 
The model of case mapping outlined i n  Chapter One allows for the 
accumulation of mu1 tiple cases through assignment, adjustment, or 
percolation. Chapters Three and Four discuss evidence that both percolation 
and agreement are, i n  fact, sources of multiple case assignment. In this 
chapter we consider whether mu1 tiple case can ever arise directly from 
case assignment, without the mediation o f  agreement or percolation. We 
use the term, mgnment-induced mu1 tiple case, to refer to a mu1 tiple case 
assignment which does not depend on case agreement or case percolation. 
In the f i rs t  section of this chapter we consider the evidence for the 
existence of assignrrient-induced multiple case. We distinguish two sources 
of assignment-induced multiple case. First, we consider constructions in  
which an NP i s  assigned two cases i n  i t s  base position. Second, we consider 
constructions i n  which an NP moves from one case-marked posi l ion to 
another case-marked position. We observe that NP-movement preserves 
inherent case, but loses structurel case. This contrasts wt!h wh-mwement, 
which preserves both structural and inherent cese (see Chapter Four). 
In the second section of this chapter we derive the case-tranmission 
differences between NP-movement and wh-movement from cyclic 
application of the Case Filter. We maintain the theta-criterion, but reject 
the Chain Condition requiring a chain to have only one case-marked position. 
These assumptions allow us to derive the cese-marking relations of wh- 
movement, passive movement, and subject-to-sub ject raising. Our analysis 
raises some problems for control structures and exceptional case marking. 
- --- 
5.2.1 W I  thout Movement 
1.1 Redundant case ass1 gflment 
The simplest case of non-movement multiple case assignment would be the 
assignment of more than one case to an object NP by i t s  case assigner, X: 
( 1 )  XP 
I \ 
X NP 
---- > case a 
----> case b 
We wf 11 refer to this as redundant case essignment. We do not f lnd evidence 
of redundant case assignment, For example, a verb which assigns an 
inherent case to i t s  object show no symptoms of also assigning structural 
accusative case to that same object. 
We assume that structural case assignment i s  optional, and thus a multiple 
case essignment may be resolved by prevention of a structural case 
assignment. This i s  often implici t ly assumed; explicit formulations of this 
idea have been given by Babby (1980) and by Yip, flaling, and Jackendoff 
( 1987). Babby ( 1980:3) formulates the Direct Case Condition, which states 
that "[i]f an NP i s  already marked w i  th  en oblique Case, I t  cannot receive 
addi tionsl Case marking.' Yip, Ma1 ing, and Jackendof f ( 1987) suggest that 
cases be represented i n  tiers, similar to phonological tiers. Assoclation 
rules then l ink cases t o  NPs, Inherent cases are lex ica l ly  associated w i t h  
cer ta in  arguments, and the presence of an inherent case prevents the 
association o f  a s t ructura l  case. In support of  th is  analysis, they note that  
the prevented st ructura l  case associates t o  the next available NP. For 
example, the Icelandic verb 'give' takes a dative object. In  the ective, 
the presence of the dative on the f i r s t  object prevents assignment of 
s t ructura l  accusative; the accusative associates instead t o  the second 
object. I f  the dative object becomes the subject through passivization, the 
nominative case i s  prevented f rom associating t o  the subject, and 
associates instead t o  the object.  
(2) DAT 
I 
j on gaf barn i nu bok i na 
NP NP NP 
I / 
NOM ACC 
J. gave the-child(dat) the-book(acc) 
(3) DAT 
1 




the-child(dat1 was given the-book(nom) by J.(dat) 
Given our system of resolutidn, we do not need t o  exp l i c i t l y  exclude the 
assignment of s t ructura l  case t o  an inherently case-marked NP. I f  an 
inherently case-marked NP i s  governed by a s t ructura l  case assigner, there 
i s  a potent ial  mu1 t i p le  case assignment. Since st ructura l  case assignment 
I s  optional, the potent ial  mu1 t ip le  case assignment can always be resolved 
by the prevention of s t ructura l  case assignment ( in  which case the 
s t ructura l  case might become available t o  another element, as Yip, Maling, & 
Jackendoff suggest). If, however, the s t ructura l  case i s  assigned, then the 
mu1 t ip le  case assignment can be resolved by reduction o r  accommodation. 
Reduction i s  subject t o  recoverabil l  ty, and so would re ta in  the inherent case 
a t  the expense of the less in format ive s t ructura l  case. Accommodation can 
resolve the mu1 t i p le  case assignment only i f  the morphological fo rm i s  the 
same f o r  both cases; i f  resolut ion i s  accomplished by accommodation then 
we cannot te l l ,  morphologically, that the s t ructura l  case i s  present. We 
thus do not expect t o  f ind  any evidence of structural/ inherent redundant 
case assignment. 
We assume that inherent case assignment i s  not subject t o  prevention. 
Bebby (1986: I 16) suggests thet t h i s  res t r i c t i on  fo l lows f rom 
subcategorizetion requirements: "... lex ica l  case [i.e., inherent cese] must be 
speci f ied as par t  of the lex ica l  case assigner's subcetegorizat ion 
information. Lexical case theref ore takes precedence over configurational 
case [i.e., s t ructura l  case] (which i s  not subcategorized for )  when they come 
In to  conf l i c t  i n  order t o  avoid a violat ion of  the case assigning category's 
subcategori t a t  ion res t r i c t ions  ..." Thus, the presence of an Inherent case 
does not prevent the assignment of another inherent case. We might  
therefore expect t o  f i nd  examples of redundant case assignment involving 
two inherent ceses.1 How would such inherent/inherent mu1 i ip le case 
assignments be resolved? Our three methods of resolution are prevention, 
reduction, and accommodation. We have argued that inherent case 
assignment cannot be prevented. Reduction i s  l im l  ted by recoverabili ty, and 
thus not l ikely to delete an in fomat  tve inherent case. Morphological 
accommodation i s  the most l ikely resolution. So we might expect to find an 
example in  which a verb w i th  the abil ity to assign two theta-related, 
inherent cases assigns them both to a single argument, just i n  case that 
argument i s  morphologically neutral i n  form for the two cases. We have no 
examples of such a construction. 
5.2.1.2 Non-minimel Case Assignment 
5.2.1.2.1 Structures and Issues 
We might expect multiple case assignment to occur in  a structure like (41, 
i n  which the object NP i s  c-commanded by two case assigners, X and Y. 
Csse i s  essigned to NP by Y under usual assumptions; mu1 t iple case 
assignment occurs i f  X i s  also able to assign case to NP. We w i l l  refer to 
this as non-minimal case sssignment, since i t  involves case assignment by 
a n~n-minimal governor (see below). 
l7he assignment of two Inherent a m  to aingle NP argument might be ruled out by the theta 
criterion (me belw). 
The claim that the higher governor assigns case dlrectl y to tlhe object NP 
violates the adjacency constraint on case assignment and the minimali ty 
constraint on government. Of these, the minimali ty violation i s  more 
serious. Chomsky ( 198 1 :94) suggests that the adjacency constraint i s  'an 
unmarked option for Case-assignment", subject to parameter! zat ion. 
Theref ore, lack of adjacency may prevent non-minimal case assignment In  
some languages, but w i l l  not rule i t  out i n  principle. The minimality 
constraint, i n  contrast, i s  cast as a universal condition on government 
which prevents government across a closer (minimal) governor (Chomsky 
1986:42): 
(5) Ninimality 
a does not govern B i n  the structure ... a ... i8  ... b ... P ... I 
i f  El i s  a projection of b such that no segment of El dominates a 
By this def in i  tion, X cannot govern NP i n  (4); Y i s  the minimal governor of 
NP. Since we assume that al l  case assignment i s  under government, the 
minimali ty condition prohibits non-minimal case assignment. 
5.2.1.2.2 A1 ternatives to the Assignment AnalrJsls 
In this section we consider two a1 ternatives to the direct essignment of 
case by the non-minimal case assigner. The f i rs t  Involves a percolation 
mechanism instead of direct assignment; the second involves a reanalysis 
by which X and Y combine to effect a single case assignment. 
5.2.1.2.2.1 Percolation to NP 
Suppose that X assigns case t o  NP l y  means of YP. That is, X assigns case t o  
YP, and that  case percolates f rom YP t o  NP. This analysis conforms t o  
adjacency and min imal l  t y  requirements, but runs i n to  problems w i t h  case 
resistance and res t r i c t ions  on the domain of  percolation. Case resistance I s  
the inab i l i t y  of  some categories t o  receive case (Stowel l  198 1). For 
example, PP may res is t  case assignment i n  some languages. This would 
prevent X f rom assigning case to NP via YP when Y=P. However, case 
resistance does not ru le  out non-minlmal cese assignment by percolation in  
principle: NP does not res is t  case assignment, and PP and CP do not res is t  
case assignment i n  a l l  languages. Wor-e serious are the res t r i c t ions  on the 
domain of  percolation. Recall our c la im i n  Chapter Three that  percolation 
e f fec ts  the head end i t s  modif iers, but not complements of the head. Thus, 
case assigned by X t o  YP would percolate t o  Y, but not t o  the NP complement 
of  Y. The prohibi t ion of percolation t o  complements, i f  correct, rules out a 
percolation analysis of non-minimal case assignment. 
5.2.1.2.2.2 Reanalysis of X and Y As a S i n g e  Case A s s i m  
A th i rd  poss ib i l i ty  i s  that  X and Y combine t o  fo rm one case assigning 
element. This could be accomplished e i ther  through reanalysis of X and Y t o  
fo rm a complex element, X-Y, o r  through some process in which X empowers 
Y w i t h  i t s  case-assigning abi l i ty,  such as co-superscripting (see Kayne 
( 1983:58), Chae ( 1985)). Reanalysis i s  beyond the scope of our current 
study and we w i l l  not pursue i t  here. 
5.2.1.2.3 Possible E x a m ~ l e s  of  Non-Minimal Case A s s l g n m w  
5.2.1.2.3.1 NP Possessor Corq~lements 
Ws might expect t o  find non-minimal casa assignment i n  NP-corrrplement 
possessor phrase$. That is, we might expect the casa assigned by a verb or 
a preposition to combine w i th  the adnominel genitive. 
However, such effects are not found. NP-complement possessors are simply 
marked wi th  the sdnorninal genitive; the case assignod to the meln NP does 
not interfere.2 For example, Russian possessor complements appeor i n  
genitive, end do not e ~ h i  b  t any influence of the case essigned to the main 
NP. 
(7) na ostanovke avtobusa 
1 oc 9en 
on stop bus 
'at the bus stop' 
5.2.1.2.3.2 PP Possessor Complements 
The Norwegi en possessor construct i on ml  ght be analyzed as the comb1 nat i on 
of two  case assigners (Tareld Taraldsen, PC). The Norwegian preposltion 
'to' assigns accusative case and may normally be used wi th  both nouns and 
pronouns. i s  a1 so used i n  a PP adnominal complement to express 
posessl on: 
h - a g g l u t i n a t i n g  languqe allov stacking of the m r  case and the external caw, but we 
argue i n  Appendix A that this das not reflect essignment of the external me to the pmsmor NP. 
8 I, bol: en 111 Per 1 
book the to Peter 
'Peter's book' 
The possessive reading i s  lost i f  the fll phrese i s  not edjecent to the N'. We 
assume the following structure: 
Interestingly, lu  mtiy not occur wi th  pronouns i n  the possessive 
construct ion: 
(10) * lNp bok en ti1 ham I 
book the to hirn(acc) 
'his book' 
Instead, possession wi th  pronouns i s  expressed by a adnominal genitive. 
( 1 1 ) (NP bok en hans I 
book the hisCg~n) 
'his book' 
Taken together, these facts suggest that assigns accusative case to i t s  
NP object, while the head N assigns genitive case to the object of u. The 
proper noun, Per. has one morphological form for both cases and thus 
accommodates the gentive/accusative mu1 tiple case assignment. The 
pronouns have distinct case forms for the genitive and accusative, and thus 
cannot acr:ommodate the gentive/accusative multiple case assignment 
u. 1.2.3.3 Prmosi tional Quentlf ier Com~lernenh 
Another candidt te for a mi~i imal case assignment analysis i s  the Russian 
preposi tlonal quantifier. Recall from Chapter Three that Babby ( 1964) 
argues the t the object NP receives case from both V and P In the structure 
( 12). 
(13) oni vse znajut PO inostrannomu jeziku 
they a l l  know each foreign(dat) language(dat) 
'they al l  know one foreign language each' 
In ( 13), the accusative assigned by the verb i s  overruled by the dative 
assigned by the preposltion Sentence (13) contrasts w i th  (l4), i n  which the 
verb 'know'asslgns an inherent instrumentel case. Babby claims that 
the verb and preposition combine to create an irresolvable 
dative/instrumental case conflict. 
(14) * o n i  vs8 vladejut [ po  inostrannomu jazyku] 
dat dot 
I po lnostrannym )azykom I 
Ins Ins 
However, we noted i n  Chapter Three that an alternative analysis i s  
available, following Pesetsky ( 1982), i n  which the prepositional quantifier 
forms the head of a case-resistant quantifier phrase. 
Under this interpretation the object NP receives only the cese assigned by 
the quantifier. Pesetsky argues that QPs cannot occur i n  environments of 
oblique case assignment, since inherent case must be expressed. This 
explains the ungrammaticality of (14) without postulating a multiple case 
assignment. 
5.2.1.2.3.4 PP Goal of Motion m ~ l e m e n t s  
The Russian verb of motion construction i s  another candidate far the 
interaction of verb and preposition i n  essigning cese to the NP object. When 
used w i th  a verb of motion, the preposition v 'in, at' may occur wi th  locative 
case, expressing the location of the action, or i t  may occur w l  th accusative 
case, expressing the goal of motion: 
( 16) on poSO 1 v gorode 
he walked i n  city(1oc) 
'he was walking in  the city '  
( 1 7) on po88 1 v gorod 
he walked i n  city(acc) 
'he was walking to the city' 
This could be analyzed as the object NP receiving locat ive case f rom the 
preposit ion and, when the PP i s  a subcategorized goal of motion, accusative 
cese f rom the verb. This  locative/accusative mu1 t i p le  case assignment 
would then somehow be resolved i n  favor o f  accusative. However, the 
analysis i s  not compelling: not a l l  prepositions exhibi t  an in teract ion w i t h  
the verb of mot ion (k ' to' invariably assigns dative t o  i t s  object); also, the 
preposi t i on  v 'in, a t '  occurs w l t h  accusative i n  other constructions (e.g., 
t ime  expressions), suggesting an prepositional source f o r  the accusative 
marking on the goal of  motion. 
3.2.1.3 Case Assignment t o  S ~ e c :  Exceptional Case Markbg 
Exceptional Case Marking provides an example of a d i f ferent  k ind of base- 
generated, assignment-induced mu1 t i p le  case. The st ructura l  relat ions 
required f o r  exceptional case marking do not v iolete min ima l l  ty .  
Exceptional case marking occurs when a ma t r i x  verb takes an IF complement 
( i n  older terminology, deletes So). Since the sgeci f ier  of  a complement i s  
access1 b le t o  government (Chomsky 1986) ; Hassam ( 1984)). the ma t r i x  verb 
governs and i s  theref ore able t o  "exceptionally' assign cese t o  the embedded 
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In (191, the verb exDect exceptionally case marks the embedded subject, 
(19) Rana expected Eric to retrieve the lost paddle 
Exceptional case marking i s  required to  case-mark NP2, since the inf in i  t lve 
i s  (usually) unable to assign case to i t s  subject. I f  the inf init ive were able 
to assign case to the subject of the embedded clause, exceptional case 
marking would create a base-generated, assignment-induced mu1 t iple case: 
(21) <--- ---- 
<-- case -- 
NP 1 V [IP NP2 to-VP I 
The fact that the infinttve fai ls to assign case to i t s  subject has been taken 
to be the care property of infinit ives i n  Untversel Grammar.3 But there are 
languages which allow infinit ives to have case-marked subjects. We 
examine two situations i n  which the inf init ive occurs w i th  a case-marked 
subject. 
5.2.l.2.l Quirky Sublects of lnf in1 t i v e ~  . , 
3~iernstH j k and W i l l i a m  ( 1986:227) claim that this 1s '... a general fact about inflnltlves, 
namely, that they do not haw wert subjects. This i s  true not only of English but also of human 
languagm i n  general; ..." 
The subject of  an i n f i n i t i ve  may bear "quirky" case i n  Icelandic. Quirky case 
i s  non-nominative case assigned by a verb t o  i t s  subject, o r  non-accusative 
case assigned by a verb t o  i t s  object. Quirky case i s  maintained under 
movement rules such as passive; quirky case i s  also maintained on the 
subject o f  the i n f i n i t i ve  i n  exceptional case marking constructions. The 
fo l low ing  exarnples are f rom Levin & Simpson (198 1 ) .  Sentences (22) and 
(23) demonstrate exceptional case marking of a nominative subject; 
sentences (24) and (25) demonstrate exceptional case marking of a quirky 
dat ive subject. 
(22) 6 l f u r  kom 
an-el f (nom) arr ived 
(23) hann te lu r  611 komi8  
he (nom) believes an-elf (acc) arr ived 
(24) batnum hvol fd i  
the-boot (dot) capsized 
(25) hann te lu r  batnum hafa hvol f  t 
he (nom) believes the-boat (dat) t o  have capsized 
Genitive quirky subjects are also preserved under exceplional case marking. 
This  construction raises t w o  questions: First ,  how can the quirky case be 
maintained i n  an i n f i n i t i ve  clause? Second, how i s  the mul t ip le  case 
assignment resolved? 
Mossom ( 1  984:64) proposes on answer t o  the f i r s t  question. She suggests a 
two-step process of case assignment: a t  DS, a governor can specify a case 
( the quirky case), regardless of the governor's s ta tus as I +  Case Asslgnt!rl; 
a t  SS, the speci f ied case must be rea l ized under government by a [+ Cas~e 
Assigner] governor. Since i n f i n i t i ves  are [-Case Assigner], the m a t r i x  verb 
serves as the [+Case Assigner] governor. W i th  regard t o  the second question, 
Massam leaves open the s ta tus of case assignment by the m a t r i x  verb. We 
migh t  assume that  the quirky case spec i f icat ion prevents the essignment of  
the ma t r i x  accusative case. 
5.2.1.2.2 Case-Ass igma In f in i t i ves  
Some langauges use a special cese f o r  the subject  o f  an i n f i n i t i ve .  For 
example, La t i n  i n f i n i t i v e s  may occur w i t h  accusative subjects; Portuguese 
i n f i n i t i v e s  take nominative subjects; and Russian i n f i n i t i ves  may have 
dat ive subjects. We do not, however, have any examples of  exceptional cese 
marking of these case-assigning in f in i t i ves .  We re tu rn  t o  the topic of case- 
assigning i n f i n i t i ves  below, i n  our discussion of ra is ing-to-subject  
construct  ions. 
5.2.1.4 Summary 
In t h i s  sect ion we  argued that  s t ruc tu ra l  cese assignment i s  optional, hence 
subject  t o  prevent ion I n  contrast, we  argued, inherent case assignment i s  
obligatory, and not subject  t o  prevention. We considered three sources of 
base-generated, assignment-induced case: redundant case assignment, non- 
min ima l  case assignment, and case-assignment t o  spec. We argued that  
redundant case essignment, i n  which one cose assigner assigns t o  cases t o  
one ob ject  NP, i s  not a s ign i f  lcant  source of  mu1 t i p l e  case assignment. We 
noted tha t  non-minimal case assignment, In which both V and X assign case 
t o  NP in the st ructure (261, v io la tes min ima l i  t y  and adjacency requirements. 
We found no evidence of non-minimal case assignment when Y=N he., In 
adnominal possessor complements). The situetion 1s less cleer when %=V 
and Y=P: We discussed three constructions which could be analyzed es non- 
minimal case assignment by V to the object of the prepositional phrase. 
Finally, we argued that case assignment to the speci f ler  of an IP 
complement (27) 1s a valid source of mu1 tiple case essignment, since NP i s  
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We examined exceptional case marking of Icelandic qulrky subjects as an 
il lustretion of this possibility. We suggested that assignment of accusative 
by the matrix V i s  prevented by the presence of a quirky case specif ication. 
5.2.2 Wlth Movement 
2.1 NP-movement as (*case. -c& 
The second source of assignment-induced multiple case involves movement. 
I f  NP originates i n  a case-marked argument position and then moves to a 
different case-marked argument posl tion, i t  i s  subject to mu1 tiple case 
assignment. For example, i n  (20) we show a NP which originates as the 
object of a case-assigner, X, and moves ti, the position of object of another 
case assigner, Y: 
In this situation, NF may accumulate case from both X and Y. 
5.2.2.1.1 Theoretical Obiections 
There are two major theoretical problems wi th  this kind of movement. 
First, movement from an argument posit ion to an argument position may 
violate the Theta-Criterion (Chomsky 1981:36), which constrains the 
relationship bet ween arguments and thematic ("theta') roles: 
(29) Theta Criterion 
Each argument bears one and only one 8-role, 
and each 9-role i s  assigned to one and only one argument. 
Chomsky ( 1986:97) ref ormiklates the theta-cri terlon in terms of positions 
i n  argument chains, where a chain i s  a history of movement. 
(30)  Theta Criterlon 
Each argument a appears i n  a chain conta! ,ing a unique 
visible 8-posltlon P, and each 8-position P i s  vlsible 
i n  a chain containing a unique argument a 
This definition allows assignment of more than one theta role to a single 
position, but prohibits the assignment of theta roles to more than one 
position i n  the chain. 
I f  one 0-role i s  asslgned to NP in  I t s  DS position, and another 9-role Is  
assigned t o  NP In  1 ts  SS posl tlon, then the resul tlng chain beers two &roles 
and violates the theta-cri terion. Simple movement from one theta-marked 
argument position to another i s  thus ruled out as a source for movement- 
derived multiple case assignment. The projection principle (Chomsky 1981: 
29) enforces the t het a-cri t e r i  on at DS, so that an argument NP cannot 
originate in  a non-theta-posi tion. Thus, NP-movement can only take place 
from a theta-position to a non-theta position. 
Second, movement from a case-marked posit ion to another case-marked 
position i s  specifically prohibited by the Chain Condition. Chomsky 
( 1986: 135- 137) suggests that an A-Chain (i.e., a chain formed by movement 
to an argument position) must have exactly one case-marked position. 
Together w i th  the theta-cri terion, this requirement f orn~s the Chain 
Condition: 
(3 1 ) Chain Condition 
I f  C= (a1, ... an) i s  a maximal CHAIN? then om occupies 
i t s  unique 8-position end a1 i t s  unique Case-marked positior~ 
That is, well-formed A-chains w i l l  take the form: 
4 ~ h e  term CHAIN refers to A-Chains and chain3 formed by argument-expletive linking. 
.'32) ( NPi , ti 
case 0 
The Chain Condition ensures that  NP-movement w i l l  originate i n  a non-case- 
marked posi t ion and terminate i n  a case-marked position, ru l ing out any 
possib i l i ty  of  assignment-induced, movement-derived mu1 t i p le  case. 
Finally, note that  the Chain Condition defines a configuration i n  which NP- 
movement i s  forced by the Case Fi l ter :  NP would lack case i f  i t  remained i n  
i t s  base posit ion. 
5.2.2.1.2 E x a m w  
According t o  standard analyses, these conditions f o r  NP movement are met  
in unaccusatives, passives, and rais ing t o  subject constructions. 
3.2.2.1.2.1 Unaccusat ive~ 
Unaccusative verbs are generally assumed t o  have the property of assigning 
case but no theta-role t o  the i r  subjects, wh i le  assigning theta-role but no 
case t o  the i r  objects. 
As discussed above, a wel l - formed chain requires a terminal  theta-posi t lon  
and a head case-position. Therefore, i t  has been assumed that unaccusetive 
verbs li ke p ~ p m  require el ther movement of the object t o  subject posi tlon, 
o r  l ink ing of the object w i t h  an expletive i n  subject posit ion. 
(34) * appeared three men 
(35) three men appeared 
(36) there appeared three men 
5.2.2.1.2.2 passives 
LGB Account of  Passive 
Chomsky's ( 190 1 : 124) account of passivization re l ies  on the Case F i l t e r s  
Chomsky c la ims that  the crucial  propert ies of  the passive are: 
(37) 1. [NP, S] does not receive a +role 
I I. [NP, VP] does not receive Case w i t h i n  VP, 
f o r  some choice of NP i n  VP 
Since, by I I, no case i s  assigned t o  the object posi t ion of a passive verb, the 
object must move t o  the subject pos i t ion o r  v iolate the case f i l t e r .  This  
movement cannot be t o  a &marked posi t ion wi thout  v iolat ing the theta- 
c r i te r ion  (see above). Property I ensures that  movement t o  subject posl t i on  
w i l l  not v io la te the theta-criterion. 
We thus have the fo l lowing st ructure f o r  passive: 
S ~ l l t l c i a t i o n  treatments of pwiw such as those of Roberts ( ), Baker ( 1, and others are bewnd 
the scope of this chapter. Roberts' srmlysis i s  intricate: He argues that both txtiw and p i v e  
assign subject and object theta-roles. He takes the p#lm morpheme -en to be a clit lc, ganerated 
i n  INF L and linked to an empty category i n  subject position. The empty subject gets the subject 
theta-role, and the w e r t  object gets the object theta-role. The cl i t ic -en obligatorily adjoins to 
the verb, vhere i t  takes the CIIX: case, crs required to make the subject theta-chain visible. 
Mtamhile, the empty subject adjoins to the YP, leaving the subject p i t i o n  frse for the DS 
object, which must mwe to get cam. 
m 1 . 2 . 3  raising to subject 
The case f i l te r  i s  used to explain the absence of overt subjects wi th  English 
inf inl tives. For example, the constructions in (39) - (40) are said to be 
ungrammatical because the subject of the inf in i  tive lacks case. 
(39) * The canoe to sink now would be unfortunate 
(40) * I hope the pol ice to ignore me 
(41 ) * seems Gretchen to l ike archery 
I f  another means of case assignment i s  provided, the inf init ive can hove an 
overt subject: 
(42) For the canoe to sink now would be unfortunate 
(43) 1 want the police t o  ignore me 
(44) Gretchen seems to l ika archel-y 
The preposition for e~signs case t o  the can@ in  (39). The vorb want in (43), 
unlike the verb hope i n  (401, can exceptionally case mark the embedded 
subject of the inf ini tive. In (441, NP-movement puts Gretchen i n  the domain 
of nominative case from the INF L of seems.6 
The case f i l t e r  analysis of infinittves explains the absensra of overt 
subjects by claiming thal a [-tns] lNFL i s  unable to assign nominative case. 
6th edditional function of the c#t f i l ter  which should be noted here i s  distinguishing between NPs, 
which require case, and clauses, which do not require case. Thus, the caw, f i l ter  analysis derives 
the contrast betveen (i) and (ii), and between (iii) and (iv): 
i * i t  seems the fect that the ! f i r th  ia  flat 
(ii) 11 seems that the earth 1s flat 
(iii) Yt was genern!!~ believed the f a t  that the earth i s  flat 
(iv) i t  q a s  general1 y believed that the earth i s  flat 
Sentences l ike (45) are analyzed as sub ject-to-subject raising. 
(45) Diane seems to underestimate Stephanie 
The structure for (45) i s  thus (46): 
A raising verb l ike seem takes en IP complement (in eerlier terminology, 
deletes So), and i s  thus able to govern the embedded subject position. The 
raising verb does not, however, assign case to the embedded subject 
position; the subject NP must raise to the matrix subject posi tion, where i t  
i s  assigned nominative case by INFt. 
5.2.2.2 NP-movement as (+case, +case) 
In the lest section we reviewed the standard analyses of NP-movement i n  
unaccusat ives, passives, and raising to subject constructions. These 
anal yses conform to the Chain Condf t ion requirement that NP-movement 
must originate i n  a non-case-marked position. In this section we w i l l  
examine evidence that NP-movement can originate i n  a case-marked 
position. Such movement creates the potential for multiple cese 
assignment, and we observe that inherent cese i s  retained under NP- 
movement. We note that the assignment of case to the bass position 
undermines the Case Fi l ter explanation of movement i n  these construct ions. 
3.2.2.2.1 unaccusatives 
Be l l e t t i  (1988) argues that, whi le  an unaccusative verb lacks the ab i l i t y  t o  
assign s t ructura l  case t o  i t s  object, i t  retains the ab i l i t y  t o  inherently 
case-mark an object. She claims that  a l l  verbs have the option of assigning 
inherent pa r t i t i ve  case; unaccusatives re ta in  th is  par t i  t i ve  case-marking 
eb i l i  ty, so that the objects of  unaccusatives must be i nde l2? i  te .  
(47) *there appeared the three men 
I f  the unaccusative verb retains an ab i l i t y  t o  assign inherent case, NP- 
movement f rom the object posi t ion of an unaccusative creates a mul t ip le  
case assignment. 
Be l l e t t i  c la ims that  inherent case can "combine" w i t h  s t ructura l  case i n  
such constructions; she does not discuss h ~ f l  th is  combination resul ts  i n  a 
par t icu lar  morphological form. 
Several questions come t o  mind about t h i s  analysis. First ,  why i s  pa r t i t i ve  
the only inherent case observed i n  th is  s i tuat ion? Why don't we f ind  
unaccusatives w i t h  dative objects, f o r  example? Second, i s  pa r t i t i ve  real ly  
an inherent case? We noted i n  Chapter Four thet  par t i t i ve  case i n  Finnish 
patterns w i t h  nominative and accusative i n  the formation of f ree relat ives. 
Third, i f  accusative i s  a s t ructura l  case, assigned by default, how can 
unaccusativity be a lex ica l  property of cer ta in  verbs? We leave these 
questions open. 
5 ,22 .2 .2ves- - inherent  case retained 
I f  the passive verb retained i t s  ab i l i t y  t o  case-mark I t s  object, passive 
movement would create a chain w i t h  t w o  case-marked posit ions: 
A t  DS, the passlve verb would asslgn cese to  NP. A t  SS, INFL would assign 
nominative case t o  NP. We dlscusss evidence from German and Lat in  that 
some passive verbs do re ta ln  the obi l i  t y  t o  case-mark the i r  objects. 
German 
In German, accusative objects become nominative when passivlzed, but 
dat ive objects remain dative. In the fo l low ing  examples, the verb !ieben 
'love' takes and accusative object, wh l le  the verb hel f  en 'help' takes an 
Inherent dat ive object.' 
(50) er  w i r d  geliebt 
heham) Is loved 
(5 1 )  *ihn w l r d  geliebt 
him(aci)  i s  loved 
h e n e n ,  Msling, and T h r b i w n  ( 1985) s rgw that, I n  contreat to Icelandic wn-nominstiw 
subjects, the ratslned oblique NPs i n  German pas8ivcrs are not syntactic subjects. Thls vould 
r e m  them from the ckmain of the nomlnativa case asslgcrnent. 
- 133- 
(52) *er wlrd geholfen 
he(nom) I s  helped 
(53) ihm wird geholfen 
him(dat i s  helped 
[Bellelti (1988) p. 71 
Latln 
Inherent case i s  also retained In Latin impersonal passives!? The following 
examples are from Jensen ( 1  983): 
(54) amici nostri nobis persuase~nt 
friends our usldat) persuaded 
'our friends persuaded us* lJensen p.21 
(55) nobis ab amicis persuasum est 
us(da t) by f rlends(ab1) persuaded(neuter) i s  
'we were persuaded by our friends' 
[Jensen p.2, "adapted from Coleboume 1946:8 1-1 
(56) *nos persuasi sunt ab amicis 
wehorn) persuaded(p1) ere by frisnds(eb1) [Jensen p. 201 
Data from Latin ditransitlve verbs suggests that passlvization effects only 
structural case. Jensen notes that the verb &g@ 'present' 'takes el ther the 
ecknssn also notes that Latin dsponsnts, ectiw verbs wlth pmsim morphology, vlolste Chomky's 
( 1981 : I261 "unlformlty" condition, which requirm mrphologlcal proca&#s to uniform1 y 
w i g n ,  block, or transmit theta- role$. J e m n  ( 19831, p.4 argues that p l w  morphology and 
the a~lgnment  of a s u b j ~ t  theta-role are irdepndant lexical propertie8 of verbs, with deponents 
migning th8l.1-roles to both subject and object. Thw, pmivi tat ion of deponent wrb i s  blocked 
by the theta triterion. 
i Cidro  Camram q u l t u r  
( n o d  (ax) 
Clasro fo l low Cawor' (ii) w r  mquitur e Cimrolld 
dative of the person and the accusative of the thing ... , or else the 
accusative of the person and the ablative of the thlng, ...' (p. 17) In either 
case, only the accusative argument may passivlze: 
(57) donat coronas suis 
@he presents wresths to his men' 
(58) coronae donantur mi 1 i t  i bus 
'wreaths are presented to the soldiers' 
(59) donat suos coronis 
'he presents his men wi th  wreaths' 
(60) mi 1 i t  es donantur coroni s 
'the soldiers are presented w i th  wreaths' 
[Jensen pp. 17- 18, "Allen and Greenough 190 1 :220'1 
The observation that structural and not inherent case i s  affected by 
passivization can be formalized In  a variety of ways? Belletti (1988) 
argues that passivization absorbs onl y structural cbse, I eaving inherent 
case intact. Franks ( 198 1 ) derives the German dative passives by levels of 
case assignment: inherent dative case i s  assigned to the NP object at DS, 
prior to  passive movement, and i s  theref ore retained. Structural 
assignment of accusative case to the NP o b j ~ c t  1s prevented, slnc - 11 
follows passive movement. 
Chomsky (198 1:55) notes the resemblence of pssslve participles (John= 
to predicate adjectives (John). English passive participles 
-- 
~ s c c m t l v e  18 fetal@ ~n Ukrdnlan pmsivization (we below). 
share the adject ival  qual i ty of  fa i l ing  t o  assign case t o  an object.lCJ In  
general, adject ives and nouns tend t o  be unable t o  govern s t ructura l  cases, 
although they may sometimes govern inherent cases. However, there are 
some exceptions t o  th is  generalization: some Swedish adjectives govern 
accusative case (Platzack (TLR 2)), end lcelandic nominalizetions do not 
re ta in  quirky case (Yip, flaling, and Jackendoff (1987). 
2.2.3 i n f i n i t i ves  
I f  the i n f i n i t i ve  were able to  assign case t o  i t s  subject i n  the embedded 
clause, ra is ing t o  subject posi t ion would create a mul t ip le  case assignment: 
(61) < .- - -  e ---- 
<-- case -- 
NP I INFL v Ilp t i  to-VP I 
(-------- inher i ted case -------- 
c--nom-- 
5.2.2.2.3.1 i n f  in i  t i ves- - ra is ingofu i rku  subiects 
We saw i n  section - that the subject of an lcelandic i n f i n i t i ve  may bear 
quirky case i n  exceptional case marking constructions. Yip, Meling, and 
Jackendoff ( 1  987:240) show that  a quirky case i s  also maintained i n  
lcelandic ra is ing to  subject constructions. 
(62) barninubatna8i v e i k i n  
t he-chi ld(dat) recovered-f rom the-di sease(nom) 
l%homky distingui3hes truly adjectival lexical pwsives such as w u  from syntscticall y 
derived p i v e  participles like bi11e4, suggesting that 'syntactic passive participlgs are not 
ad jec t im ([+N, +Y]) but rather neutralized verb-adjectivm v i t h  the feature structure [ tY].  ... 
Thus 8yntactic w i v e  participles are sometimes treated as adjectival and s o m e t i m  8s verbel. 
" 
... 
(63) barninu1vlrt ist trace batna veikin 
t he-chi ld(dat) seemed to-recover-f rom t he-disease(nom) 
2 inf  in i  tives as case assi~ners 
In some languages, infinit ives may have overt subjects i n  non-quirky case. 
Latin 
Latin infinit ives may appear wi th  overt subjects. The subject of a Latin 
inf init ive stands i n  accusative case: 
(64) puerts esse bonis volumus 
acc OCC 
'we want the boys to be good' (Ullman p. 493) 
In this example, we may argue that the matrix verb volere 'want' assigns 
eccusative case to the subject of the infinit ive. Thus, sentence (64) would 
parallel the exceptional case marking (ECM) by want in  English: 
(65) we want them to be good 
Maraldi ( 198 1 ) suggests that ECM underlies al l  instances of accusative- 
with-infinit ive i n  Latin. But the presence of an eccusative subject cannot 
always be attributed to exceptional case marking. Jensen ( 1  983) notes that 
'[iln Latin, the subject of an inf in l  t ive i s  always i n  the accusative, whether 
or not thet subject appears in  a position thet can be governed by a higher 
verb .... Specifically, such clauses appear i n  object position, ... as the subject 
of  the m a t r i x  verb, ... and as predicate nominative, ..." (p. 26) He gives the 
fo l low ing  examp1es:ll 
(66) Caesarem adesse nunt i avi  t 
'he reported that  Caesar was present' 
(67) Caesarem adesse nunt iotum est 
'it was reported that  Caesar was present' 
(68) rumor erat  Caesarem adesse 
'there was a report  that  Caesar was present' 
Maraldi ( 198 I ) ,  i n  arguing against a raising-into-object-posi t i on  analysis, 
o f f e rs  fu r ther  evidence that  the ma t r i x  verb cannot be responsible f o r  the 
accusative of subjects.12 Haraldi po ints  out that  accusative-with- 
i n f i n i t i v e  constructions occur as complements t o  passive verbs and 
in t rans i t i ve  verbs, which cannot take accusative objects, and that  
1 ' from Allen and Greenough ( 190 1 :287). Note that the corresponding English i n f n i t i v m  are 
odd, even vhen the complementizer for i s  used: 
(i) +for Caesar to arr ive w announced 
I n  general, English i n f i n i t i w  do not refer to $pecific events. Contrast (i) wi th  the 
nominalization i n  (ii). 
(ii) Caesar's arr ival  ves announced 
In certain c i r cumtanm,  either a nominal or en inif initve may be wed: 
(iii) for Caesar to leave was unexpected/unprecedentad/shocki ng/rube ( iv)  Caesar's departure was u~xpccted/unprWnted/~hocking/rude 
However, (iii) and (iv) have slightly different maninga. In  (iii), the fact that Caesar left -3 
considered rude, etc. I n  (iv), i t  may be the manner of his dopartun which was amsidered rude or 
$hocking. 
In a non- thematic pcrsition, on1 y the inf init ive may be used. 
(v) i t  vas i r n p s i  ble for Caesar to lewe (vi) YtwssimpossibleCaesllr'sdeperture 
Only the nominal may be used i n  a clearly thematic context. 
(v i i )  +for Caesar to lewe shocked the Senators 
(vii i) Cdeser's departure shocked the Senators 
1 2Haraldi falls to note that thew data as much trouble for the ECM anelusis as for the r a i d  np 
analysis. 
accusative-with-infinitive constructions also co-occur w i th  accusative 
objects of transitive verbs: 
(69) dlci tur eos venisse 
'it i s  said that they have come' 
(70) manif estum est eum abisse 
'it i s  clear that he has gone' 
(7 1 ) constat te bonum esse 
'it i s  certain that you are good' 
(72) eam admoneo eos prof ectos esse 
' I  warn her that they have lef t '  
In addition, Jensen ( 1983) notes ttlet we find verbs taking sccusatlve-wl th- 
inf int ive complements which normally take objocts i n  an oblique case: 
(73)  animus memini t praetertorum (gen pl )  
'the soul remembers the past' (Jensen p. 27: C. Div 1,  30) 
(74) memini Pamphylum ... mihi narrare 
occ dat inf. 
' I  remember that Pamphylus told me ...@ (Jensen p. 27: Verr. 2,4 532) 
Al l  of these constructions suggest that the accusative subject of Latin 
infinit ives must be assigned by the inf init ive i tsel f .  
Why does Latin allow overt subjects w i t h  inf ini t ives? Perhaps the 
inf in i t ive Latin INFL i s  "rich" enough to license a subject.13 Latin 
13Haegeman ( 1  985) observes that INFL may contain [*Tense] and [+AGR], 
creating four possible combinations, of which [+Tense, +AGR] represents 
f inite, tensed clauses, and [-Tenst, -AGR] represents "pure" inf in i t ivals.  A 
[-Tense, -AGR] inf in i t ive may not assign nominative case to i t s  subject. 
Haegeman argues that a [+Tense, -AGR] INFL allows nominative case 
assignment i n  Flemish. For example, a nominative subject may appear w i t h  
an inf in i t ive clause following the preposition mee 'with': 
(i) mee ik  da te zeggen hee-se dat hus gekocht 
w i t h  I that to say has-she that house bought 
'because of my saying that she has bought that house' 
A [-Tense, +AGRl inf in i t ive may be able t o  assiqn nominative case via AGR. 
This possibil i ty i s  instantiated i n  European Portuguese. Raposo ( 1 notes that 
the inflected inf in i t ive shows person agreement but not tense. He suggests 
that Portugues inflected inf in i t ives assign nominative case via AGR, 
provided that AGR i tse l f  i s  case-marked. 
( ) sera d i  f i c  i l [eles aprovarem a propostal 
'It w i l l  be d i f f icu l t  they to-approve-Agr the proposal' 
In contrast, non-inflected inf ini t ives do not allow overt objects: 
in f in i t ives have tense and voice, as shown In  the following paradigm (from 
Ullman, et el. (1930)): 
Actlve Passive 
Present par i re parfir? 
'to prepare' ' to be prepared' 
Perfect pariiv i sse pariitus esse 
' to have prepared' 'to have been prepared' 
Future par i t i rus  esse (par'itum i r i  ) 
'to be going to  prepare' 'to be going t o  be prepared' 
In addition, the participial forms show agreement w i t h  the subject i n  case, 
number, and gender. 
Latin and Greek inf in i t ives occur w i t h  accusative subjects; Russian ' 
in f in i t ives occur w i t h  dative subjects; Flemish and Portuguese inf in i t ives 
occur w i t h  nominative subjects. We suggest below that these are structural 
cases; we do not address the question of why the inf in i t ive assigns a non- 
nominative case. 
5.2.2.2.3.3 Raisina w i t h  Case-assigning lnf in i  t ives 
Sal tarel l i  ( 197693) cites the following example of the Latin accusatlve- 
wi th-infini t ive construction. We essume that no raising has taken place. 
( ) sere d 1 f i c  i 1 [PRO eprover a propostal 
'It w i l l  be dl f f icul t to-approve the proposal 
[Raposo p. 861 
175) t rad l  t u r  Homerum caecum f ulsse 
i s-said H(acc) b l  i nd(acc) to-be(perf ec t 
'it i s  said that Homer was bl ind' 
Sal t a re l l i  ( 1976:93) c i tes  the fo l lowing examples of the La t in  nominative- 
w i th - i n f i n i  t i ve  construction. We assume that  the embedded subject has 
been raised t o  mat r ix  subject posit ion. 
(76) t rad i  t u r  Homerus caecus f uisse 
is-said H(nom) b l  ind(nom) to-be(perf ect)  
'Homer i s  said t o  have been bl ind' 
(77) Homerus t rad i  t u r  caecus f uisse 
H(nom) is-said blind(nom) to-be(perfect1 
'Homer i s  said t o  have been bl ind' 
S imi la r  facts  obtain i n  Classical Greek (Lieber 1978). 
5.3 Explaining the contrast i n  case transmisssion f rom NP-t and wh- t  
5.3.1 A n a l ~  
Recall that, in  Chapter Four, we st ipulated obligatory trancmission of case 
f rom wh-trace t o  i t s  operator. In  the l as t  section of t h i s  chapter, we s t ~ w  
that  NP-trace does not share th i s  requirement: Structural  case i s  not 
t ransmi t ted by NP-trace (although inherent case i s  retained by a moved NP). 
Various proposels have been made t o  explain the wh-trace/NP-trace 
dist inct ion. Sieyel (1974), c i ted  i n  Chomsky (198 1:293), suggests that IYP- 
movement leaves case behind on i t s  trace.14 Riemsdi j k  and Wi l l iems (T1.R 1 ) 
14Lamontagne and Travis ( ) make qui te d i f ferent  assumptions. They suggest 
that  NP i s  dominated by a case-phrase, KP; move-@ may thus apply t o  e i ther  
NP o r  KP. NP movement, i n  the i r  view, i s  the movement of an ent i re  KP: In  a 
postulate a separate syntactic level, NP structure, which intervenes 
between NP-movement and wh-movement. Case assignment, they claim, i s  
'a property of NP-structure." They argue that all NPs "receive case 
according to their position after move NP. The case assigned to a wh-NP 
w i l l  simply be carried along under move wh. Thus there i s  no need for a 
convention t o  the effect that a wh-NP i n  COUP inherits the case from I t s  
trace." (p 175) Riemsdi jk and Williams do not discuss the retention of 
inherent case under NP-movement. 
Franks ( 198 1 ) argues that case- transmission follows from the ordering of 
case checking and movment rules. He claims that inherent case checking 
precedes movement, which i n  turn precedes structural case checking. 
Finally, a feature passing mechanism transmits case features from empty 
nodes to coindexed nodes. This feature passing only has an effect on NPs 
which have not been subject to any other case checking; i.e., ungoverned NPs. 
He concludes that the fact 'Itlhat wh-words always get their case from 
trace i s  an art i fact of their always being moved to COMP, which is  an 
ungoverned position." (p. 89). 
non-case-marked environment, K i s  empty; the entire KP must move so that 
K can be properly governed (through coindexation wi th  INFL). Thus, the Cose 
Fi l ter reduces to the empty catogory principle, which requires proper 
government of empty categories. Wh-movement i n  English, they claim, i s  
extraction of NP from within KP. The head, K, must remain behind in  the 
case-marked position to get case features from the verb. 
Our analysis i s  s im i l a r  t o  that  of Franks. We argue that  inherent case 
assignment precedes movement, so that  0 moved NP retains inherent case. 
An NP which i s  not assigned inherent case may e i ther  move t o  a s t ructura l ly  
case-marked position, o r  i t  may get case f rom i t s  s t ructura l ly  case-marked 
trace. Wh-movement d i f f e rs  f rom NP-movement i n  that wh-movement I s  
movement t o  a non-argument position; t h i s  means that the wh-word i s  not 
assigned case w i t h i n  i t s  clause. We suggest that the Case F i l t e r  applies 
cycl ical ly,  af t e r  move-ol. We assume that CP, but not IP, i s  a cyc l ic  node. A 
wh-word i n  a non-argument posi t ion must e i ther  bear i t s  own inherent case, 
o r  i t  must acquire case f rom i t s  s t ructura l ly  case-marked trace. Either 
way, a wh-word must originate i n  a case-marked posit ion. I n  contrast, an 
NP moved t o  an argument posi t ion w i l l  e i ther  have i t s  own inherent case, o r  
i t  w i l l  be assigned st ructura l  case i n  i t s  derived posit ion. NP-traces are 
thus free t o  occupy case-marked or  non-case-marked posit ions. 
We now consider the possib i l i t ies f o r  rr~ovement and case-marking w i th in  
one cycle. The theta-cr i ter ion ensures that movement of an argument I s  
f rom a theta-posit ion t o  a non-theta-position. An argument must be i n  a 
theta-posit ion a t  DS t o  sa t is fy  the pro ject ion principle. An argument 
cannot move f rom a theta-posi t ion  t o  another theta-posi t ion  wi thout  
v iolat ing the theta-cr i ter ion. 
The DS posi t ion o f  the moved element may be a structural-case position, an 
inherent-case position, or  a non-case-marked posit ion. The SS posi t ion of 
the moved element may be e i ther  an argument posi t ion or  a non-argument 
position. The SS posi t ion of the moved element cannot be an inherent-case 
position, because It  i s  not a theta-position. I f  the SS posi t ion i s  an 
argument position, then i t  may be a structural-case position.15 I f  the SS 
position i s  a non-argument position, then i t  may not be a structural-case 
position. (Note that any possible case marking of the NP from the higher 
clause does not take effect unt i l  the next cycle.) We chart the possibil i t ies 
i n  (78). The assigned cases are underlined. 
(78) Movement and Case Assi gnment Possi bll l t ies 
DS: A-Posi t i on SS: A-position 
0-posi t ion non-0-posi t i  on 
a. inherent case 
b. structural case 
c. no case 
d. inherent case structural case 
e. structural case structural case 
f .  no case structural case 
SS: A'-Posi t ion 




Possibil i t ies a. and b. ere the standard instances of wh-movement, wl t h  
either structural or inherent case transmitted to the wh-element from i t s  
S l l m e m n t  to a mn-ose-  marked SS argument position would give us three ldditional 
powi bilities: 
(i) Additional Movement and Case Assignment Possibilities 
DS: A- Position SS: A-position SS: A'- b i t i o n  
0- pusi tion non- 0- position non- 9-position 
9. inherent case nocase 
h. structural case now 
We have no examples of such wnstructions; however, we predict that c8$e transmission would be 
forced i n  possibilities g. and h., just as i n  the corrmponding vh-movement possibilities, a. arid b. 
(see below). W i b i l i t y  i. vould be ruled out by the case f i l ter .  
trace. Possibil i t ies c. I s  ruled out by the case f i l te r .  Possibil i ty f .  i s  the 
standard instance of NP-movement, w i t h  the NP mooing from a non-case- 
marked position to  a structurally case-marked posi t i  on. 
The Chain Condition constrains movement to  an A-posi tion; i t  therefore 
applies to  possibil i t ies d., e., and f. O f  these, the Chain Condition allows 
only possibil i ty f ., w i t h  movement from a non-case-marked position to a 
case-marked position. We suggest that the Chain Condition i s  invalid; i n  
particular, we suggest that possibil i t ies d, and e. are well-formed. In the 
next paragraphs we review our derivation of possibli t ies a. through f .  
In the system of case-marking we propose, we do not distinguish NP- 
movement from wh-movement per se. In particular, we do not require or 
prohibit the transmission of case from trace. We characterize transmission 
from trace as a universally available, optional case agreement between a 
trace and i t s  antecedent. We rely an the case-assigning properties of 
argument and non-argument posi t ions t o  det erm' 7e the case-marking and 
case-transmi t t ing possi b i l  l t ies for  move-a. 
We claim that inherent case i s  assigned to  NP at  DS, and I s  carried along to  
the SS positIon.16 An inherently case-marked NP may move to  e non-case- 
marked position (possibility a.). An inherently case-marked NP may also 
move to  a structurally case-marked posltion (possiblity d.). We assume that 
structural case assignment i s  optionel, so that the inherently case-marked 
1 6 ~ e  assume that the trace is  also mrked with this inherent am; however, this assumption i s  
not crucial to our analysis. 
NP need not be assigned the additional, structural  case-merking. The 
potellt i a l  mu1 t ip le  case assignment i s  resolved by prevention of the 
structural  case assignment. 
I f  the NP originates i n  a structural ly case-marked posl tfm, no case 
assignment takes place a t  DS. I f  the NP subsequently moves to a  on-case- 
marked posi t lon (possibil l  t y  b.), i t  receives no case marking. The trace of 
NP, however, receives the structural case marking of the DS position. In 
th is  situation, case must be transmitted from trace to  avoid a violation of 
the case f i l t e r .  
Next consider possibi l t iy e. I f  an NP moves from a structural ly case-marked 
posi t ~ o n  to a stnrctural ly case-marked position, NP receives the structural 
case of the SS position, whi le i t s  trace receives the structural  case of the 
DS position. In th is  situation, transmission of case f rom trace i s  optional. 
Typically, case i s  not transmitted f rom trace, and NP exhibits the structural 
case sssigned i n  i t s  SS position." The potential mult iple case assignment 
Is resolved by prevention of the casd agreement between NP and i t s  trace. 
I f  NP orlginctes i n  a non-case-mar k ~ d  position, i t  may move t o  a 
structural ly case-marked posit ion (possibli t y  I . ) .  The trace of NP remains 
71f- 19 trenmltted from trece, NP rcumula ta  both structural casss. II such e multlple a m  
mlgnment I s  mmOdbted morpbloglcall y, ve cannot dlstlngulsh I t  from Its non-tramml slon 
counterpart. If such a n~ultipla c#se mlpnmant cannot be accomodated morphologically, I t  vi11 be 
ungrsmmtlml; lwwvt~r, the non-trsnsmimlon counterpart provides a grammdtlcsl alternative. 
un-case-marked. I f  the non-case-marklad NP does not move to  a case- 
marked pooi t ion (possibili t y  c.), neither- NP or I t s  trace receives case, and 
the construction I s  ruled out by the Case Fi l ter .  
Deri vat i ong 
I n  Chapter Four we simply stipulated that wh-movement required case- 
transmission from trace. We now explaln th is  requlrement by cucl l c  
application of the case f i l te r ,  as outlined fo r  (78)a. and (78)b., above. A wh- 
trace must transmit case because i t s  antecedent i s  i n  an A'-posi t ion and 
cannot be assigned case. A wh-word in [spec, CP] i s  accessible to  external 
case assignment, but not unt i l  a f te r  cycl ic application of the case f i l t e r  has 
forced case transmission f rom trace. Externsl case marking t herof ore 
creates mul t ip le case assignments. 
External case marking occurs when a re lat ive pronoun undergoes case 
agreement w i t h  the head of the relat ive clause. This case agreement rule i s  
normally optional, r~nd  potential mu1 t ip le case assignment mag be resolved 
by preventing case agreement. I f  case agreement between the head and the 
re lat ive pronoun i s  not prevented, the relat ive pronoun accumulates a 
mu1 t ip le  case assignment, as shown below: 
(79) agreement-induced mu1 t ip le  case 
F i rs t  Cycle 
I, NP I Cp ~ h l  LIP t, ... I I 
SS: Assignment SiELx 
Transmi ssl  on W U J  
Second Cycle 
[NP NP I, w h i  ... ti . .  I I 
SS: Assignment case Y case X case X 
Transmission SaSa 
We argued i n  Chapter Four that such mul t ip le  case assignment t o  the 
re la t i ve  pronoun may be resolved by language-speci f i c  reduction rules. 
Reduction rules are subject t o  the constraints of recoverabil i  ty, so that  the 
least in format ive case i s  the one removed, and highly in format ive cases may 
be impossible t o  remove. This  creates case hierarchies of the form, less 
in format ive < more informative. 
We noted above that  case agreement between the head NP and the re la t i ve  
pronoun i s  normally optional and preventable. However, I f  the head NP i s  
pro, case agreement may be required f o r  pro- ident i f  icat ion. Thus, the 
der ivat ion i n  (79) i s  representative of  both case a t t rac t ion  i n  headed 
re lat ives and case matching i n  f ree relat ives. 
The case-in-COMP phenomenon, i n  which a wh-phrase picks up a case as i t  
moves through COMP, can be explained i n  the same terms. 
(80) Case i n  COMP 
F i rs t  Cycle 
lcp [,, v [,,whi [,,2 ... t i  9 . .  I I I I 





case x case x (,caseV) 
Third Cycle 
SS: Tranr;mission GM!LK case X case X 
(case Y) (case Y)  
On the f i r s t  cycle, case transmission i s  forced by the case f i l ter .  On the 
second cycle, assignment may take place. On the third cycle, case 
transmission i s  again forced. I f  the verb assigns case i n  COMP on the second 
cycle, the wh-phrase w i l l  accumulate a mu1 tiple case assignment. This 
mu1 t iple case assignment may be resolved by reduction, subject to the 
constraints of recoverabili ty. Kiss ( 1985 [cited i n  Massam ( 1984:70)]) 
notes that, i n  Hungarian, ' [ i l f  an element of an A-bar chain i s  both Case- 
marked by a Case-assigner and inherits a Case, the more marked of the two 
cases i s  realized morphological1 y ." 
5.3.2.2 Psssive Movement 
The standard analysis of passive postulates a construction of type (78)f .: 
movement from a non-case-merked posit ion to e case-marked position. 
(8 1 ) Passive w i th  non-case-marked object position 
SS: NPi I V ti 
Assignment Mlll - - - 
(82) er wird geliebt 
he(nom) i s  loved 
We noted above that an inherent case marklng I s  preserved under 
passivizatlon. We argue that such "quirky" passives reflect construction 
(78)d., movement from an inherently case-marked position to a structurally 
case-marked position. 
(83) Quirky Passive: inherently case-marked object posit ion 
DS: I V NP 
Assignment: case X 
SS: NPi I V ti 
case X case X 
ASSI gnment ham) 
(prevented) 
(84) ihm wird geholfen 
him(dat) i s  helped 
The inherent case i s  carried along w i th  NP to subject position. Structure1 
case assignment of nom 1s optional, so the potential mu1 tlple case 
assignment case be prevented. The question remeins, what forces passive 
movement i n  (8317 Since the NP receives inherent case at DS, there i s  no 
case f i l t e r  motivation for movement. 
Construction (78)e. presents the possibill tg  of a passive which assigns 
structural cese to the trace i n  object position: 
(85) Passive wl th structurally case-marked object post t ion 
SS: NPi I V ti 
Assignment MS?l Q!X 
Transmission (em) 
(prevented) 
A t  SS, the V assigns acc to the object, I assigns nom to the subject. Case 
transmission i s  optional, so the potential mu1 tfple case assignment can be 
prevented. The case f l l te r  does not force passive movement i n  this 
construction. If movement does not take place, we have the following 
derivation: 
(86) Passive with no movement 
e I V NP 
SS: Assignment - acc 
Ukrainian may provide examples of construction (78)e.. with optional 
passive movement. Sobin ( 1985) gives the following examples: 
(87) cerkva bula zbudovana v 1640 roc'i 
churchtn0m.f em. be+past+f em. build+part.+f ern.sg. i n  1640 
The church was built i n  1640' [Sobin p. 6541 
(88) bulo zbudovano cerkvu 
be+past+neut, bui ld+part.+neut. church+acc.+fem. 
(89) cerkvu bulo zbudovano 
church+acc.+f em. betpasttneut. bulld+part.+neut. 
In sentence (87) passive movement has taken place: The DS object cerkva 
stands in  nominative case and triggers agreement on the verb and participle. 
In (t38) and (891, the object retains accusative case and verbal agreement i s  
neuter; Sobln argues that the accusative NP i s  not a syntactic subject. Our 
analysis gives us a wag to derive these constructions, but It remains 
unclear whu Ukrainian allows passives to assign accusative case. 
u . 3  Subject-to-SubJect Raising 
Subject-to-subject ra is ing requires clause reduction (i.e., the absence of a 
CP node). The subject of the i n f i n i t i ve  i s  not case-marked, and must move 
t o  a case-marked posit ion. The ra is ing verbs provide a suitable [+case, -TI 
subject posit ion. Since the embedded clause i s  an IP, not a CP, movement t o  
the subject posi t ion of the mat r ix  clause takes place w i t h i n  one cycle. 
Nominative case i s  assigned, and the case f i l t e r  i s  sat isf ied. 
(90) subject-to-subject rais ing 
N P ~  I v t i  I[-tns] ... I 
SS: Assignment nom - - - 
(9 1 )  Dianne seems t o  underestimate Stephanie 
I f  the embedded clause were not reduced (i.e., i f  the embedded clause were a 
f u l l  CP), the case f i l t e r  would apply before movement t o  the subject 
pos i t ion of  the ma t r i x  clause. The presense of the complementizer, that, 
indicates the CP status of  the embedded clause. 
(92) i l l i c i t  subject-to-subject ra is ing 
F i r s t  Cycle I v [CP that  [IP NP I I - ~ ~ S I  . 1 1 
SS: Assignment 
Case F i l t e r  
(93) * It seems that Dianne t o  underestimate Stephanie 
(94) * Dianne seems that t o  underestimate Stephanl e 
The same r e s t r i c t  ion appll es t o  wh-movement: 
(95) i l l i c i t  wh-raising 
Flrst  Cycle 
I v [CP that [,P wh 11-tns~ ... I ] 
move to [spec, CP] I V [Cp wh that [lp t i  11-tnsl . .  1 1 
SS: Assignment -- - 
Case F i l te r  * 
(96) * i t  seems who that to disl ike this conclusion 
(97) * who seems that to  disl ike this conclusion? 
5.3.2,3.1 R a i s i ~ q  w i t h  Quirky-Case Subjects of 5.3JJ.2 ln f in i  t ives 
Recall that a quirky case i s  maintained under subject-to-sub ject raising. 
The raising verb takes an IP complement, so the assignment of case to the 
subject of the inf in i t ive and the assignment of case to  the subject of the 
matr ix verb teke place on the same cycle. 
(98) raising a quirky-case subject 
I V I,,, NP 11-tnsl ... 1 
DS: Assignment case X 
NPi I V ti I[-tnsl ... I 
case X case X 
SS: Assignment horn) 
(prevented) 
The construction i s  analogous to  the quirky passive. The inherent case i s  
carried along w i t h  NP to  subject position. Structural case assignment of 
nom i s  optional, so the potential multiple case assignment cese be 
prevented. Again, as w i t h  the quirky passive, there i s  no case f i l t e r  
motivation for movement. 
5.3.2.3.3 Raising w i t h  Case-asslgmg Inf in1 t iveg 
We assume that  the case-assigning i n f i n i t i ves  assign a s t ructura l  case t o  
the i r  subjects. The rais ing verb takes an IP complement, so the assignment 
of  case t o  the subject of the i n f i n i t i ve  and the assignment of case t o  the 
subject of the mat r ix  verb take place on the same cycle. There i s  no case 
f i l t e r  mot ivat ion fo r  movement; ra is ing i s  optional. I f  no movement takes 
place, the NP i s  assigned (special) s t ructura l  case by the in f in i t i ve .  
(99) case-assigning in f in i t ive,  no movement 
I V [,, NP 11-tnsl ... 1 
SS: Assignment case X 
For example, Sal t a re l l i  ( 1976:93) c i tes  the fo l lowing example of the La t in  
accusetive-wi th- inf  i n i  t i ve  construct ion. We assume that  the embedded 
in f i n i t i ve  assigns accusative case t o  i t s  subject. 
( 100) t rad i  t u r  Homerum caecum f u i  sse 
is-said H(acc) blind(acc1 to-be(perf ect) 
'it i s  said that  Homer was bl ind' 
If ra is ing takes place, the i n f i n i t i ve  assigns (special) s t ructura l  case t o  the 
trace, whi le  the rais ing verb assigns nominative case t o  the raised NP. 
Transmission of case f rom trace i s  unnecessary, and would typ ica l ly  be 
prevented. This i s  an example of construction (78)e. 
( 10 1 )  ra is ing f rom a case-assigning i n f i n i t i ve  
NPi I V t i  11-tnsl ... 1 
SS: Assignment N?!n case X 
Transmission (case X) 
(prevented) 
For example, Sal ta re l l i ' s  ( l976:93) c i tes  the fo l low ing  examples of the 
La t in  nominat ive-wi th- in f in i t ive construction. We assume that the 
embedded subject has been raised t o  ma t r i x  subject posit ion. 
( 102) t rad i  t u r  Homerus caecus f u i  sse 
i s-said H(nom) blind(nom) to-be(perf ect)  
'Homer i s  said t o  have been bl ind' 
( 103) Homerus t rad i  t u r  caecus f uisse 
H(nom) is-said bl indhorn) to-be(perf ect) 
'Homer i s  said t o  have been bl ind' 
5.3.2.3.4 A Problem: Control Structures 
The analysis we have given f o r  case-marking i n f i n i t i ves  raises problems f 01- 
control  structures. The evidence f rom predicate adjectives suggests that  
the i n f i n i t i ve  assigns case t o  i t s  (empty) subject I n  object control  
sentences, but not i n  subject control  sentences. This  creates t w o  problems, 
One, how can the empty subject receive case; and, two, what distinguishes 
the subject control  constructions f rom the object control  constructions. 
First ,  note that  the predicate adject ive i n  an object control sentence 
appears t o  agree w i t h  the (empty) subject of  the case-marking i n f  in1 t ive. 
For example, Russian i n f i n i t i ves  can have dat ive subjects (Comrie (t974)). 
When a predicate adject ive i s  used i n  an object control  structure, it appears 
i n  dative case.' 
( 104) my poprosi l i  ivana po j t i odnomu/*odnogo 
l ~ h e  predicate adjective odtn 'alone' 13 ussd b e c a w  i t  must agree i n  me v i t h  i t3  subject. Mher 
R w i a n  predirate adjectives my stand i n  instrumental cam. 
we asked I van(acc) to-go alone(dat / * ~ c c )  
'we asked Ivan t o  go alone' [Comrle ( 1974: 129)) 
The dat ive on the predicate ad ject ive suggests the presence o f  a dat ive 
subject. Subject control  constructions, however, show no evidence of  a 
case-marked empty subject :  Predicate adject ives i n  subject  cont ro l  
construct ions exhib i t  only rlominat i ve case. 
( 105) van j a mo te t  p r  i j t i odi  n/+ odnomu 
Van ja(nom) can to-come alone(nom/*dat) 
'Vanja can come alone' [Comrie ( 1974: 127)l 
An object  cont ro l  s t ructure i n  English i s  assumed t o  contain a PRO subject: 
(106) NP 1 I V NP2 [Ip PRO I[-tns] ... ] 
However, PRO must  be ungoverned, and hence, not case-marked. We could 
instead postulate a smal l  subject  f o r  the case-marking i n f i n i t i ves .  But 
then w e  migh t  expect predicate ad ject ives t o  agree with a subject  in  
subject  cont ro l  constructions, as we l l .  We could suggest tha t  subject  
cont ro l  construct ions lack en embedded subject  e l  together; t h i s  runs i n t o  
other problems which we  w i l l  not  pursue here. 
5,3.2.4 Exceptional Case Marking 
Exceptional Case Marking also requires clause reduct ion in our analysis. 
Exceptional case marking verbs subcategorize f o r  IP complements. The 
subject  of  the embedded i n f i n i t i v e  f a i l s  t o  get case i n  i t s  own clause, but  
since there i s  no CP, the f i r s t  cycle includes the m a t r i x  verb. The subject  
posi t ion i s  [spec, IPI, and therefore accessible t o  case marking by the 
ma t r i x  verb. 
( 107) Exceptional case marking 
I V [IP NP I[-tns] ... 1 
SS: Assignment acc 
(108) Xi l la expected me t o  misspel l  her name 
However, another Exceptional Case Marking construction presents a problem 
f o r  our analysis. Kayne (1 983: 1 1 1 ) gives the fo l lowing French examples. 
(109) * j e  c r o i s  Jean b t re  le plus i n te l l i gen t  de tous 
( 1  10) quel garson c ro i s - tu  b t re  l e  plus i n te l l i gen t  de tous? 
Sentence (109) suggests that  the verb cro i re 'believe' does not take an IP 
complement. If t h i s  i s  true, then our ana'lysis w i l l  incorrect ly  ru le  out 
sentence ( 1  101, since, as Kayne notes, the wh-phrase does not receive case 
on the f i r s t  cycle. 
(1 1 1) ECM f a i l s  i f  V takes a CP complement 
F i r s t  Cycle 
I V [ C P  [IP wh  I[-tnsl ... I I 
move t o  [spec, CPI I v L C P  w h  lIP ti 11-tnsl ... 1 1  
SS: Assignment --- 
Case F i l t e r  * 
We have no solut ion t o  th l s  problem. 
5.4 Conclusion 
Our observations of percolation-, agreement-, and assignment-induced 
multiple case suggest a revised model of case mapping: 
( 1 12) Revised Model of Case Nappi ng 
I. DS 
Inherent Case Assignment 
I I. ss (Cyclic) 
Move-@ 
Structural Case Assignment (prevention] 
Case Agreement --includes transmission from trace (prevent t on) 
Case Fi l ter 
I I I. SS (Post-cyclic) 
Reduction 
IV.  PF 
a. Case- lnf lecting Languages 
Percolation to head and modi f i ers 
Accommodeti on 
b. Case-Agglut lnating Langauges 
Case Spell-Out 
C l l  t icization: peripheral, cepi tal, or radical 
We suggest that inherent case assignment i s  ob I tgatory. This requirement 
deriver from the association between inherent case and thematic roles. 
Thus, there i s  no prevention of inherent case assignment. hle assume that 
inherent case i s  retained under movement. We leave open the question of 
whether the trace of movement retains inherent case. 
We claim that the case f ll ter operates cyclically, and forces transmission 
of case from an A-bar bound trace. We suggest that movement, case 
assignment, and case agreement are i n  pr inciple optional. Thus st ructura l  
case assignment may be prevented, and typ ica l ly  i s  prevented i n  the 
presence of inherent case (a1 though we c la im that  there I s  no pr inciple 
which forces th i s  prevention). Movement and casa agreement may be forced 
t o  apply i n  order t o  sa t is fy  cer ts ln  requirements of the grammar. Movement 
f rom a non-case-marked posi t ion t o  a case-marked posi t ion i s  required t o  
sa t is fy  the Cese Fi l ter .  Cese agreement bet ween an NP i n  an A-bar- pc~sl t ion  
and i t s  t race i s  required t o  sa t is fy  cyc l ic  application of the Case F i l te r .  
Case agreement between a re la t i ve  pronoun and a head of a re la t iv ized 
NP i s  requireci i n  order t o  properly ident i f y  p a  (unless pro can be otherwise 
ident i f ied  as the subject i n  a pro-drop language). 
We suggest that reduction i s  a post-cycl ic process (a1 though i t  could 
perhaps be characterized cycl ic). We c la im that  reduction i s  subject t o  a 
semantic constraint of recoverabil i  ty, and hence operates t o  remove the 
less in format ive case i n  a mul t ip le  case assignment. Ws ~ l s o  c la im that  
raduct ion i s  subject t o  language-specific constraints, and i s  not universally 
available. 
We c la im that  the morphological character o f  case-inf lec t ing languages 
requires p2rcolation of case features f rom NP t o  N and i t s  modif iers.  We 
argue that  there i s  no percolation of case f r, the complement of the hei9d; 
hence percolation i s  not a source o f  mu1 t ip le  case assignment. We suggest 
that  the morphological accommodation of grammat l ca l  features Is a general 
morphological process, not speci f ic t o  Case Theory. We suggest that 
accommodation Involves lex ica l  features end underspecif ication; we 
consider a possible a1 ternat ive t o  lex ica l  features which formal izes the 
t rad i t ional  concept of paradigm. 
We suggest that  case-agglut ina i i n g  languages do not require percolat i  on of 
case features, t u t  ra ther  spell  out case features as a cbse category, K. We 
suggest that  case layering i s  caused by the c l i t i c i ze t i on  of  t h i s  case 
cal.egory, ra ther  than by mu l t ip le  case assignment. 
APPENDIX A: LAYERED CASE 
We distmguish case -inf lecting and case -agglutinating languages. Realization 
proceeds diff erenu y for case -inf lecting and case-agglutinating languages. 
Case-inflecting langaugles use case morphemes which are tightly b u d  to a 
nominal stem, so that a%se cannot be realized directly on a phrasal 
consutuent but must b e 1  percolated to the X0 level. The input to the 
realizabon stage in a case-inflecting language therefore consists of an XO 
category and its associated case features, which must be spelled out by a 
single lexical entry. Multiple case assignment is reflected a t  this stage as an 
accumulation of positive case feature values, and can only be accomodated if 
there is a lexical entry which is compatible with more than one positive case 
feature value. 
In contrast, case-agglutinating languages use case morphemes which are 
more or lass independent of nominal stems, so that case may be assigned 
and spelled out a t  the phrasal level. Case features are not percolated, but 
remain a t  the phrasal level. The input to the realization stage in a case- 
agglutinating language consists of an XP and its associated case feature 
values. The case features are spelled out as an independent case morpheme. 
We suggest that these languages have a distinct case-category K, which 
governs an NP complerrant to form a case phrase, KP (see Hale ( 1, 
Lamontagne & Travis ( )). The case morpheme then cliticizes to the phrase 
a t  some level, according to the paramebr of peripher ality . When a nominal 
element occurs in n~ultiple case assignment domains, the process of case- 
spelling and clibcization may be repeated, creating a layering of case 
morphemes. 
A typical source of layered case i n  case-agglut inat ing l8nguages i s  the 
possessor phrase. In many languages, possessors must be marked w i th  
genitive and w i th  the case of the NP i n  which they occur, 6s i n  these 
examples from Old Georgian (Hel'c*uk (198611: 
) saxel-man mam-isa-man 
name ERG father GEN ERG 
'fat her's neme' 
and Dyirbal (Dixon ( 1969)): 
( ) ... yara-nundjin-du guda-ngu ... 
msn GEN ERG dog ERG 
'man's dog' 
These constructions contr- ?t wit,) the Indo-European possessor phrase, i n  
which the nominal complement i s  protected from any assignment or 
percolation of case from the external governor. The minimali t y  condition 
(Chomsky 19861 in  fact prevents government of the NP complement i f  the 
head N i s  considered to govern i t s  complement. We suggest that the layering 
of case morprremes i n  possessor pr~rases i s  a morphological 13rocess of 
cllticlzation, not a multiple cese assignment. 
An important factor In  the layering of cese morphemes 1s peripheral1 ty. 
Ha16 (class lectures, 1986) distinguishes three types of case realization: 
radical, i n  which case appears on the head of NP and on 1 t s  sisters; ctlpi tal, 
i n  which case appears on the head alone; and peripheral, In which the case 
marking I s  external to the noun phrase. Radical case realization leads to 
case layer ing as noted above. In peripheral realization, a possessor bears 
only the genit ive case, as i n  t h i s  example f rom Huallaga Quechua (Weber 
( 1983)): 
( ) qam-pa waaka-yki-ta ri kaa 
you GEN cow 2p ACC I-see 
'I see your COW(S)' 
Peripheral l  y real ized case eppeers on the head noun i n  ( ), but i t  18 ectual ly 
attached t o  the en t i re  phrase. The head noun may be moved or  deleted, but 
the case marking remains. Deletion of the head noun ceuses a csse layering: 
( 1 [qam-pa d ]-to r ikaa 
you GEN ACC I-see 
'I see yours' 
Some layered case languages exhi bl t clausal case marking. Again, t h i s  may 
be peripheral, as i n  Huallaga Quechua: 
( I juan-ta maqa-sha-n 1-ta musya-: 
John ACC h i t  SUB 3p ACC know-PAST- l 
'I know that  he h i t  John' 
( ) [ juan- to  rnaqa-she-n )-pi t a  aywa-re-n 
John ACC h i t  SUB 3p ABL go-PAST-3 
'a f ter  he h i t  John, he l e f t '  
o r  t t  may be radical, causing layering w i t h i n  the clause, as i n  Kyardi l  (Evans 
( 1985)): 
) ngade murnrnurdawa-th, [ngl j In- ln ja  thabuju-nths thaa-thuu-nth] 
I:NOfl rejoice-ACT my-COBL E.Br.COBL return-FUT-COBL 
'I am glad that mu big brother 1s comlng back' 
[COBL=complementl zing oblique] 
Raising creates layered case In Cuzco Quechua, according to Lefebvre & 
Nuysken ( ). The subject of a subordinate clause receives genltlve case; if 
this subject i s  raised into the matrix clause, i t  also receives accusative 
case marking. 
mariya xwancha-q-ta-nl muna-n ei platanu ranti-mu-na-n-ta 
Maria Juan-GEN-ACC want 3 banana buy NOM 3 ACC 
'Maria wants Juan to buy banallas' 
Lefebvre & Muysken argue that this accusative case i s  assigned indirectly: 
the main verb assigns accusative case to the subordinate clause, and the 
raised NP gets this case as i t  passes through "a COMP-like CASE position on 
S'." They suggest that the raised NP does not occupy an argument position at 
SS. 
Weber (1983) notes a similar phenomenon i n  noun phrases i n  Huallaga 
Quechua. According to Weber, 
( ) I f  a modifier i s  moved from an NP, i t  i s  marked 
w i th  the case of that NP 
The original, peripheral case marking remains: 
( ) ... huk-wan warmin tiyakurkusha runa-wan 
other CON his:wife she:was:living man CON 
'... hls wi fe  was llvlng w i th  another man' 
P o s t ~ g s i  tions and Postposi t ionsl Case 
Some "secondary" (bimorphemic) cases are histor ical ly dert ved from a 
postposi t ion and a case inf lect ion which had been governed by that 
postposition. It can be d i f f icu l t  to  distinguish postpositional cases from 
true postposi tions. Georgian postposi tional cases seem to be only part ial  1 y 
assimilated. In particular, the postposi tional cases are semi-peripheral. 
The basic case form must be realized on both head and modifier, but the 
postposi tional morpheme appears only on the heed. Thus, the modifier i n  ( ) 
exhibits only the genitive case which forms the base of the prodessive 
postposi tional case, whi le the head exhibits the fu l l  form of the prodessive: 
( ) cem-i megobr-is(%)-tvis 
my GEN friend GEN 
PRODESSIVE 
' for my friend' 
Similarly, only the f inal member of a coordination need be marked w i t h  a 
secondary case: 
) ded -ise-(tvis) da mam -ise-tvis 
mother GEN and father GEN 
(PRODESS IVE) PRODESSIVE 
' for mother and father' [Vogt ( 1, p. 1 
Some linguists claim that at  least some of the 'postposi tional cases" are 
really postposi tions in Basque (Wilbur ( 1979)) and i n  Finnish (Carlson 
(1977)). Nevis ( ) shows that Estonian postposi tions d i f fer  i n  their degree 
of cl i t ic lzet ion. 
APPENDIX 8: POLISH DATA--RELATIVE CLAUSES 
1.0 Introduct ion 
Th l s  appendix contains the complete se t  of Pol ish examples summarized i n  
Chapter T w o  and Chapter Four. The examples are divided i n t o  the following 
subsect ions: 
2.1 animate 
2.1.1 matching (4) 
2.1.2 non-matching 
2.1.2. I syncret ic (7) 




2.2.2.1 syncret ic (4) 
2.2.2.2 non-syncretic 
2.2.2.2.1 external  case used (*I 
2.2.2.2.2 in terna l  case used (mixed) 
2.3 preposed re1 a t  i ve clauses 
The notat ions i n  parentheses summarize the grammat ica l l  t y  judgements f o r  
the f ree  re le t i ves  in  each section. 
1.1 Case N o t W  
We t e r m  the case assigned t o  the head noun the 'external' case; w e  t e r m  the 
case assigned t o  the re la t i ve  pronoun the "internel '  caso. The external and 
in terna l  cases are typically rea l ized morphological ly on the head and t h ~  
re la t i ve  pronoun, respect ively.  I n  headed relat lves,  we  rclpresent the case 
re la t ions with the notation: 
In f ree (headless) relatives, the re la t i ve  pronoun can only real lze one of 
these t w o  cases; w e  te rm th i s  the "resolution" case. We represent the case 
relat ions of the free re la t i ve  w i t h  the notation: 
Morphological syncret ism i s  represented w i th  a slash: 
( ) nominative [ accusative = nominative/accusative 
The fo l lowing case abbreviations are used: 
( 1 nom nominative 
acc accusative 
gen genit ive 
dat dat ive 
ins  instrumental 
Locative case exemples are not included. Since the locat ive occurs only 
w i t h  prepositions, the use of  the locat ive introduces category conf l i c ts  as 
w e l l  as case conf l icts;  we r e s t r i c t  our at tent ion here t o  case conf l ic ts .  
1.2 G romma t i c e l i  t y A g m e n t s  and Notation 
The fo l low lng  scale of g rammat i ca l~ ty  judgments 1s used: 
0 4 ,  J ? ,  3 ,  * ?  * ,  ** 
ZQSm 
z.JAm:& 
U W g J f  1 
(X5) nom[nom=nom 
t k t o  n i e  przeczyte) t e j  k s l g i k i  , dostanie dw6kg 
'whoever hasn't read th i s  book w i l l  get fai led' 
IGiegjo ( 198 1 :SO)] 
(X8) gen[gen=gen 
J? j anek n l  enawl dz l kogo j erzy bol s l g  
'janek hates the one whom jerzy fears' 
(X6') acc[acc=acc 
J? janek zaprasza kogo lubi 
'Janek lnvi tes whom (he) likes' 
(X7') acc[acc=acc 
J? janek zaprasza kogo jerzy lubi 
'Janek invites whom Jerzy likes' 
(A 18) datldat 
J? on s i  9 podobe temu komu j e s i g podobam 
he self pleases that whom I self please 
(A 19) dat[dat=dat 
J on s i  e podoba komu j a s i  g podobaml 
he self pleases that whom I self please 
2.1.2 non matchlr1 - 9 
2.1.2- 1 suncretic (?I 
5s) geniacc 
J j anek n i  enaw i dzi tego, kogo mari a lubi 
'janek hates the one whom maria loves' 
5b) gen[acc=gen/accz 
3janek nl  enawidzi kogo marl a lubl 
'janek hates whom maria loves' 
8a) nomlacc 
Jten, kogo uderzg4 am, k r zyc td  
'the one whom I h i t  shouted' 
1 If o lanqusge ellw8 free relatlvm at all, i t  will allw them i n  construct lo^ with the same var b 
i n  e s h  clause. The fact that t b  cam3 match must ba cortsiderd m n d a r y  here; other examples of 
animate, mtching fru r e l a t l w  8hould be examined, 
28ut sss section 2.2.2.3,  blw, on prepowl relative c l a m .  
*? kogo uderzflam krzuczsF 
'whom I h i t  shouted' 
(8c) nom[acc=nom 
* + kto uderzyiam krzyczsl 
'who I h i t  shouted' 
6a) nom[acc 
J ten kogo maria lubi nienawidzi janka 
'the one whom maria loves hates janek' 
6b) nom[acc=acc 
+ + kogo maria lubi n i  enawi dzi janka 
'whom maria loves hates janek' 
6c) nom[acc=nom 
+ +  kto maria lubi nienawidzi janka 
'the one whom maria loves hates janek' 
I l la) nomldat 
J? ten komu j sn zazdroici sukcesu zostani e wybrany do komi tetu 
'the one whom ]an envies success w i l l  be elected to the committee' 
I l l b) nom[dat=dat 
* 7 komu j an zazdroi c i sukcesu zostan i e wybrany do komi tetu 
'whom jan envies success w i l l  be elected to the commi ttee' 
I l lc) nom[dat=nam 
* * kto j en zazdrosci sukcesu zostani e wybrany do komi tetu 
'whom jan envies success w i l l  be elected to the committee' 
IVa) nomiins 
J? ten k i m  jan pogardza lubi marig 
'the one whom jan holds in  contempt loves maria' 
IVb) nomiins=ins 
* k i m  jan pogardza lubt marig 
'whom jan holds in  contempt loves marla' 
IVc) nom[ins=nont 
** kto j an pogardze lubi marl g 
'who fan holds In  contempt loves maria' 
9a) accInom 
Judsrzyl am tego, kto krzycza4 
'I h i t  the one who shouted' 
9b) acc[nom=nom 
+ 9 uderzy-l am kto krzyczd 
'I h i t  who shouted' 
(gc) acc[nom=acc 
** udeny4am kogo krzyczd 
'I h i t  whom shouted' 
(A201 InsIdet 
J? maria zajmie s ig  tym komu jan odmbwi pomocy 
Maria w i l l  take care self that whom Jan w i l l  refuse help 
(A2 1)  ins[det=dat 
* meria zajmie s i g  komu jan~dmb~jJIomOCy 
Maria w i l l  take care self that whom Jan w i l l  refuse help 
(A221 ins[dat=ins 
** maria zajmie s ig  k i m  jan odmbwi pomocy 




Jzna1az)arn to co j anek zgubU 
'I found that which janek lost' 
12b) accjacc=acc 
J? znalaEFarn co j enek zgubH 
'I found what Janek lost' 
A l  inslins 
4 on s i g  teraz zajmu)e tym czym ) a  S I B  interesowa)am rok temu 
'he now studies what I was so interested I n  a gear ago' 
A2 Ins[ins=ins 
on e i ~  teraz ra jmuje czym j a  s ig  int.eresow&am rok temu 
'he now studies what I was so Interested i n  a year ego' 
(8) genIgen 
J n i e  kupuju tego czego n ie  lubie 
not buy i t  what not l ike 
'I don't buy that which I don't like' 
(9) genlgen=gen 
Jn i e  k u p u j ~  czego n ie  lubig 
not buy what not l ike 
'I don't buy what I don't like' 
(50) genlgenzgen 
*nie bo j e  sie czego nie ma 
'I'm not afrierid of what isn't there' 
2.2.2.1 suncretic (d) 
( 13) acc[nom=norn/acc 
kupHam co byFo w sklepi e 
bought whet was i n  store 
'I bought what was i n  the store' 
100) acc[nom 
Jznal a& am to co zg i ngl  o 
'I found that which got lost' 
1 Ob) ss;c[nom=acc/nom 
J? znalas am co zgi ng.Fo 
'I found what got last' 
I 1 a) nomlacc 
J t o  co znalasam zginct)o znowu 
'that which I found got lost agatna 
1 1 b) nom(acc=nam/acc 
1 co znalasam zglnpio znowu 
'what I found got lost again' 
30) nomlacc 
Jto, co jsnek zrobO, zmertwUo marig 
'that which janek did upset marie' 
3b) nom[acc=nom/acc 
J? co j anek zrobi-4 zmartw Go  mari 9 
'what janek did upset maria' 
(5 1) dat[gen=dat/gen 
*dalam spokoj ktbrej nie lubie 
'I don't bother wi th  what I don't like' 
2 non-~uncretic 
2.2.2.2.1 external case used (2) 
The headed re1 at i  ves corresponding to these constructions are found i n  the 
section w i th  internal case free relatives (below). In each case, the 
corresponding headed relat ive i s  grammatical. 
( 1  1 )  acc[gen=acc 
**kupuj$ co n ie lubi 9 
buy what not l ike 
'I buy what I don't like' 
1 C) gen[acc=gen 
+ + j erzy n i enaw i dz i czego j anek lub i 
'jerzy hates what janek likes' 
2c) acc[gen=acc 
+ janek lubi co jerzy nienawidzi 
'janek likes whet jerzy hates' 
4c') nom[gen=nom 
* co Janek oczekiw4 w koicu zdarzy)o s i g  
'what janek expected final 1 y happened' 
Ic) nom[dat=nom 
+co jenek s i ~  przyg l~de l  zaciekawHo marig 
'what janek looked,starsd at interested marie' 
I lc) nom[ins=nom 
+ co j anek s i g i nteresu j e nudz i mari g 
'what janek i s  interested i n  bores marhia' 
* *  on stale s le  czgrn ]e) s le  nlgdy ~odoba+o 
'he i s becoming what she never l i ked'l 
A 1 1 ins[acc=ins 
* *  j a  zajmujg s ig  czbm on s tud iowd wczesniej 
'I am studying what he did earlier' 
A 8  acc[gen=acc 
+flcona daIe mu co sama n ie chci&a 
'she gave him what she herself did not want' 
A 1 7 gen[i ns-gen 
+ ~ c  ona n ie  pMa czego on s ig  tsk upH wczoraj 
'she dld not drlnk that wi th  whlch he got so drunk yesterday' 
AS dat[ins=dat 
r*przygigdel ibny s ig  czemu on sir j  zajmuje 
(we) looked self at that whlch he sclf occupies-with 
2.2.2.2.2 internal case used 
2.2.2.2.2.1 w i th  external nominative (a) 
4a') nomlgen 
J t o  czego j anek oczelci we) w koicu zdarzy)o s i  $ 
'that which janek expected finallg happened' 
4b') nom[gen=gen 
*? czego j anek oczeki w d  w kohcu zdarz@o s i  9 
'what janek expected finally happened' 
la) nom[dat 
J t o  czemu j anek s i  9 przyglgdsl. zaci ekew H o  mari g 
'that t o  which janek looked/stared at interested meria' 
I b) nom[dat=dat 
J ?  czernu j anek s i  9 prtyglgdsC zaclekaw H o  marl 9 
'what janek looked/stsred at interested maria' 
I lu) nomlins 
J t o  czym j anek s i  9 i nteresuj e nudzi mari g 
'that which janek himself i s  interested i n  bores maria' 
lexsrnple ( A 1  4) I s  conaldered worm than the ungrammatical ins[ norn=nom counterpart (A 1 3). 
I Ib) nom(lns=ins 
J? czym j anek s i  9 i ~ I e r e s u j  e nudzi msr i  9 
'what janek himself i s  interested i n  bores maria' 
2.2,2.2,2.2 wiv jxternal accusetiv@ 
2.2.2.2.2.2.1 occIgm~11. 
(10) accigen 
Jkupuj 9 to czego n i e lub i 9 
buy i t  what not l ike 
'I bug that which I don't like' 
( 12) acc[gen=gen 
?kupuje czego nie lubie 
buy what not l ike 
'I buy what I don'\ like' 
28) acclgen 
J ]  anek lubl to, czego Jerzy n l  enaw l dzi 
'janek likes t9at which jerzy hates' 
2b) acc[gen=gen 
?janek lubi czego jerzy n i  anaw i dzi 
'janek likes what jerzy hates' 
A6 acclgen 
..'ona d d  a mu t o  czego soma n i e chc i a 
she gave hian that which she herself not wanted 
'she gave him that which she herself did not want' 
A7 acclgen~gen 
7 ona d d  a mi* czego fiema n i s chc i d a  
'she gave him what she herself did not want'' 
(49) accIgen=gen 
*boje sie czegc nie ma 
'I'm afraid c'  what Isn't there' 
Ithe free relative tornad i n  (47) I s  marc!rall y emaptable, despite the acclgsn mnfllct. This 
cantruts v l t 5  t b  ungrammaticsl scclgen free r e l a t i m  l n  (2b) and ( 131, and v i t h  t b  
unpramnmtical ~an[acc conflicts of ( 1 b) end (5b). The g r m t ~ r  utceptabil~ty of A7 I8  intriguing, 
but, I n  light ofthe o t b r  axamplas, annot be taken o avidam *or an accqen hierarchy i n  Pollbh. 
2.2.222222. 1 0~1;~9p3,;~cIins (*I 
(TI )  r .c [dat  
v marysi a postanow H a  kupi 6 to, czemu j anek s i  9 przyglpdd 
Maria decided to-buy i t  that Janek self stared-at 
'Marla decided to  buy what Janek was staring at' 
(T2) acc[dat=dat 
**marysia postanowUs kup i t  czemu janek s i g  przyglgdel 
Maria decided to-buy what Janek self stared-at 
'Maria decided to buu what Janek was staring at' 
(131 acclins 
Jmarysi  a postanow Ha kupi C to, czym j anek s i  g zachwycH 
fleria decided to-buy i t  that Janek self became-fescina ted 
'Maria decided to  buy what Janek became fascinated wi th '  
(T4) acc[tns=ins 
*marysie postanowUa kupiE czym janek s l g  zachwycU 
Maria decided t o  buy what Janek self became-fascinated 
'Maria decided to  buy cln!hat Janek bscame fascinatbd wi th '  
1 a) genlacc 
Jjeny nienawidzi  tego, co janek lubi  
'j erzy hates that which ] enek 1 i kes' 
1 b) genIacc=acc 
3 j e n y  nlenawidzi  co lanek lubl 
' j  erzy hates what j anek 1 i kes'l 
(X 1 )  genlecc 
J jerny hot slg tego co janek lubl  
' j e r z ~  fears that which janek Ilkes' 
(X2) gen[acc=acc 
* j e n y  boi s i g  co janek lubl  
'jeny fears what janek Ilkes' 
A 1 5 genli ns 
J on8 n le pH8  tego czym on slg tak up# wczoraj 
she not drink that which he self so intoxicated yesterday 
'she did not drink that w i th  which he got so drunk yesterday' 
A 16 gen[ins=ins 
3 on8 n ie  pNa  czym on s ig  tok upH wctorej 
'she did not drick that wi th  which he got so drunk yesterday'' 
4 w i th  exwna l  dative (12). 
A3 datlins 
Jprzyglpdalikmy s ig  temu czym on s i t  zamuje 
(we) looked self o t  that whlch he self occupies-with 
A 4  dat(ins=ins 
*pnyglpdali6my s i ~  czym on s ig  zajmuje 
(we) looked self at that which he self occupies-with 
I t h  external Instrumentel (:)
A9 inslacc 
J j a  ra jmujg  s ig  tym co on studtowe+ wczeiniej  
I occupy self with-that what he studied earlier 
'I am dtudying that which he did earlier' 
A l 0 ins[acc=acc 
4 j a  tajrnujg s ie  co on studiowel wczes'nf e j  
'I em studying what he did earlier' 
A 12 insinor?? 
J on staje s l g  tyn~ co j e j  s ig  nigdy n ie podoba)o 
he becomes self that which her self never not llked 
'he Is becoming that which she never liked' 
A 1 3 insInom=nom 
a *  on staje sIg co j e j  s lg  nigdy n ie podobdo 
17b um d t h e  re ls td  v e r b  drink, get drunk m y  increase the scceptabllity of A 1  6, vhlch we 
wuld cixpsct to be ungrammeitcal . 
2bte tbt this mntdnee ir eontidared qrrmmatlca1,although m m n t W l y  odd, slnce co is  
insninmte. Tb contrmt b a t w ~ l  tlre eccsytsble, if  d3, W d  relative ( A 1  2) and the 
unprsmmatlcal free relative ( A 1  3) &ti11 holds. 
'he I s  becoming what she never l iked' 
2.3 oreposed re lat ive clauses 
Preposing the re la t i ve  clauses al leviates a case-conf l i c t  t o  some degree. 
Ungrommat l ca l  Construct ions become merely quest ionable; quest ionable 
constructions becomt! we1 1-f armed. It may be that preposr ng the re la t i ve  
clause removes i t  f rom the domain of the external case assigner. A s im i l a r  
c la lm  I s  made by HirschbOhler and Rivero ( ) w i t h  regard t o  free re lat ives i n  
topic posi t ion In Spanish and Catolan. They argue that  topic posi t lon IS not 
a subcategorized posi t  ion, and that a re le t  lve clause generated i n  topic 
posi t ion thus escapes case and category matching ef fects .  The Polish data 
given here are suggestlve, but more research i s  needed. Note that we heve 
one example (see end of section) in which preposing the re la t i ve  clause f a i l s  
t o  al leviate case conf l ic t .  
2.3.1 animate 
2.3. I ,  1 suncre t i 
50) genlacc 
Jj anek ni  enaw i d z i  tego, kogo m a r i a  l ub i  
'janek hates the one 'whom mar ia loves' 
5b) gen[acc=gen/acc 
7janok n ienaw i  dz i  kogo m a r i a  l ub i  
'janek hates whom mar ia loves' 
5c) gen[acc=gen/acc (preposed) 
J kogo mar ia lub i  janek nienawidzi 
'whom mar ia loves, janek hates' 
mmnomc [no examples t estod] 
ZL2hmUWe 
2,3,2.1 s u m  
[no examples tested] 
J j e n g  nlenawtdzl  tego, co janek lub i  
'1 erzu hates that wh i  ch J anek 1 i kes' 
( 1 b) gen[acc=acc 
? j e n y  nienawidzi co janek lubi 
' jerzy hates what janek l ikes' 
( 1 d) gen[acc=acc (preposed) 
J co janek lubi jerzy nienawidzi 
'what janek likes, jerzy hates' 
20) acclgen 
J junek lub i  to, czego jerzy n ienawidz i  
'janek l ikes that which jerzy hates' 
2b) acc[gen:gen 
3janek lub i  czego jerzy n ienawidz i  
'lanek l ikes what jerzy hatese 
(X3) acc[gen=gen (preposed) 
czego j erzy n i enaw i dz i, j anek lub i  
'what jerzy hates, janek l ikes' 
(T 1) acc[dat 
J marysi a postanow U a kupi 6 to, czemu janck s i  9 przyg lgdd 
Maria decided to-buy i t  that Janek self  stared-at 
'Maria decided t o  buy what Janek was star lng k? '  
(T2) acc[dat=dat 
4 marys i a postanow H a  kupi C czemu j anek s i  g przyglgdd 
Maria decide0 to-buy what Janek self  stared-at 
'Maria decided t o  bug what Janek was staring at'  
(T5) accldat (preposed & headed) 
t o  czemu 1 onek s i  g przyglgds) marysi a pustdnow W a kupi t 
'what Janek was star ing at, Marla decided to  buy' 
(T6) acc[dot =dat (preposed) 
? czemu janek $19 przgg lpdd marysia postanowHa k u p l t  
'what Janek was star lng at, Maria decided to  buy' 
( X l )  genlecc 
J ) e n U  boi s l ~  tego co janek lubl 
' j e n y  fears that which janek likes' 
(X2) gen[acc=acc 
+ jerzy boi s ig  co janek lubl 
'jerzy fears what janek likes' 
( 1 d') gen[acc=acc (preposed) 
c c o  janek lubi j e n y  boi s l ~  
'what janek likes, jerzy fears' 
APPENDIX C: RUSSIAN DATA--RELATIVE CLAUSES 
This appendix contains the r~rnp le te  set of Russian examples summarized i n  













2.2.2.2.2 external case used 
2.2.2.2.3 internal case used 
1.1 Case Notatlor! 
The case notation used i s  the same as i n  Appendix 0: 
The corresponding headed relat f ves are e l l  grammatical; the headed forms 
are indicated i n  parentheses. 
J . 2  G r a m m a t l c a l l y U w ~ ~  
Most of the Russian examples were tesied wi th  three or four informants. 
Slnce there was a certain amount of disagreement, the judgments of al l  
informants ore noted on the line preceding each example. A few sentences 
were only tested wi th  one informbnt. The following scale of 
grammatlcali t y  Judgments 1s used: 
( 1  4 ,  J ? ,  ? ,  * ?  * ,  ** 
The notation J+ i s  used w i th  a free relative to inj icate an informant's 
comment that use of the free relative i s  more natural than use of the 
corresponding headed relat l  ve. 
1 a- 
Z U L m k b u g  
9. J J+ J gen(gen=gen 
ona l j u b i t  (togo), kogo j a  l j ub l j u  
'she loves (the one) wh: m I love' 
10. J J+ $ gen[gen=gen 
on ne obidi t  (togo), kogo l j u b i t  
'he does not offend (the one) whom he lovese 
1 1 .  J+ * ? genlgenzgen 
vtera on opJ at' possori l (togo), kogo J a s taki m trudom pomi r i  t '  
'yesterday he agaln quarreled w l  th  (the one) whom I 
w i th  such dif f iculty pacified' 
3 J I J J *  dat[dat=dat 
on nrsvl t s j  e (tomu), komu J a nravej us' 
'he pleases (the one) whom I please' 
4 41 i t  * dat[dat=dat 
on ne nravi ts ja  (tomu), komu j a p r l  gl) anulsj a 
'he doesn't please (the one) who took a l iking to me' 
5. 41 J? * dot [dot =dot 
on pr i nO s kn l gu (tomu), komu j a vEera prod01 (ubu 
'he brought a book to (the one) whom I yesterday sold a fur coat' 
--- - - 
l ln formnt  m l  finds the ckt/ckt ssntences grsmnmticsl, but mmstv,~ ' i m r r a c t " .  
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53. J J gen[acc=gen/acc 
ona voznenav i dl  la (togo), kogo on tak necpravedl i vo obv i n l  l 
'she came to hate (the one) whom he so unfair ly accused' 
2.1.2,2 non-~yncretic 
2 J .2.2.1 u r n e l  use4 
17. * ? ** ddtInom=nom 
j a ne ponravi l s j  a (tomu) kto emu poncavi i s j  a 
'I was not pleasing to (the one) who pleased him' 
15. * *? * dat(acc=acc 
on blagodaren (tomu) kto mne pomog 
'he was thankful to (the one) who helped me' 
44. * R * dat[gen=gen 
j a podt i na j a j us' (tomu) kogo Qn vynes i t 
'I obel; (the one) whom he cannot stand' 
46. * * * dat[gen=gen 
j a ne smog1 a ponrav i t s j  a (tomu) kogo on nenav i d i t 
'I was not able to please (the one) whom he hates' 
SO. J * inslgen=gen 
ona dovol'na (tern), kogo on raduet 
'she i s  satisfied w i th  (the one) whom he pleeses' 
[i.e., she Is satisfied w i th  his selection of the people 
whom he makes an effort to please] 
51. * * * insIgen=gen 
j a rukovotu (tern) kogo on nenavi d l  t 
'I lead (the one) whom he hates' 
14. * o J? nom[dat=dat 
mne p r i  gl janulsj a (tot) komu on p r l  znatelen 
'(the one) whom he i s  obliged to caught my eye' 
10. * w * tns[dat=da t 
on rukovod i t (tern) komu j a podC i na j a j us' 
'he leads (the one) whom I obey' 
* u * gen[dat=dat 
on ne 1 jub i  t (togo) komu j a  pod t in ja jus '  na rabote 
'he does not l i k e  (the one) whom I obey a t  work' 
it J? * genldatzdat 
on nenav i cli t (togo) komu j a veera ne smogla ponravi t ' s  j a 
'he hates (the one) whom I yesterday was unable t o  please' 
u J w dat[ins=ins 
j a podt i n j  a j us' (tomu! kem on rukovod i t 
'I obey (the one) whom he leads' 
* ? * gen[ins=ins 
on vodi t za nos (togo) kem j a vsegda i nteresovalas' 
'he i s  t r i ck ing  [ l i t :  leading by the nose] 
(the one) i n  whom I have always been interested' 
* u * gen[ins=ins 
on I j ub i  t radovat' (togo) kern j a dovol'na 
'he l ikes t o  please (the one) whom I am pleased w i th '  
4 J? J? dat[gen=gen 
j a vsegda rada (tomu) kogo on pr ig lasaet  v gost i 
'I am always pleased t o  see (those) wnom he inv i tes t o  v i s i t '  
J? d? 4 genIdat=dat 
on p r i  g l s i s? t  v gost i tol 'ko (tex) kor.,u j a vsegda rada 
'he inv i tes  only (those) whom I am always ylnd [ t o  see]' 
(note: Is there a number conf l i c t  here? tex=pl, komu=sg) 
J J J dat[ins=lns 
my obradovelsja (tomu) kern ego cyn okazalsja 
'we were glad at  what [kind of a person] h is  son turned out t o  be2 
2This may be en exclemet Ive. When examlninp matching effects i t  ir important to 
distlngulsh true free relative$ from sententiel complements, such as interrogatives and 
exclamativa8. The wh- phrase i n  a wntentisl wrnplamnt, unlike a true relative pronoun, does not 
receive case from the matrlx clause. Thus exclamatlves and lntarro~a?ives may appear to be 
violations of cam matching requirements. 
The pmib i l i t y  of an interrogative or exclamatlva reading prevents us from relylng on tha 
following Russian examples i n  our ~ n a l ~ p l s  of case matching effects. The case m r k i q p  found are 
coml8tent v l t h  an axclamatiw or interrogative reading: On1 y the internall y-u9igned case is  
Umd. 
I l l  t: we were glad ot (the one) whom nls son turned out t o  be1 
2.1.2.2.2 externel used 
19. *? * * ins[dat=ins 
on rukovod i t kem j a podE i n j a j us' (headed: tern, komu) 
'he leads whom 1 obey' 
25. * c * dat[ins=dat 
my obradovals j a komu ego cyn okszals j a (headed: tomu, Cem) 
'we were glad at  what (k ind  of a person) h i s  son turned out t o  be' 
2.2 inanimate 
2.2.1 matching 
M I 2  4 im[ i l f3= im 
my i n t m v a l i s '  (tens) tern vy zmima l i s '  
'we were intermted i n  what you \I !re studying' 
M8 ? dat dat =dat 
my udi v i l i d '  (tomul k m u  atudmty d i l i e '  
've were 3 u r p r i w  at what the students were studying' 
23. * *? dat [ i~=dat  
my udi v i l i a '  C m u  on pobabatyva t  (ba led :  tornu, &m) 
'we were 3ur prised at what he does for s l iving' 
24. 4 4 4 dat[ins=irn 
my 0brbrkvaltIje ( t o m )  k m  p c y l  okezelsje 
'we were gled at what [kind of a person] his son turned out to be' 
[ l i t :  we were gled of (the one) whom hi!, son turned out to be] 
22. 4 4 4 datfiw-ins 
my ud i v i l i a '  (tomu) Cemu an poaabatyvaat 
'we were s u r p r l d  at what he does for a l i nng '  
36. 44 4 44 4 noml i M-i ns 
mne n r w i  t a j a  (to) k m  on aejCas zenimaeleja 
'1 l ike what he i$ studying/engsgsd i n  now' 
The judgments for example 16. are confused. Informant 1 suggested that the sentence a s  
ambiguous, 
16. +? 4? *? dat[ecclacc 
on ud iu i l s j  a (tornu), Cto my delali v bkole 
'he vw 8urprlscrd at what vs were doing I n  school* 
R m i a n  dalat' rsquirea an objact, forcing cto to be relative pronoun (m, b., pc). 
(49) accIacc=acc 
Jon kupil cto ja uvidela 
'he bought what I saw' 
(5 1)  ins[ins=ins 
Jon cej Eas zani maetc j a tern j a tnk interesovalas' god nazad 
'he now studies what I was so interested i n  a year ago' 
M1 J nom(~iom=nom 
(to) Cto bylo v magazine, sliSkom dorogo 
'what was in  the store was too expensivd' 
M2 J acc[at:c=acc 
j a kupi l a  (to) f to j a xotela 
'I bought whet I wanted' 
M3 J? gen[gen=gen 
j a  ne kupila (togo) tego f a  ne xotela 
'I didn't buy what I didn't wan!' 
M I 0  J+ acc[acc=acc 
j a  kupila (to) Eto j e  uvidela 
'I bought whut I caught sight of' 
1. J J J J? acc[ecc=acc 
on kupil  (to), Cto j a  uvidela 
'he bought what 1 sew' 
2. J J */ J acc[acc=acc 
on kur i  t (to), f t o  j a  k u ~ j u  
'he smokes what I buy' 
6. J $/+ 7 Inslins=lns 
on rukovod i t (tern), Cem j a ranebe rukovod 1 1 
'he leads what I earlier led' 
7. J * w ins[ins=ins 
on usynovlen (tem) kern je interesu jus' 
'he was adopted by (the one) i n  whom I an1 Interested' 
8. J 4. J+ J Ins[ins=lns 
on sej Eas zani meets] a (tern), tern ]a  tek i nteresovalas' god nazad 
'he now Studies what I was so Interested I n  a year ago' 
2.2.2 non-matchi ng 
M4 J ecc[nom=nom/acc 
j a  k u p i l a  (to), Cto bylo v magazine 
'I bought what was i n  the store'  
R5 J nom[acc=n~m,/acc 
(to) Eto j a  kupila, l e i i t  na s to le  
'what I bought i s  l y ing  on the table' 
2.2.2.2 non-syncretic 
2.2.2.2.1 geni t ive/accusat i ve  
33. ? J+ J J genlacc=acc 
ona ne xotele Cto on xotel  (headed: togo, t t ~ )  
'she d i d  not want what he wanted' 
34. J J J J+ genIacc=gen 
ona ne xcitela Cego on xotel  
'she d id  not want what he wanted' 
27. J+ 4 J J accIgen=gen 
on sdelal Eego one ne sdelala (headed: to, Csgo) 
'he has done what she has not  donee 
28. J J +  J J? acc[gen=acc 
on sdel a1 Eto one ne sdelala 
'he has done what she has not done's 
%late: could be explainad m substitution of accwativa for the (optional) genitiw of nrqtinn, 
giving acc[acc=acc. 
One dit ional  example i s  
We alw find one example of a gwernad ganltiva: 
52. 47 4 gen[acc=acc 
ona rte I j ubile Cta on dele1 
'8hedoa not l i ke  what [the thing) hedome 
Note that 'to do' requirm a direct object i n  Rwlan, so that cto must be a relative pronoun here. 
29. J J J +  acclgen=gen 
ona podar i l a  emu Cego ne xot ela sama (headed: to, Cego) 
'she gave h im what she herself didn't want'  
30. J J J acclgen=acc 
ona podari l a  emu 6to ne xotela sama 
'she gave h im what she herself didn't want'' 
35. J J genIacc=acc (headed: logo, Cto) 
ona ne est f t o  on tak 1 jubi  t zakazyvst' v restoranax 
'she does not eat what he so loves t o  order i n restaurants' 
52. J? J gen[acc=acc 
ona ne I j u b i l a  Eto on delal 
'she does not l ike whet [ the thing] he does5 
31 J J  J J* acc[gen=gen 
ona ob'j esnj ala Cego ne ponimala tol 'kom (headed: to, Eego) 
'she explained what she d id not understand clear1 y' 
32. J J* J J  acc[gen=acc 
ona obWjasnja la Cto ne ponimala tol'kom 
'she explained what she d id not understand c lear ly6 
M6a ? acc(gen=gen (headed to, c+ego) 
j a kupi l a  Cego j a ne xotela 
'I bought what I d id  not want' 
4Note: could bs a x p l a i d  ss substitution of occwtive for the (optional) genitive of mg8tion, 
giving ecc[scc=acc. 
5 N ~ t e  that  ' to  do' requires a d l rect  oblect I n  Russian, so that c to  must be e 
re la t i ve  pronoun here (rn.b., pc). 
6Mots: muld bb e x p l d ~  oa subtitution of sccludtlvb for the (optional) pdnitive of negation, 
giving ~Iscx:.ibcc. 
)a k u ~ l  la  Cto )a  ne xotela 
'I bought what I did not want' 
M7a 7 gen[acc=acc (headed: t ogo, c+ t o) 
j a  ne kupi 1s f to j a xotela 
'I didn't buy what I wanted' 
Pl7b ? genIacc=gen 
j a  ne kupila fego ja  xotela 
'I didn't buy what I wanted' 
13. ** w ** nomIdat=nom 
u men) a est' Eto on zevi duet (headed: to, Eemu) 
'I have what he envies' 
21. * u u ins[dat=ins (headed: tern, h m u )  
no rabote on sejfas zani meetsj e fem ) a tol'ko uEus' 
'now at work he I s  angaged i n  what I am only learning' 
40. * * * I) ins[norn=nom 
on stanovitsja (tern) Pto e) vsegds ne nravilos' 
'he i s  becoming what she never liked' 
111 t: what to-her always not was-pleasing1 
39. * * * * Ins[acc=acc 
j a zani maj usm (tem) Eto on dele1 ran'le 
'I am studying/doing whet he did earlier' 
H16 * acc[ins=ins 
ivan kupil (to) fern j a  interesovalsja 
'Ivan bought what 1 was interested in' 
MI5 acc[da t=dat 
i van kup i 1 (to) Cemu j a zav i dovala 
'Ivan bought what I envied' 
12. ? J? * nomIdnt =dot 
u menj a est' (to) Eemu on tav i  duet 
'I have what he envies' 
37. J? * acc[ins=ins 
mame podari la  mne (to) Cem mne mof na by lo  dostevi t '  udovol'stvi e 
'Mama gave me the things that could give me pleasure' 
38 ? J " accli ns=ins 
ona S t i t se t  (to) Eem j a  zanimajus' glupost'ju 
'she considers what I am studying [ to be] stupid' 
20. J d J? ins[dat=dat 
sejCas on na rabote zanimaetsja (tern) Eemu j s  tol'ko utus' 
'now he at work i s  engaged i n  what I am onlg learning' 
36. J+ J J+ J nom[ins=ins 
mne nravi t s  j a (to) Cem on sej Cas zanI maetsj a 
'I l ike what he i s  studying/engaged i n  now7 
47. J? J gen[ins=ins 
ona ne p i  la  (toga) Cem on t ak napi l s j  e vtera 
'she did not drink that w i t h  which he got so drunk yesterday' 
7 h s i  bl y an exclamtive or interrogative complement. 
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